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Justice League Vol. 2: Outbreak (Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth!
Spinning directly out of the events of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, a new day
dawns for the Justice League as they welcome a slew of new members into
their ranks. The question remains though, can the world’s greatest
superheroes trust these new recruits? And will the members of League be able
to come together against an ancient evil that threatens to reclaim not just the
world, but the entire universe!
Masterful storytelling, epic action, and unbelievable art come together in
JUSTICE LEAGUE from best-selling comic book writer Bryan Hitch (JLA) and
superstar artist Tony S. Daniel (BATMAN, DETECTIVE COMICS). Collects
JUSTICE LEAGUE #6-11.

DC Comics
9781401268701
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
Honoring the past, protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
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Justice League Unwrapped by Jim Lee
Summary
SUPERSTAR ARTIST JIM LEE BRINGS TOGETHER THE WORLD’S GREATEST
HEROES…FOR THE FIRST TIME!
It’s the dawn of a new age. Superheroes—like Superman in Metropolis and
Gotham’s Dark Knight, Batman—are new and frightening to the world at large.
But when a series of strange attacks unleashes an otherworldly threat on
Earth, these heroes will have to stand together…if they can stand each other!
Superman. Batman. Wonder Woman. Green Lantern. Flash. Aquaman. Cyborg.
Though young and inexperienced, brash and overconfident, each one alone is
a powerful force in the battle of good against evil. Together, they may be the
only thing on Earth that can stop the alien warlord Darkseid from claiming our
planet as his own. Together…they will become the Justice League!

DC Comics
9781401268503
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$39.99
Hardcover
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Jim Lee’s stunning artwork is featured in this collection as never before—in his
original pencils. Written by the one and only Geoff Johns, JUSTICE LEAGUE
UNWRAPPED BY JIM LEE provides a glimpse into the process behind the most
talked-about comic book of the new millennium. Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE
1-12.
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Green Lanterns Vol. 2: Phantom Lantern (Rebirth)
Summary
They’re the newest recruits to the Green Lantern Corps, but learning to trust
each other is the hardest challenge Simon Baz and Jessica Cruz may ever
face! Their pasts, their personalities, their hidden fears and deepest
secrets—the gap between them is hard to overcome…and it just might make
them the greatest partners the Corps has ever seen.
Buried in the deepest recesses of the universe by the immortal Guardians is a
weapon of colossal power: the Phantom Ring, capable of controlling the entire
Emotional Spectrum that fuels Lanterns of every color. And a sinister figure
from the Lanterns’ past has placed the ring in the hands of a human who’s
singularly unfit to wield such an awesome responsibility.
Can Simon and Jessica come together and defeat this nearly omnipotent foe?
Or will the fractured light of the Phantom Lantern be the last thing they ever
see?
DC Comics
9781401268497
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Find out in GREEN LANTERNS VOL. 2: THE PHANTOM LANTERN, from the
acclaimed creative team of writer Sam Humphries and artists Robson Rocha,
Ed Benes and Eduardo Pansica—blazing forth from the blockbuster DC
Universe Rebirth event! Collects issues #7-14.
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Wonder Woman Vol. 2: Year One (Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Rebirth!
New York Times best-selling writer Greg Rucka continues his return to WONDER
WOMAN! The team of Rucka and artist Nicola Scott weave the definitive and
shocking tale of Diana’s first year as Earth’s protector. Paradise has been
breached, Ares stirs, and the Amazons must answer with a champion of their
own…one who is willing to sacrifice her home amongst her sisters to save a
world she has never seen. Wonder Woman’s journey begins in this epic origin
story!
Collects WONDER WOMAN #2, #4, #6, #8, #10, #12, #14.
Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
DC Comics
9781401268800
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Honoring the past, protecting our present and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
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Superman: The Final Days of Superman
Summary
A prelude to DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH is here in SUPERMAN: THE FINAL DAYS OF
SUPERMAN!
With his final days upon him, the Man of Steel reaches out to his loved ones
and most trusted allies to say his goodbyes. Yet while he does so, the world is
greeted by new threats—a dangerous being alive with fire, who insists to Lois
Lane and anyone else he meets that he is the one true Superman, and a
black-clad man whose appearance and powers mirror those of Superman
himself.
Alongside Batman, Wonder Woman and Supergirl, the Man of Steel must fight
one final battle—seemingly against himself. Will Superman die trying to save
his adoptive world and those he loves most?

DC Comics
9781401269142
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

THE FINAL DAYS OF SUPERMAN marks the beginning of an era, written by Peter
J. Tomasi (SUPERMAN) and illustrated by artists Mikel Janín (BATMAN), Doug
Mahnke (SUPERMAN), Paul Pelletier (AQUAMAN), Dale Eaglesham (SECRET
SIX), Scot Eaton (THE NEW 52: FUTURES END), Ed Benes (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA) and Jorge Jiménez (EARTH 2: SOCIETY).
Collects SUPERMAN #51-52, ACTION COMICS #51-52, BATMAN/SUPERMAN
#31-32 and SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN #28-29.
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Doom Patrol Vol. 1: Brick by Brick
Summary
The spirit of Grant Morrison’s groundbreaking DOOM PATROL is captured in this
debut series starring the cult-favorite misfits as a part of Gerard Way’s new
Young Animal imprint.
Flex Mentallo, Robotman, Rebis, Crazy Jane, and more are back to twist minds
and take control. This new take on a classic embraces and reimagines the
Morrison run’s signature surrealism and irreverence. Incorporating bold,
experimental art and a brash tone to match a new generation of readers,
Gerard Way’s DOOM PATROL establishes radical new beginnings, breaks new
ground, and honors the warped team dynamic of the world’s strangest heroes.
This abstract and unexpected ensemble series nods at the Doom Patrol’s roots
by continuing to break the barriers of the traditional superhero genre. Collects
issues #1-6.

DC Comics
9781401269791
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

DOOM PATROL is the flagship title of Young Animal—a four-book grassroots
mature reader imprint, creatively spearheaded by Gerard Way, bridging the
gap between the DCU and Vertigo, and focusing on the juxtaposition between
visual and thematic storytelling.
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Red Hood and the Outlaws Vol. 1: Dark Trinity (Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth!
Jason Todd, a.k.a. Red Hood has been many things—a Robin, dead, the Red
Hood—now he’s back and he’s embracing his bad side!
With his new status as a villain, Red Hood plans to take down Gotham’s
underworld from the inside. Joined by a fallen Amazon named Artemis and a
half-baked Superman clone named Bizarro, this dark trinity will soon discover
that the line between hero and villain is harder to discern than they might
think.
Collects RED HOOD & THE OUTLAWS #1-6.

DC Comics
9781401268756
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
Honoring the past, protecting our present and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
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Young Justice Book One
Summary
Batman. Superman. The Flash. The incredible members of the Justice League
of America cast a long shadow, and the members of Young Justice are eager
to step out of it. Robin, Superboy and Impulse want to prove to their
superhero mentors that they’re capable of tackling super-villains on their own.
Under the guidance of the stoic, wise Red Tornado, the three teen heroes
begin their quest to make a name for themselves, apart from their famous
friends.
When the team gains three new members—shy but powerful Wonder Girl,
champion archer Arrowette and mystical Secret—Young Justice is ready to take
on one of the toughest foes the universe has ever seen: the giant tyrant
Despero. But it’s a race against the clock: if Young Justice can’t work together
and defeat Despero within 22 minutes, the Justice League will disband Young
Justice permanently. Can the team come together to stop Despero’s reign of
terror, or will Young Justice be separated forever?
DC Comics
9781401271169
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
360 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Witness the epic battles the Young Justice team faces in these classic stories
written by critically acclaimed author Peter David. YOUNG JUSTICE BOOK ONE
collects YOUNG JUSTICE #1-7, JLA: WORLD WITHOUT GROWN-UPS #1-2,
YOUNG JUSTICE: THE SECRET and YOUNG JUSTICE: SECRET FILES #1.
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Wonder Woman: Who is Wonder Woman? (New
Edition)
Summary
Acclaimed television scribe and co-writer of the film Allan Heinberg presents a
new story about Wonder Woman. Is she Diana Prince, secret agent of the
Department of Metahuman Affairs? Donna Troy, sister to Diana and the current
bearer of the costume? Or villainous Circe, who has stolen all of Diana’s
powers?
The answer to that question is as complicated as the woman herself, and with
Circe augmenting the powers of all of Wonder Woman’s deadliest rogues,
there will be intense battles and ultimate challenges for whoever takes on the
mantle.

DC Comics
9781401272333
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Critically acclaimed writer Allan Heinberg (GREY’S ANATOMY, SEX AND THE CITY)
teams up with the fan-favorite art team of Terry and Rachel Dodson for an
action-filled adventure that will leave Wonder Woman fans breathless!
Collecting WONDER WOMAN #1-4 and WONDER WOMAN ANNUAL #1, WONDER
WOMAN: WHO IS WONDER WOMAN? Also includes a sketch section by Terry
Dodson and an introduction by writer Brian K. Vaughan (SAGA, Y: THE LAST
MAN).
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Cave Carson Has a Cybernetic Eye Vol. 1: Going
Underground
Summary
Cave Carson has a cybernetic eye. But you knew that already.
The question is, why was this spelunking adventurer fitted with a bionic implant
and what do the visions it’s giving him mean?
Before his cybernetic eye started showing Cave Carson a world outside his own,
he had retired from his life of exploring the center of the Earth with his wife,
Eileen, and they had settled into a comfortable, if not mundane, existence
above the surface. That is, until Eileen got sick. Now, newly widowed, a knock
on the door of Cave’s underground lab has brought him back into the world he
thought he left behind, beneath the surface of the Earth.

DC Comics
9781401270827
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Co-written by Gerard Way (DOOM PATROL) and Jon Rivera (HEARTBREAK), with
stunning art by Michael Avon Oeming (POWERS), this absurdist take on one of
DC’s more obscure spelunkers explores love and loss, and the line between
reality and perception. Collects issues #1-6.
CAVE CARSON HAS A CYBERNETIC EYE is a part of DC’s Young Animal—a
four-book, grassroots, mature reader imprint, creatively spearheaded by
Gerard Way, bridging the gap between the DC Universe and Vertigo, and
focusing on the juxtaposition between visual and thematic storytelling.
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Batman/Two-Face: Face the Face Deluxe Edition
Summary
The Dynamic Duo known as Batman and Robin have returned to Gotham after
a year of absence. During that time Harvey Dent was left as the city’s protector.
Batman and Robin find that some of their most notorious foes are being
brutally murdered—forcing Batman to question if the man he entrusted to carry
on in his place has confused justice with vengeance.
Written by legendary author James Robinson (STARMAN), this deluxe
hardcover edition collects the classic storyline from DETECTIVE COMICS
#817-820 and BATMAN #651-654, as well as never-before-seen sketches!

DC Comics
9781401265724
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$34.99
Hardcover
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE
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Justice League Vol. 3: Timeless (Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth!
Spinning directly out of the events of DC UNIVERSE REBIRTH, the Justice
League continues its mission as it clashes with the Suicide Squad in these
brand-new epics. Then, in a massive story that has its roots in author Bryan
Hitch’s original epic from the pages of JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, an alien
force known only as the Timeless moves to dismantle our planet’s entire
timeline to stop the age of superheroes from ever beginning.
Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #14-19.
Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
DC Comics
9781401271121
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Flash by Mark Waid Book Two
Summary
Superstar writer Mark Waid’s run on THE FLASH is now re-collected in a new
series of graphic novels, continuing in THE FLASH BY MARK WAID BOOK TWO!
Once Wally West was just Kid Flash, sidekick to his mentor and friend the
Flash, a.k.a. Barry Allen. The death of Barry left Wally the fastest man
alive—and the new Flash. Now, somehow, Barry has returned—as a violent and
paranoid speedster determined to eliminate what he’s created! Is Barry really
back?
THE FLASH BY MARK WAID BOOK TWO looks back at Wally’s earliest days as
the Kid Flash and explores the gamut of his emotions and experiences from
his first day as a child hero to his succession of Barry Allen as the new Flash. A
journey full of humor and drama, this story shows just how much Wally West
loves being the fastest man alive. Collects GREEN LANTERN #30-31 & 40, THE
FLASH #69-79, THE FLASH ANNUAL #6, JUSTICE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL
QUARTERLY #10.
DC Comics
9781401268442
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$34.99
Trade Paperback
432 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE
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Hellboy: Into the Silent Sea
Summary
Hellboy sets sail from the wreckage of a deserted island only to cross paths
with a ghost ship. Taken captive by the phantom crew that plans to sell him to
the circus, Hellboy is dragged along by a captain who will stop at nothing in
pursuit of a powerful sea creature. Following the events of Hellboy: The Island,
Gary Gianni draws Hellboy in an original graphic novel.
“The master of modern horror comics.”-IGN
“…Mignola’s simple but elegant panel design should be studied by everyone
who is or who wants to be a cartoonist. The script is a delight, too, as Hellboy’s
down-to-earth anger and everyman astonishment remains funny and
refreshing.” -Publishers Weekly
Series Overview: This is an original graphic novel not released in series form.
Dark Horse Books
9781506701431
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$14.99
Hardcover
56 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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Briggs Land Volume 1: State of Grace
Summary
A critically-acclaimed crime epic set in an American secessionist militia
compound mixing politics with complex family issues, from NYT bestselling
author of DMZ.
Now nominated for an Eisner Award!
Grace Briggs is the new head of the Briggs family, the largest and most
secretive antigovernment secessionist movement in the United States. For
over a hundred years it’s been a safe harbor for anyone looking to live a
simple, quiet life off the grid, but it has since devolved into a hotbed for white
extremists, armed militia, and domestic terrorism.
She seeks to take control of the Land—and her family—from the forces of
extremism and hate, and return it to its core values. But can she accomplish
that before law enforcement finds the evidence it needs to wipe Briggs Land
off the map?
Dark Horse Books
9781506700595
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
& Mystery
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

From New York Times Bestselling author Brian Wood (DMZ, The Massive, Rebels)
comes the latest in his critically-acclaimed line of socio-political graphic novels,
currently in development for television at AMC. Artist Mack Chater
(Smoke/Ashes) illustrates this gritty and electrifying crime saga that speaks to
the troubled, polarized world we live in now.
[Briggs Land] “It’s smart, vibrant, original and well drawn. There’s nothing like
it out there and it’s the best thing Wood may ever have done (and that’s
saying A LOT…the man is a genius).” — Forces of Geek
“Brian Wood is writing a Dangerous Story with Briggs Land, and that’s the kind
of story most worth telling.”—John Arcudi
“Given the current political state of the country, this series feels very relevant
indeed.“ - IGN
”BRIGGS LAND IS A UNIQUELY AMERICAN CRIME COMIC YOU NEED TO BE
READING.”—NERDIST
“AMC knew what they were doing in picking up the rights to this one. If any
story deserves to be told in live action, it’s this well-oiled crime family saga.”
—Black Nerd Problems.
“[Briggs Land is] the Sopranos of secession.”—GWW
Series Overview: Collects the series Briggs Land issues #1-#6. There will be at
least twelve issues and two collections of this series.
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Teen Titans Vol. 1: Damian Knows Best (Rebirth)
Summary
Exploding from the blockbuster DC Rebirth event, it’s an action-packed new
spin on one of the most famous superhero teams of all time, from writer
Benjamin Percy (GREEN ARROW) and a titanic team of talented artists
including Jonboy Meyers (Spawn), Diogenes Neves (GREEN LANTERN: NEW
GUARDIANS) and Khoi Pham (The Mighty Avengers) comes TEEN TITANS VOL. 1:
DAMIAN KNOWS BEST.
His father is the world’s greatest detective. His grandfather is the world’s
deadliest terrorist. He is Damian Wayne, a.k.a. Robin, Son of Batman—and he
now commands the Teen Titans.
Whether they like it or not.

DC Comics
9781401270773
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

When Starfire, Raven, Beast Boy and Kid Flash answer this brash new Boy
Wonder’s call for help, they find themselves on the front lines of a war
between Damian and his immortal grandfather, Ra’s al Ghul. The entire
League of Assassins and the elite Demon’s Fist are prepared to move against
these young heroes, all to claim Robin for their own. And if these new Titans
are toppled, so be it.
The stakes are crystal clear: if they win, they live. If they lose, Robin will join
the forces of evil—and the rest of them are history. But with Damian in charge,
sometimes death doesn’t look so bad…
It’s a culture clash for the ages in TEEN TITANS VOL. 1: DAMIAN KNOWS BEST.
Collects TEEN TITANS #1-5 and TEEN TITANS: REBIRTH #1.
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Witchfinder Volume 4: City of the Dead
Summary
Flesheating corpses and an ancient temple discovered beneath London lead
authorities to call upon Edward Grey, Queen Victoria’s official occult investigator.
But the sinister Heliopic Brotherhood of Ra also has interests in the
underground ruins. When they ask for Grey’s help, he has to wonder if the
threat is great enough to team up with a secret society he’s sworn to destroy.
Hellboy creator Mike Mignola teams with his new writing partner Chris Roberson
(iZombie, Hellboy & the BPRD 1953) and his original Witchfinder collaborator Ben
Stenbeck (Frankenstein Undergound) for an occult mystery exploring the darkest
corners of London.
Series Overview: Collects Witchfinder: City of the Dead issues #1-5.

Dark Horse Books
9781506701660
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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Nichijou, 8
Summary
A witty surreal all-ages manga which revolves around the day-to-day lives of
the young inhabitants of Tokisadame- city. Funny and heartwarming, Nichijou
is a humorous look at modern day Japanese life in comic form.
While the title suggests a story of simple, everyday school life, the contents
are more the opposite. Set in a strange school where you may see the
principal wrestle a deer or a robot’s arm hide a rollcake the days that transpire
through the course of Nichijou are curious and hilarious, if not downright
bizzare. However admist all the chaos and comedy Arawi still takes time to
share everyday slice of life stories giving readers an insight to modern
Japanese youth culture.
Story Locale: Japan
Vertical Comics
9781942993674
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$10.95
Trade Paperback
196 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World except AU/NZ
Status:ACTIVE
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Groo: Fray of the Gods Volume 1
Summary
The gods did not bless Groo with brains, only with the ability to battle. Now,
they themselves are in conflict over the spirit and future of mankind…and it is
Groo who becomes the pawn (unwitting, of course) in their war. If the future of
humanity depends on the wanderer—who barely qualifies—we’re all in a lot of
trouble.
This volume collects Groo: Fray of the Gods #1-#4, from the Harvey and Eisner
Award winning team of Sergio Aragonés and Mark Evanier, with Tom Luth
coloring and Stan Sakai on the lettering pen.
Series Overview: This volume collects Groo: Fray of the Gods #1-#4, from the
Harvey and Eisner Award winning team of Sergio Aragonés and Mark Evanier,
with Tom Luth coloring and Stan Sakai on the lettering pen.

Dark Horse Books
9781506702414
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
112 Pages
Humor / Form
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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Resident Alien Volume 4: The Man with No Name
Summary
Dr. Harry Vanderspeigle—a stranded alien explorer hiding in plain sight—has
been posing as doctor and solving crimes in the small town of Patience,
Washington. After Harry accidentally exposes himself to investigators who are
on his trail, a mysterious arsonist and a stubborn federal agent arrive in town
to heat things up! The local sheriff must decide if he’ll remain loyal to his
inquisitive friend Harry, and nurse Asta finally realizes the danger she and
Harry are both in. Peter Hogan (2000 AD, Tom Strong) and Steve Parkhouse
(Milkman Murders, Doctor Who) continue their unique, acclaimed sciencefiction/murder-mystery series!
Praise for previous volumes of Resident Alien:
“A pitch-perfect narrative from two of my favourite creators.” -Alan Moore
“One of the most charming and wonderful comics being published today.” -Jeff
Lemire
“A series that only gets stronger and better with each installment.” -Comic
Bastards
Dark Horse Books
9781506701530
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
104 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Series Overview: Collects issues #1-#4 of the series.
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Angel Catbird Volume 3: The Catbird Roars (Graphic
Novel)
Summary
It’s all-out war in the madcap conclusion to Angel Catbird’s superhero saga.
The evil Rat army is aiming for world domination, and only a ragtag gang of
half-cats stands in their way. Internationally best-selling novelist and animal
lover Margaret Atwood pens a conclusion to the dramatic, hilarious, and
heartwarming trilogy.
• Margaret Atwood is one of the most important living writers of our day. She
has been recognized internationally for her work through awards and honorary
degrees.
• Atwood, whose work has been published in over thirty-five countries, is the
author of more than forty books of fiction, poetry, and critical essays, and has
won the Man Booker Prize, the Giller Prize, Premio Mondello, and more.
Dark Horse Books
9781506701707
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$14.99
Hardcover
104 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

• Atwood’s The Blind Assassin was named one of Time magazine’s 100 best
English-language novels published since 1923.
(On MaddAddam)
“Atwood’s prose miraculously balances humor, outrage and beauty. A simple
description becomes both chilling and sublime.”—The New York Times
(On The Year of the Flood)
“Atwood is funny and clever, such a good writer and real thinker.”—The New York
Times Book Review
(On Oryx and Crake)
“Atwood has long since established herself as one of the best writers in English
today.”—The Baltimore Sun
(On The Edible Woman)
“Margaret Atwood takes risks and wins.”-Time
(On The Blind Assassin)
“Atwood is a poet.” -The New Yorker
“[A] scintillating wordsmith”—The Economist
Series Overview: This is the final volume of Margaret Atwood’s graphic novel
debut series Angel Catbird
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Superwoman Vol. 1: Who Killed Superwoman? (Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth!
Imbued with the powers of Superman, Lois Lane pledges to use her powers to
protect Metropolois as the new Superwoman. The only problem is, Lois’ new
powers are killing her, and neither she nor her friend and confidant Lana Lang
know what to do about it.
Will Lois even survive long enough to uncover the deadly secret of her new
foe, ULTRA-WOMAN? Find out in SUPERWOMAN VOL. 1, written and drawn by
comics superstar Phil Jimenez (INFINITE CRISIS)!
Collects SUPERWOMAN #1-7.

DC Comics
9781401267803
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE
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Everafter Vol. 1:The Pandora Protocol
Summary
Spinning off from the Eisner Award-winning FABLES, the magical and the
mundane now coexist in an uneasy and fractured peace. Some of the
remaining Fables seek to use their freshly revealed powers for the greater
good. Others, however, have darker desires and instead plot to unleash
supernatural terror on an unprecedented scale.
It’s a brave new world—and the Shadow Players are the bravest of them all.
This elite network of agents—Fable and Mundy alike—travel the globe to battle
the magical threats that have arisen across the newly enchanted Earth. They
include such legendary Fables as Peter Piper and Bo Peep, and Connor Wolf,
the rookie on the team.
Ruthless mercenaries. Ancient artifacts. Undead hordes. The Shadow Players
must take them all on—and guard against corruption from within—if the world
is to have its happy ending.
Vertigo
9781401268367
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Famed MUNDY writers Dave Justus and Lilah Sturges are joined by acclaimed
artists Travis Moore, Steve Rolston and Ande Parks to add to the legacy of
creator Bill Willingham’s modern classic with EVERAFTER VOL. 1: THE PANDORA
PROTOCOL! Collects issues #1-6.
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Archie Vol. 3
Summary
The all-new ARCHIE adventure continues! Superstar writer Mark Waid teams up
with the best and brightest artists in comics to bring a modern take to the
legendary Riverdale cast of characters. The book will captures the bite and
hilarious edge of Archie’s original tales in a modern, forward-looking manner,
while still retaining the character’s all-ages appeal. If classic Archie is a
Saturday morning cartoon, this new series is prime time!
Publication History: Trade Paperback Original

Archie Comics
9781682559932
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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Doctor Fate Vol. 3: Fateful Threads
Summary
Khalid Nassour was just a first-year med student when he was chosen by the
spirit of the sorcerer Nabu to be the new bearer of the helmet of Doctor Fate.
Since then, he’s been learning about the world of magic and what it means to
be a hero…but not without making a few almost deadly mistakes along the
way.
But now Khalid’s long-lost great uncle has returned—Kent Nelson, the original
hero known as Doctor Fate. And just in time, as Khalid’s home of New York City
and his loved ones find themselves under attack by fire demons and Egyptian
gods.
Now there are two Fates to protect the city but, unfortunately, the only one who
can save New York is the one who still doesn’t understand his powers. Will
Khalid master the helmet’s magic in time or is his career as a hero fated to
end quickly?
DC Comics
9781401272418
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Acclaimed storytellers Paul Levitz (LEGION OF SUPERHEROES) and Sonny Liew
(THE ART OF CHARLIE CHAN HOCK CHYE) bring their critically acclaimed
reinvention of Doctor Fate to an astonishing conclusion with the help of guest
artists Brendan McCarthy (SHADE, THE CHANGING MAN), Inaki Miranda
(CATWOMAN) and Ibrahim Moustafa (HIGH CRIMES)! Collects DOCTOR FATE
#13-18.
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Interviews with Monster Girls 4
Summary
OUT IN THE COLD
As high school Biology teacher Tetsuo Takahashi has gotten to know each of
his demi students (and succubus colleague), he’s realizing more and more
how many unique challenges these girls face. How can a vampire get ready in
the morning if she can’t see herself in a mirror? Do dullahans hold the secrets
to quantum physics? Testuo learns something surprising every day, but he has
a huge challenge ahead of him: with summer coming, he wants to make sure
the vampire Hikari and snow-woman Yuki get to join in the sunny adventures.
With new problems arising, Tetsuo also starts to wonder if his help is keeping
the girls from growing on their own. Can he strike the right balance with the
demis before summer break?

Kodansha Comics
9781632363893
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Series Overview: Monsters of legend walk among us, going by the name
“demi-humans.” Ever since he’s discovered the “demis,” one young man has
become obsessed with them. So when he gets a job as a teacher at a high
school for demi-girls, it’s a dream come true! But these girls have all the
problems normal teenagers have, on top of their supernatural conditions. How
will he handle a classroom full of them?
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In/Spectre 4
Summary
STRANGER THAN FICTION
Whether or not the spectre of a dead idol is real, the urban legend of “Steel
Lady Nanase” feeds people’s imaginations and results in a murder that hits
close to home for Saki. This brutal death causes the legend to further balloon
out of control, and Kotoko and Kurô must devise a lie that can counteract the
belief that such a dangerous ghost even exists. But matters become
complicated when the group discovers that the person behind the myth may
be someone Kurô has known all along…What powers can bring a ghost to life,
and what motivated this trickery?

Kodansha Comics
9781632363954
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Series Overview: When she was still just a girl, Kotoko was kidnapped by
yokai (spirits). They made her into a powerful intermediary between spirits and
humans, but this power came with a price: one eye, and one leg. Now she’s
falling in love with a young man named Kuro, who is also special: an incident
with a yokai has given him healing powers. He’s surprised when Kotoko asks
him to team up to handle renegade yokai, preserving the thin line between
the human world and the spirit world.
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Absolute Preacher Vol. 2
Summary
Acclaimed series PREACHER is given the Absolute treatment! A masterpiece of
violence, depravity, love and redemption, critically lauded writer Garth Ennis
and fan favorite artist Steve Dillon’s PREACHER follows the Reverend Jesse
Custer on his epic quest to track down an absent God and force him to answer
for the sufferings of his creation.

Vertigo
9781401268091
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$150.00
Hardcover
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Acclaimed by fans and critics alike, this groundbreaking title shattered
conventions and set new standards for American comics during its original run.
Now, Vertigo and DC Comics are proud to present the definitive Absolute
Edition of Ennis and Dillon’s transformative work. This second of three deluxe
slipcased volumes collects issues #27-40 of the series together with the
specials “Saint of Killers,” “Cassidy—Blood and Whiskey,” “One Man’s War,”
“The Good Old Boys” and “The Story of You-Know-Who,” and features an
introduction by actor Graham McTavish—the Saint of Killers from AMC’s
Preacher—as well as previously unseen preliminary art from the specials, a
gallery of PREACHER covers and collectibles, and more treasures from the
series’ infamous GONE TO TEXAS letters column.
Collects PREACHER #27-40, PREACHER SPECIAL: SAINT OF KILLERS #1-4,
PREACHER SPECIAL: THE STORY OF YOU-KNOW-WHO #1, PREACHER SPECIAL:
THE GOOD OLD BOYS #1 and PREACHER SPECIAL: CASSIDY—BLOOD AND
WHISKEY #1.
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Genshiken: Second Season 10
Summary
THE MAIN EVENT
The Genshiken gang’s send-off of Kuchiki continues! After partying hard, the
boys—Kuchiki, Madarame, and even Hato—head back to the hotel room
they’re being forced to share, where Madarame has a chance to get lucky.
Come the next day, it’s time for a field trip to the great shrine at Nikko! The
always-cunning Yoshitake has a grand plan to resolve the Madarame situation
once and for all—but it might just be grandly awkward…
“A remarkably naturalistic manga that, like the sitcom The Big Bang Theory,
makes the ordinary lives of people with extraordinary interests and hobbies
easily relatable… Ultimately this is a simple human story [readers] shouldn’t
miss.”
—ICV2
Kodansha Comics
9781632363411
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Story Locale: Tokyo, Japan
Series Overview: Welcome to the world of the Genshiken, home of the true
otaku - the Japanese term for ubergeek. This is the story of a group of friends
who are all members of the most hardcore anime and manga fan club in all of
Tokyo - and the boys and girls who love them.
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Conan the Slayer Volume 1
Summary
Alone, on the brink of death, and with nothing but his sword, Conan the
Cimmerian stumbles into a camp of Kozaki raiders. With a band of determined
Turanian hunters at his heels, the Kozaki chief hesitantly offers the barbarian
refuge. As Conan’s grievous wounds heal, he gains acceptance into the clan
and becomes a mentor to one of the chief’s two sons…only to discover that
mortal danger is closer than ever.
Penned by superstar writer Cullen Bunn (Deadpool, The Sixth Gun, Harrow
County) and with art by Sergio Dávila (Red Sonja), this volume collects issues
#1-#6 of the pulse-pounding series, Conan the Slayer!
Series Overview: Collects issues #1-#6 of the Conan the Slayer comics series!

Dark Horse Books
9781506701332
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
152 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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The Spectacular Sisterhood of Superwomen
Awesome Female Characters from Comic Book History

Summary
A woman’s place is saving the universe.

Quirk Books
9781594749483
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$24.95
Hardcover
240 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Think comic books can’t feature strong female protagonists? Think again! In
The Spectacular Sisterhood of Superwomen you’ll meet the most fascinating
exemplars of the powerful, compelling, entertaining, and heroic female
characters who’ve populated comic books from the very beginning. This
spectacular sisterhood includes costumed crimebusters like Miss Fury,
super-spies like Tiffany Sinn, sci-fi pioneers like Gale Allen, and even kid
troublemakers like Little Lulu. With vintage art, publication details, a decadeby-decade survey of industry trends and women’s roles in comics, and
spotlights on iconic favorites like Wonder Woman and Ms. Marvel, The
Spectacular Sisterhood of Superwomen proves that not only do strong female
protagonists belong in comics, they’ve always been there.
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Star Wars: The Classic Newspaper Comics Vol. 1
Summary
The first of three volumes collecting the original Star Wars newspaper strip
from 1979 through 1984. Includes every Sunday’s title header and “bonus”
panels, meticulously restored in original color, making this the first-ever
complete collection of this comics classic.

IDW Publishing
9781631408724
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
260 Pages
Humor / Form
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

When the strip launched, Russ Manning accurately predicted that “People
today can’t get enough science fiction, especially if it is original and full of
creative adventure. The Star Wars characters are like Mickey Mouse. They will
be loved forever.” Initially the color Sundays and black-and-white dailies told
separate stories, but within six months the incomparable Russ Manning and
company merged the adventures to tell brand new, epic seven-days-a-week
sagas that rivaled the best science fiction comics of all time.
Volume One contains nearly 600 sequential comics from the strip’s premiere on
March 11, 1979 to October 5, 1980.
Series Overview: Volume 1 of 3.
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My Neighbor Seki, 9
Summary
Desktop Distractions
Seki transforms himself into an old lady selling cheap candy, an avant garde
artist who uses a very unusual medium, and even a marionette who mimics
his own antics in miniature. Will Seki’s artistic abilities land him a job as a
manga artist?
Story Locale: A Japanese High School
Series Overview: My Neighbor Seki is a 9+ volume manga comedy that is set
in high school; comedic hi-jinks that revolve around pair of teens who are
constantly finding new and inventive ways to kill time in class.

Vertical Comics
9781945054013
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$10.95
Trade Paperback
162 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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Insufferable, Vol. 4: Home Field Advantage
Summary
With their city under siege by an army of supervillains, only Nocturnus and
Galahad can save the lives of millions—and they have no resources, no
weapons, nothing but one another to depend on! Collects the final arc of the
Insufferable saga.
Series Overview: Volume 4 of 4.
Publication History: TR original

IDW Publishing
9781631408786
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
100 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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W.B. DuBay's The Rook Archives Volume 1
Summary
From the pages of Warren Publishing’s Eerie magazine, The Rook returns in new
archival editions, bringing you the best of the time-travelling swash-buckler.
Written by William B. Dubay and drawn by Jim Stenstrum, with covers by Paul
Gulacy, The Rook follows scientist and adventurer Restin Dane as he travels
through history righting wrongs and saving those in need, while investigating
the mysteries of his own family history. Joined by robots he created, and
traveling via his invention The Time Castle, the Rook takes readers on a
journey through time they’ll never forget.
A value-priced, high-quality edition for Eerie and Creepy collectors.
Dark Horse has re-launched The Rook with Steven Grant writing and Paul Gulacy
providing the art.
Dark Horse Books
9781506702841
On Sale Date: 5/9/2017
$19.99
Hardcover
128 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Series Overview: Collects The Rook stories that appeared in Eerie Archives
Volumes 1-3.
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Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 2: The Victim Syndicate
(Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth!
Innocent victims maimed or broken by Batman’s greatest enemies band
together, and they blame Batman and his fellow vigilantes for what happened
to them just as much as they blame the psychopaths who hurt them. Batman
and his newly trained team of allies must take on these troubled souls, but
one of Batman’s teammates can’t help but think they might have a point…
From writer James Tynion (BATMAN/TMNT) and artist Alvaro Martinez (BATMAN
ETERNAL) comes the second volume of the return of DETECTIVE COMICS!
Collects DETECTIVE COMICS #943-949.

DC Comics
9781401268916
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
Honoring the past, protecting our present and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
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Blue Beetle Vol. 1: The More Things Change (Rebirth)
Summary
Bonded to the Blue Beetle Scarab, teenager Jamie Reyes has no idea what
he’s doing with one of the most powerful weapons in the universe. But he’s in
luck, because his predecessor—Ted Kord—is back in the DC Universe and here
to serve as the young hero’s mentor! Alongside fellow teen hero Doctor Fate,
this duo will have to learn how to be heroes on the fly!
Written by the legendary Keith Giffen (LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES) and
illustrated by Scott Kolins (THE FLASH), Blue Beetle is back for a new
generation as a part of DC Rebirth! Collects BLUE BEETLE: REBIRTH #1, BLUE
BEETLE #1-5.
Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
DC Comics
9781401268688
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Honoring the past, protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
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Raven
Summary
Daughter of a demon. Teammate of Titans. Sorceress of extraordinary power.
She may be only 16, but the girl called Raven has seen enough hellfire and
heroism to last her a lifetime. Now she’s trying to make a life of her own,
taking a break from the Teen Titans and moving in with her mysterious aunt in
San Francisco to face the greatest horror of all—high school!
But even as Raven learns more about her human side, evil powers are
seeking her out. When one of her classmates goes missing, it sets off a chain
of sinister disappearances across the city, culminating in the emergence of an
even greater threat: a dark force in the shape of a blinding white orb that
absorbs all it touches.
It’s up to Raven to combat this menace and defeat the villainous horde behind
it all. Does she have the power to save San Francisco? Or will Raven soar
nevermore?
DC Comics
9781401268985
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

Find out in RAVEN—a scorching supernatural thriller from legendary NEW TEEN
TITANS writer Marv Wolfman and artists Alisson Borges (LOBO, EARTH 2) and
Diogenes Neves (GREEN ARROW, SUPERGIRL)! Bridging the gap between the
New 52 TEEN TITANS series and DC Universe Rebirth, this graphic novel collects
the RAVEN miniseries.
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Road to Riverdale Vol. 2
Summary
READ THE STORIES THAT INSPIRED THE NEW CW TV SERIES!
In the past two years, the little town of Riverdale has changed in a number of
amazing ways. The entire Archie universe has been given a fresh coat of paint
and it’s only getting bigger and better from here. Road to Riverdale presents
to readers all of the second issues of each of our new series so far, including
Archie, Jughead, Betty and Veronica, Josie and the Pussycats and Reggie &
Me, timed to the Season One Finale of the brand new CW series Riverdale.
This volume also contains a new story based in the show’s universe as a bonus
for viewers!
This graphic novel features riveting stories and dazzling artwork from superstar
writers and artists like Mark Waid, Adam Hughes, Marguerite Bennett, Fiona
Staples, Chip Zdarsky and much more. You won’t want to miss out on this
collection that shines the spotlight on the New Riverdale, and serves as the
ultimate guide for both new readers and long-time fans.
Archie Comics
9781682559628
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
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Dark Night: A True Batman Story
Summary
The #1 New York Times bestseller!
This is a Batman story like no other—the harrowing and eloquent
autobiographical tale of writer Paul Dini’s courageous struggle to overcome a
desperate situation.
The Caped Crusader has been the all-abiding icon of justice and authority for
generations. But in this surprising original graphic novel, we see Batman in a
new light—as the savior who helps a discouraged man recover from a brutal
attack that left him unable to face the world.

Vertigo
9781401271367
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Nonfiction
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

In the 1990s, legendary writer Paul Dini had a flourishing career writing the
hugely popular Batman: The Animated Series and Tiny Toon Adventures. Walking
home one evening, he was jumped and viciously beaten within an inch of his
life. His recovery process was arduous, hampered by the imagined antics of
the villains he was writing for television, including the Joker, Harley Quinn and
the Penguin. But despite how bleak his circumstances were, or perhaps
because of it, Dini also always imagined the Batman at his side, chivvying him
along during his darkest moments.
A gripping graphic memoir of one writer’s traumatic experience and his deep
connection with his creative material, DARK NIGHT: A TRUE BATMAN STORY is
an original graphic novel that will resonate profoundly with fans. Art by the
incredible and talented Eduardo Risso (100 BULLETS, TRANSMETROPOLITAN).
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Batman Arkham: Mister Freeze
Summary
An expert in the field of cryogenics, Victor Fries led a relatively normal
existence. He worked diligently and married a woman named Nora who then
became terminally ill. To stop her degenerative disease from taking her life,
Victor put her into suspended animation.
But a horrible lab accident transformed the former Dr. Fries into an ice-colored
monstrosity incapable of surviving above freezing temperatures. To counteract
this, Victor constructed a special, ultra-durable suit to keep his body alive. He
embraced his new persona and became Mr. Freeze.
Mr. Freeze is on a constant quest to bring back his beloved Nora, and he’ll do
whatever it takes to succeed. He wields a freeze gun and uses ice and cold to
wreak havoc—mostly in Gotham and against Batman.

DC Comics
9781401268879
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

BATMAN ARKHAM: MISTER FREEZE collects some of the villain’s greatest stories
by some of the industry’s greatest creators, including Paul Dini (BATMAN: THE
ANIMATED SERIES), Scott Synder (BATMAN), James Tynion IV (DETECTIVE
COMICS), Jason Fabok (JUSTICE LEAGUE), Charlie Adlard (WALKING DEAD),
Mark Buckingham (FABLES) and many more!
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Clockwork Planet 2
Summary
From the creator of No Game, No Life
GEARS IN MOTION
Naoto and RyuZU have a tense encounter with Marie Bell Breguet and her
bodyguard, Vainney Halter, but the four strike up a shaky alliance in order to
fix the Core Tower in Kyoto. With the city’s most important structure in
disrepair, Kyoto’s entire population is at risk, but Naoto believes he can save it
before the city undergoes a Purge. This unstoppable team of renegades may
be able to save millions of lives, but acting against government orders could
spark a dangerous conflict. Is Naoto’s group ready to face the consequences
of disrupting the order of the world itself ?

Kodansha Comics
9781632364487
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
224 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Praise for No Game, No Life
“If you are looking for clever mind games where the protagonist faces
seemingly insurmountable odds, then this is the book for you.” -Anitay
“No Game No Life is a must watch for any gamer…smart, beautiful, funny, and
just plain all-around enjoyable.” -Kotaku
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Cage of Eden 21
Summary
TRUTH AND FREEDOM
Sengoku and his remaining classmates, teachers, and allies have reached the
island’s last tower to finally uncover the secrets that could help them
escape—or seal their fate. But what they find inside may be more eerie than
the strange beasts and dangers that have come before. Sengoku encounters
unsettling and oddly prophetic information concerning his cohorts, revealing
answers as well as more questions. Was there a diabolical purpose behind the
“accident” that led them to the island, and what part were they supposed to
play in “Project Eden”? Their fight for survival and truth comes to its shocking
conclusion in the final volume of Cage of Eden!
Story Locale: Mystery Island

Kodansha Comics
9781632361257
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
224 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE

Series Overview: Akira and his classmates are on a plane heading back home
after a field trip abroad. Suddenly the plane crashes on a mysterious island.
Akira is somehow still alive despite the crash, but soon discovers that he’s not
exactly safe and sound when enromous supposedly extinct beasts begin
chasing him. Akira begins to find other classmates who have also survived the
crash. Some work together and some work against each other in an effort to
survive on the strange island.
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The Maxx: Maxxed Out, Vol. 3
Summary
Sam Kieth’s opus The Maxx is collected here in all its freshly-colored glory.
Taking remastered pages from The Maxx: Maxximized, this new volume collects
the final issues of the series, #25-35.
Originally published by Image Comics starting in 1993, The Maxx became a cult
hit of independent comics spawning a TV show on MTV. The series follows its
titular hero in the real world as a vagrant and in an alternate reality called The
Outback, where he sees himself as a superhero and protector of the Jungle
Queen, represented by Julie Winters, a social worker and friend. The series
lasted for 35 issues and ended in 1998.
Series Overview: Volume 3 of 3.
Publication History: TR original

IDW Publishing
9781631408809
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
272 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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Supergirl Vol. 1: Reign of the Cyborg Supermen
(Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Rebirth!
Supergirl moves to National City! As Kara Danvers, average American teenager
and high school student, Supergirl must balance her life as a superhero with
her new life on Earth. But some demons from her Kryptonian past are coming
back to haunt her, and Kara will find herself face-to-face with her father: the
sinister Cyborg Superman!
Critically acclaimed writer Steve Orlando (MIDNIGHTER) comes a new beginning
for Kara Zor-El in SUPERGIRL VOL. 1, a new series that is sure to appeal to
fans of the TV series! Collects SUPERGIRL: REBIRTH #1, SUPERGIRL #1-6.

DC Comics
9781401268466
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
Honoring the past, protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
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The Flash Vol. 2: Speed of Darkness (Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Rebirth!
A new storm brews over Central City and disproves the old adage about
lightning never, well…you know. Just as Barry begins to feel overwhelmed
fighting crime, a new speedster debuts—but just where did this amazing new
friend come from? Spinning directly out of the epic events of DC UNIVERSE:
REBIRTH, the Fastest Man Alive finds himself at the center of a DC Universe at
a crossroads.
From up-and-coming writer Joshua Williamson (Illuminati, Red Skull) and
illustrator Carmine Di Giandomenico comes THE FLASH VOL. 2! Collects issues
#9-13.

DC Comics
9781401268930
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
128 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
Honoring the past, protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
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Welcome to the Ballroom 5
Summary
LIFE GOES ON
Tatara Fujita tries to return to normal life, but the excitement and energy of
the Tenpei Cup still lingers in his mind. Now that he knows he wants to be a
great dancer, he has a new problem—figuring out how. Having started high
school, Tatara’s eager to share his love of dancesport with his new classmates,
but will anyone understand, or will his dedication turn him into a pariah? And if
all that weren’t enough, there’s a bigger problem, too—he’s going to need a
new partner…

Kodansha Comics
9781632364074
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Free Country: A Tale of the Children's Crusade
Summary
The Dead Boy Detectives are on the case! When several children go missing in
a small English town, a series of strange and unexpected twists take them to
Free Country, a place that dates back a millennium, where children never grow
old and are free from the abuse and tyranny of adults. But Free Country is
failing, and what it needs is the strength of five innately powerful children
—including the young sorcerer Timothy Hunter—to restore their uncanny world
to what it once was.

Vertigo
9781401267872
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

This best-selling story is written by the legendary author Neil Gaiman with
co-writers Alisa Kwitney and Jamie Delano. A brand-new middle chapter written
by DEAD BOY DETECTIVES writer Toby Litt and drawn by artist Peter Gross (THE
BOOKS OF MAGIC, THE UNWRITTEN) completes this compelling tale of ancient
history, stolen dreams and lost children. This graphic novel also features ties
to essential Vertigo titles such as ANIMAL MAN, DOOM PATROL, SWAMP THING,
BLACK ORCHID and BOOKS OF MAGIC, and showcases new cover art by DEAD
BOY DETECTIVES artist Mark Buckingham. Collects THE CHILDREN’S CRUSADE
#1 and THE CHILDREN’S CRUSADE #2.
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Green Arrow Vol. 8: The Hunt for the Red Dragon
Summary
While enjoying a quiet birthday celebration with Dinah Lance, Oliver Queen’s
homecoming is interrupted by a strange request from an eccentric billionaire.
He asks Green Arrow to find a woman with a unique red dragon tattoo so he
can restore his family’s honor and bring peace to his troubled conscience. But
this hunt for justice is more than a mere manhunt, as Oliver’s prey is Shado,
once his foe and his lover. The quest brings Green Arrow to Japan and into one
of the more harrowing pursuits of his career…
Mike Grell’s defining run on the Emerald Archer continues here in GREEN
ARROW VOL. 8: THE HUNT FOR THE RED DRAGON. Collects GREEN ARROW
#63-72.

DC Comics
9781401269036
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
256 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Suicide Squad Vol. 6
Summary
Amanda Waller has been imprisoned for a year, and her Task Force X
disbanded after they fled her custody while taking down LOA. But the U.S.
government isn’t finished with the Suicide Squad.
Political unrest in the Eastern European country of Vlatava causes Sarge Steel
to turn to the dirtiest black ops team in the business, but this time Waller has
a price: full autonomy. The Suicide Squad are now free agents.
With the help of Batman, Waller reassembles her team of former-prisonersturned-reluctant-government agents, and from Vlatava to Israel, Task Force X
is free to follow where the mission—and the money—takes them.
But when a deadly enemy they thought they’d defeated rises from the grave,
can the Suicide Squad survive long enough to enjoy their newfound freedom?

DC Comics
9781401269043
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

It’s a new era for the Suicide Squad in this collection by acclaimed creators
John Ostrander, Kim Yale, Geof Isherwood and Luke McDonnell. SUICIDE
SQUAD: THE PHOENIX GAMBIT collects issues #40-49 of the classic series.
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The Seven Deadly Sins 20
Summary
TOGETHER AGAIN – BUT FOR HOW LONG?
Separated from the rest of The Seven Deadly Sins and with her memories still
erased, Diane heads to Vaizel for the Fighting Festival – and winds up in The
Ten Commandments’s Death Trap Maze! The Seven Deadly Sins soon unite
within the maze’s walls, but the reunion is short lived. Just when they think
they’ve reached the end, the real Fighting Festival begins – and the group is
split once more. With The Sins’s now divided into teams of two, which pair will
prove victorious – and whose wish will come true?
The epic journey of sorcery and swordplay that inspired the hit Netflix anime
continues!

Kodansha Comics
9781632363503
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Praise for the Netflix anime
“Pure 30-minute doses of good ol’ shonen fun…a joy to watch!” -IGN
“A great new action series…truly amazing.” -Geek-E
Series Overview: Welcome to the land of Britannia, a picturesque country
ruled by the benevolent King Lyonnesse - or at least it was, until the king’s
guard assassinated him and started a full-blown Holy War! Now the king’s only
daughter Elizabeth must seek the aid of the dreaded warriors the Seven
Deadly Sins. Wrongly framed and sent into exile, they’re now the princess’s
only hope to free the kingdom from the grip of the villainous Holy Knights!
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Superman/Wonder Woman Vol. 5: A Savage End
Summary
They’re no longer a “power couple,” but Superman and Wonder Woman need
each other more than ever if they’re to defeat the immortal despot Vandal
Savage. By stealing the Man of Steel’s powers, Savage has realized his master
plan to draw back to Earth the comet that gave him his power eons ago. And
this time, he’s confident it will grant him unspeakable might.
In his weakened state, Superman is a near-certain casualty at the hands of
Savage and the super-powered genetic offspring that kill in his name. Diana
appeals to the Olympian gods to heal him, knowing that they will first put his
spiritual form through an emotionally grueling test to determine his
worthiness. Should the God of War’s desperate gamble pay off, she and
Superman must still contend with the immortal madman and his progeny. Will
that epic battle move the estranged lovers to reaffirm their feelings for one
another…or must one final tragedy bring them back into each other’s arms?

DC Comics
9781401268787
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Critically acclaimed writer Peter J. Tomasi (SUPERMAN) and artists Doug
Mahnke (JUSTICE LEAGUE), Cliff Richards (LOBO), Ed Benes (RED LANTERNS)
and Jorge Jimenez (EARTH 2: SOCIETY) chronicle what appear to be the final
days of the world’s most powerful couple. Collects SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN
25-29, SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN ANNUAL 2.
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New Teen Titans: The Judas Contract New Edition
Summary
Now a DC Universe Animated Film!
Back in the eighties, THE NEW TEEN TITANS became DC’s most popular title
and a huge sales success. The series reached its greatest heights with the
Judas Contract storyline—a multipart epic that played on comics readers’
expectations and offered shocking revelations and surprising twists at every
turn. From the retirement of Robin and Kid Flash, to the birth of Nightwing and
the introduction of Jericho, to the ultimate betrayal of a Titan, “The Judas
Contract” kept readers positively riveted during its initial run, and still has fans
talking today.
THE JUDAS CONTRACT is written by fan-favorite author Marv Wolfman (NEW
TEEN TITANS, RAVEN). Collects THE NEW TEEN TITANS #39 and 40, TALES OF
THE TEEN TITANS #41-44 and ANNUAL #3.

DC Comics
9781401276911
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Descending Stories: Showa Genroku Rakugo Shinju 1
Summary
THE STAGE IS SET
A hapless young man is released from prison with nothing to his name, but he
knows exactly what he wants: to train in the art of rakugo comedic storytelling.
After seeing an unforgettable performance from one of Japan’s greatest
masters, Yakumo Yurakutei VIII, during his time in jail, he will settle for
nothing less than to become apprentice to the best. Yakumo, notorious for
taking no students, is persuaded to take him on, and nicknames him
Yotaro—the fool. Yotaro has no formal training or elegance, but something
about his charisma reminds Yakumo of someone from his past.
The saga of a generation of love, art, and storytelling begins here.

Kodansha Comics
9781632364692
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Princess Jellyfish 5
Summary
New York Times bestseller!
Named by the American Library Association and the New York Public Library
as one of the top young adult books of the year!
Tsukimi Kurashita has loved jellyfish from a young age. She resides in
Amamizukan, a fangirl only-dorm. One evening, at the local pet store, Tsukimi
sees a lovely jellyfish in danger! Thankfully, a beautiful – and, most
frighteningly, “stylish” – woman comes to the rescue.
Story Locale: Tokyo, Japan

Kodansha Comics
9781632362339
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
352 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Tsukimi Kurashita moves into the Amamizukan to take
refuge with other geek girls. But real life has a way of crashing in, even when
you’re hiding among socially-inept manga artists, history buffs, and doll
fanatics. A chance encounter with a young woman (who’s actually a man - and
the black sheep in a wealthy family) puts Tsukimi on a path she never thought
she’d travel: that of fashion designer and entrepreneur! But with so many
valuable secrets floating around, predators are bound to smell blood in the
water.
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Wonder Woman By George Perez Omnibus Vol. 2
Summary
More than four decades after making her debut in ALL STAR COMICS #8, the
World’s Greatest Heroine was comprehensively reimagined in 1986 by
legendary comics creator George Pérez—and this new incarnation of DC
Comics’ fabled Amazon Princess quickly rose to unprecedented levels of
popular and critical acclaim.
Working with such talented collaborators as Len Wein, Mindy Newell, Chris
Marrinan, Jill Thompson and Tom Grummett, Pérez went on to craft Wonder
Woman’s adventures for years, spinning masterful stories that ranged from
heart-stopping battles with the Titans of myth to heartwarming interludes with
Diana’s trusted network of friends.
Now, for the first time, these treasured tales from the 1980s are available in a
comprehensive omnibus edition, featuring some of the most exciting
moments of DC’s Modern Age!
DC Comics
9781401272388
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$99.99
Hardcover
552 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

This second volume of the deluxe hardcover series collects issues #25-45 of
the historic title together with WONDER WOMAN ANNUAL #2, and features a
special bonus gallery of archival art and information.
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Missions of Love 14
Summary
MORE THAN A MISSION
Yukina and Shigure are reunited after too long apart, and their emotions begin
to deepen as though to make up for the lost time. Meanwhile, Mami and
Akira’s fake relationship is in danger of becoming more than a ruse, but how is
Mami going to cope with her act when real feelings are on the line?
Series Overview: In school, Yukina is a cold and distant girl, while Shigure
appears to be a perfect, good-looking guy. But the two of them have a secret,
and their extraordinary “love” is about to start! Yukina, under the pen name
’ Yupina,’ is actually a popular cell phone novelist. When she discovers
Shigure’s devious womanizing ways, she blackmails him to complete daring
’missions of love’ for her to write about. Will these missions give them an
opportunity to fall in love with each other?
Kodansha Comics
9781632361875
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Strain: Mister Quinlan--Vampire Hunter
Summary
Mr. Quinlan, a product of a hellish vampiric ritual gone wrong, seeks to destroy
the Master, the powerful vampire who sired him. After he is forced into hiding
in the ancient Roman hillsides, he is captured and raised in the arenas as a
gladiator. Winning his freedom as a champion against the will of the emperor,
Mr. Quinlan is smuggled to Africa to battle foreign hordes. He must survive
long enough to carry out his mission—but then his target begins hunting him.
Acclaimed comics writer David Lapham traces the dark origin tale of the
popular character from the television series The Strain. This volume collects
issues #1-#5 of The Strain: Mr. Quinlan.
Series Overview: Collects The Strain: Mr. Quinlan issues #1-#5.

Dark Horse Books
9781506701608
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
128 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Rise of the Black Flame
Summary
The B.P.R.D.’s greatest foe was not always a man…
Little English girls are going missing, and the trail leads to a bloodthirsty cult
wielding an ancient power of evil—the Cult of the Black Flame.
No villain in the history of the Mike Mignola’s line of books has caused as
much death and destruction as the Black Flame. See what it was like when that
power belonged to a secret order of priests hidden in the jungles of Siam.
Christopher Mitten (Umbral, Criminal Macabre, Wasteland) joins Mignola and Chris
Roberson (Hellboy & the B.P.R.D. 1953, iZombie) to explore an uncharted corner
of the Hellboy’s fictional world.
Series Overview: Collects Rise of the Black Flame issues #1-5.

Dark Horse Books
9781506701554
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Tomb Raider Volume 2 (2017)
Summary
Following the events of Rise of the Tomb Raider, Lara Croft’s life hasn’t gotten
any easier! When Lara gets word that Sam Nishimura has escaped from a
mental hospital, she drops everything to help her friend. But after an
encounter with the Order of Trinity, she realizes that things are more
complicated than she thought. Haunted by her memories of Yamati, Lara is
determined to rescue her friend. But the specter of Himiko the Sun Queen
looms large in Sam’s life, and threatens to consume her completely!
Collecting the entire second arc of the Tomb Raider comic series, issues
#7-#12!
Written by Eisner Award-winning author Mariko Ta m ak i
Series Overview: Collects the entire second arc of the Tomb Raider comic
series, issues #7—#12!
Dark Horse Books
9781506701622
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Cells at Work! 4
Summary
Strep throat! Hay fever! Influenza! The world is a dangerous place for a red
blood cell just trying to get her deliveries finished. Fortunately, she’s not
alone…she’s got a whole human body’s worth of cells ready to help out! The
mysterious white blood cell, the buff and brash killer T cell, the nerdy neuron,
even the cute little platelets—everyone’s got to come together if they want to
keep you healthy!
Series Overview: The average human body contains about 60 trillion cells,
and each of them has work to do! But when you get injured, viruses or bacteria
invade, or when an allergic reaction flares up, everyone from the silent but
deadly white blood cells to the brainy neurons has to work together to get
through the crisis!

Kodansha Comics
9781632363916
On Sale Date: 5/2/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status:ACTIVE
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Cardfight!! Vanguard, Volume 8
Summary
Cardfight!! Vanguard is the latest from the creator of the best-selling comic
and trading card game Yu-Gi-Oh! Vanguard skews toward teens, both male
and female, and should be a pillar for manga sections as well as comic book
stores and board game stores worldwide. The trading card game already has
monthly tournaments across the US, Singapore and Southern Europe with
more than a hundred-thousand active players.
The basis of the hit trading card game and animation franchise, Cardfight!!
Vanguard is a modern fantasy tale of trading card playing and making friends
through gaming.
Story Locale: Tokyo, Japan

Vertical
9781941220139
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$10.95
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Aichi Sendo competes in the winner take all world of trading
card battles with his new found friends.
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Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Legend of Piko Piko
Middle School Students Volume 1
Summary
Mysterious invaders are threatening Earth…so recruit a group of elite
schoolkids to play videogames that secretly train them for the real fight that
lies ahead! Does this plan sound familiar? Well, they’d better get a new plan,
because the elite schoolkids are Shinji, Rei, Asuka, and Kaworu, and they’re
too busy playing games to ever get in the fricking robot!
Series Overview: Volume 1 of 2 in the series.

Dark Horse Manga
9781506701516
On Sale Date: 5/23/2017
$11.99
Trade Paperback
152 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Fairy Tail 60
Summary
INTO THE LIGHT
Amidst the bloodshed of the final battle, Natsu suddenly transforms—he
becomes trapped in the depths of his own heart, wading through his lost
memories… Meanwhile, Fairy Tail and their allies are rendered powerless in the
face of a powerful enemy. When Larcade uses his white magic to manipulate
everyone’s desires, the only one who can stop him is Sting! Elsewhere, in the
midst of her face-off with Irene, Erza falls silent when she learns the Scarlet
Scourge’s surprising ancestry and brave history.
Story Locale: Earthland

Kodansha Comics
9781632363367
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Fairy Tail takes place in a world filled with magic. 17-year-old
Lucy is an attractive mage-in-training who wants to join a magician’s guild so
that she can become a full-fledged magician. The guild she dreams about
joining is the most famous in the world, and it is known as the Fairy Tail. One
day she meets Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon who mysteriously left him
when he was young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding his Dragon father.
When Natsu helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she discovers that he is a
member of the Fairy Tail magician’s guild, and our heroes’ adventure together
begins.
Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
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Batman/Wildcat
Summary
The fight of the century is on! In one corner, Justice Society of America
member Wildcat, the greatest bare-knuckle scrapper on the planet. In the
other corner, the Dark Knight himself, Batman! Who will win when two of the
greatest fighters go toe to toe? It’ll take more than muscle if these two heroes
want to try and shut down a secret superhuman fighting ring that’s killing their
combatants…and that’s if they don’t kill each other first!
Written by critically acclaimed author Chuck Dixon, this graphic novel pits
Wildcat against two Gotham City greats—Batman and Catwoman! Collects the
full BATMAN/WILDCAT and CATWOMAN/WILDCAT miniseries as well as five
additional classic Wildcat team-ups from THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD.

DC Comics
9781401267278
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Last Days of the Justice Society of America
Summary
Green Lantern, the Flash, Starman, the Atom, Doctor Fate, Power Girl and the
rest of the JSA were once the celebrated champions of Earth-2. But then came
the Crisis, a cataclysm so great that it reached across realities, destroying all
parallel worlds and leaving only one Earth.
The Universe was saved, but the Justice Society was left in a world that is
already filled with other heroes. But just as the team is on the cusp of
disbanding, they receive a dire message from the Spectre, sending them on
perhaps their greatest mission ever…
The universe is in jeopardy, and to save it the JSA must journey back in time
to the heart of Hitler’s Germany. If they fail, all they fought for in the Crisis
could be lost once more.

DC Comics
9781401267339
On Sale Date: 5/16/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
336 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:ACTIVE

LAST DAYS OF THE JUSTICE SOCIETY OF AMERICA reprints the title story from
Roy Thomas (CONAN: THE BARBARIAN) and David Ross (AVENGERS WEST
COAST) for the first time, as well as the SECRET ORIGINS of the Golden Age
Justice Society—featuring artists Michael Bair (HAWKMAN), Mike Clark
(ALL-STAR SQUADRON) and more!
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DC Universe by Mike Mignola
Summary
Mike Mignola, best known as the creator of Hellboy, started out his comics art
career drawing the adventures of the World’s Greatest Super-Heroes, applying
his moody artwork to tales of Superman, Batman, Swamp Thing and more.
Now, this new collection assembles these stories written by John Byrne, Neil
Gaiman and others for the first time.
Collects SUPERMAN: THE WORLD OF KRYPTON #1-4, ACTION COMICS ANNUAL
#1, SUPERMAN #18 and 23, BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #54,
BATMAN: GOTHAM KNIGHTS #36, SWAMP THING ANNUAL #5, PHANTOM
STRANGER #1-4 and much more.

DC Comics
9781401268886
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$39.99
Hardcover
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Books of Magic Book One
Summary
Continuing from celebrated author Neil Gaiman’s iconic graphic novel, the
complete chronicles of Tim Hunter are finally brought together in a definitive
new trade paperback.
Once, Timothy Hunter was just an ordinary 13-year-old boy living in suburban
London. Then four legendary sorcerers took him on a journey beyond time
and space, and his life changed forever. Traveling through realms long
consigned to myth and legend, he also discovered an unsettling truth about
his future: like it or not, fate has decreed that young Tim is destined to
become the world’s greatest magician!
Unfortunately for him, this innocence smells intoxicatingly like weakness to the
hungry predators that haunt the shadows of existence, and the extraordinary
power they sense within his frail human form is too enticing to resist.

Vertigo
9781401268763
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$34.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Written by John Ney Rieber and illustrated by Peter Gross, Gary Amaro and
Peter Snejbjerg, THE BOOKS OF MAGIC BOOK ONE collects issues #1-13 of the
classic VERTIGO series as well as the pivotal introductory tale from ARCANA
ANNUAL #1.
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Batman: New Gotham
Summary
After spending a year cut off from the rest of the nation as the lawless “No
Man’s Land,” Gotham is rebuilding. The people have returned and law has
been restored—as much as it ever can be in Gotham. Crime and gang activity
are still rampant, and tensions are growing between factions of Gothamites
who remained in the city throughout the military cordon and those who
evacuated but are now returning to their homes.
With so much at stake, Batman and the police department have their hands
full maintaining the newly restored peace. But that fragile status quo is
threatened when Ra’s al Ghul and his shape-shifting accomplice, Whisper
A’Daire, spur the city’s gangs into a turf war over a mysterious serum that
offers eternal life to whoever drinks it…

DC Comics
9781401263676
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Comics legend Greg Rucka (WONDER WOMAN, BATWOMAN) with artists Shawn
Martinbrough (THIEF OF THIEVES) and Steve Mitchell (THE INVINCIBLE IRON
MAN) bring Batman and his city back from the brink of destruction in this first
volume of the sequel to the best-selling epic BATMAN: NO MAN’S LAND.
Collects DETECTIVE COMICS #742-753.
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John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 16: The Wild Card
Summary
After spending a year and a half wandering through the darkest corners of
America, John Constantine has returned home! His port of entry is Liverpool,
where the decaying landscape and gentle undercurrent of despair match his
frame of mind.
Of course, no sooner does he set foot upon his native land than he stumbles
into a small-time necromancy-and-murder ring centered on his own sister’s
apartment building. More worrying than this sordid little power trip is the
disappearance of his niece, Gemma, who’s turning out to be a bit too much
like her uncle for anybody’s good. In her eagerness to learn the family trade,
Gemma has gone to London and fallen in with a bad crowd, and pulling her
out means that Constantine will have to join the search for a distinctly nasty
magical artifact—one that shouldn’t fall into anyone’s hands, least of all those
of the man determined to find it.

Vertigo
9781401269098
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Critically acclaimed author Mike Carey kicks off his acclaimed run on England’s
legendary magus with JOHN CONSTANTINE, HELLBLAZER VOL. 16: THE WILD
CARD, collecting issues #175-188 of the signature Vertigo series and featuring
the fan-favorite artistic talents of Marcelo Frusin, Steve Dillon, Lee Bermejo,
Doug Alexander Gregory and Jock.
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JLA: Year One Deluxe Edition
Summary
Today, the Justice League of America is legendary—the greatest superhero
team ever established. But a decade ago, the League’s founders were just five
individual crime-fighters: the Flash, Green Lantern, Aquaman, Black Canary
and Martian Manhunter, protecting their own regions of the country, but never
crossing paths. Then, a threat too large for just one hero brought them all
together, setting the foundation for the most famous team-up of all time!
Acclaimed authors Mark Waid (KINGDOM COME), Brian Augustyn (BATMAN:
GOTHAM BY GASLIGHT) and Barry Kitson (LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES) take the
JLA back to its roots in this fan-favorite storyline. Reprinted here for the first
time in hardcover, this special deluxe edition includes the full 12-issue
miniseries, with an introduction by writer Mark Waid.

DC Comics
9781401270865
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
336 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Lennon: The New York Years
Summary
In 1975 John Lennon moved to New York City, stopped being a Beatle, and
started being a father. Now, experience life from Lennon’s perspective as
David Foenkinos’ mesmerizing story is adapted to graphic form by Corbeyran
and Horne.
Though his life was cut tragically short in front of his home by a fan, John
Lennon’s forty years on earth changed millions of lives and shaped the course
of pop culture. Many know the Beatle, the activist, the man gone balmy over
Yoko—but more lies beneath the surface.

IDW Publishing
9781631408793
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$19.99
Hardcover
156 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Historical Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

From the imagined couch of a fictional therapist in NYC’s posh Dakota building,
Lennon recounts the many joys, shortcomings, failures, and triumphs that
marked this pop culture juggernaut’s rise to superstardom. Journey through an
icon’s isolated homelife, prying classmates, violent behaviour and
self-destructive tendencies as the building blocks of explosive creativty fall
into place.
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Superman: The Golden Age Omnibus Vol. 4
Summary
Superman continues to battle social injustice and political corruption, fighting
for the common man. No wonder he remains America’s favorite hero during
World War II. While the Allies fought the Axis powers in Europe and the Pacific,
Superman was dealing with threats at home like his old foe Lex Luthor,
conman J. Wilbur Wolfingham, and that pesky imp from the fifth dimension,
Mister Mxyzptlk! But the Man of Steel isn’t the only one capturing the hearts
and minds of America, as Lois Lane finally stars in her fist solo adventure and
her niece Susan Tompkins makes her debut!
These groundbreaking classic stories—which cemented Superman’s place as
the medium’s most enduring hero—are gathered for the first time in this
singular, expansive collection!

DC Comics
9781401272579
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$75.00
Hardcover
500 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

SUPERMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE OMNIBUS VOL. 4 collects all of the Metropolis
Wonder’s tales from ACTION COMICS #66-85, SUPERMAN #25-33 and
WORLD’S FINEST COMICS #11-18 and includes a foreword by legendary comics
writer Roy Thomas.
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Tarzan on the Planet of the Apes
Summary
Caesar’s birth in the original Planet of the Apes films was a result of the time
travel at the core of that story. Tim Seeley (Revival) and David Walker (Power
Man and Iron Fist) relocate that birth to 19th century Africa, where Caesar
crosses paths with Tarzan, leading to a much different fate for Man and Ape.
Drawing deeply from the Tarzan novels and the Planet of the Apes films, Seeley
and Walker run Caesar and the Lord of the Jungle through the enslavement of
the Apes, through a century of war, and through the center of the earth.
Series Overview: Collects Tarzan on the Planet of the Apes issues #1-5.

Dark Horse Books
9781506701578
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising
Project Omnibus Volume 3
Summary
In Book Three, Shinji, Rei, and Asuka at last begin to train as a team for real
combat, weapons in hand…stalking a giant gelatinous creature with a spherical
“core” they must take out. If this kind of mission sounds strangely familiar,
you’re right—but if things go as usual, it’s poor Shinji who’ll get called the
slimeball! And even as the lab deals with the fallout of the Jet Alone affair, can
they stand the stress of a relaxing game of company baseball with Gendo…?
Series Overview: Collects Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising
Project volumes 7-9. Omnibus volume 3 of 6 in the series.

Dark Horse Manga
9781506701509
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
552 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Yakuza Demon Killers
Summary
Tokyo harbors a dark secret! When a museum heist goes wrong, a damaged
thief named Ochita becomes trapped in the middle of a battle between a
horde of demons and the merciless Yakuza. No matter who wins, humanity
loses.
Publication History: TR original

IDW Publishing
9781631408915
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
104 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Ninja Slayer, Part 8
Merry Christmas Neo Saitama

Summary
Ninja Slayer is the latest project from the team behind mega-hits such as
Neon Genesis Evangelion, Gurren Lagaan and the new Cartoon Network hit Kill
la Kill. A ninja-exploitation project the manga is one part of a broad
media-mix campaign that includes an animated TV series, novels and a toy
line.
A futuristic sci-fi action tale of ninja on ninja warfare in the hard-knocks Tokyo
suburb of Neo-Saitama. Rogue ninja, Ninja Slayer, fights criminals and other
ninjas to maintain order in this lawless region of Japan.
Story Locale: Tokyo

Vertical Comics
9781945054150
On Sale Date: 5/30/2017
$12.95
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World except AU/NZ
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Hal Jordan and The Green Lantern Corps Vol. 2: Bottled
Light (Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Rebirth!
Hal Jordan is about to go from the head of the Green Lantern Corps to an
army of one. Jordan’s long, illustrious—and tumultuous—tenure with the Corps
takes several hairpin turns. At lightspeed. Toward a black hole. In a blender!
For starters, the Green Lantern Corps has disappeared, and now Sinestro’s own
Corps enforces his uniquely brutal brand of law and order in the universe. As a
result, Jordan has no ring to sling, or Sector 2814 (a.k.a. Earth) to protect. (So
more of the usual for Hal!)
Green Lantern veteran Robert Venditti teams up with Rafa Sandoval and Ethan
Van Sciver to pilot HAL JORDAN & THE GREEN LANTERN CORPS VOL. 2! Collects
HAL JORDAN & THE GREEN LANTERN CORPS #8-13.
DC Comics
9781401269135
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback

Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.

144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland

Honoring the past, protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.

Status: FORTHCOMING
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Harley Quinn Vol. 6: Black, White and Red All Over
Summary
Harley Quinn knows all about mad love, but she’s put all that behind her. Now
she’s an independent, butt-kicking woman with a business that offers violence
in the service of good. But Harley is about to find out what it feels like to be
on the receiving end of some truly mad love. His name is Red Tool, and he
wants to prove his love for Harley…by murdering people, kidnapping her and
trying to force her to marry him! But Harley’s got even bigger problems on her
plate than a homicidal lovesick psycho who can’t feel any pain. The mayor of
New York City has decided that the “understanding” he had with her to let her
business operate without interference came with an unannounced shelf
life…and now it’s time for it to expire.
Will Harley end up behind bars, or worse? Or will Red Tool prove to be the right
tool for the job?

DC Comics
9781401272593
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Writers Amanda Conner (BEFORE WATCHMEN: SILK SPECTRE) and Jimmy
Palmiotti (JONAH HEX) and artists John Timms (Deadpool) and Chad Hardin
(DEMON KNIGHTS) introduce the new character that will have Harley seeing red!
Collects HARLEY QUINN #26-30.
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Noragami: Stray God 18
Summary
LIVES ON THE LINE
Now that Yato has defeated Takemikazuchi, he must protect Bishamon long
enough for the thunder god to convince the Heavens to call off their
punishment. Meanwhile, Yukin. strives to keep Yato and the crafter alive to
ensure Yato’s safety, but when Bishamon takes deadly aim at Koto, Yukin.
resorts to drastic measures…
Story Locale: Japanese high school
Series Overview: As a god with few followers, Yato looks to build his wealth
and reputation by taking on jobs to help folks in need. Someday Yato hopes
to be worshipped by hordes of people and have spectacular shrines built in his
honor. But for now, he simply needs to find some work and save up enough
money to build his first shrine. No job is too small for Yato, the god-for-hire.
Kodansha Comics
9781632363459
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
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Wonder Woman by John Byrne Vol. 1
Summary
In the 1990s, one of the most celebrated creators in comics history—the
legendary John Byrne—had one of the greatest runs of all time on the Amazon
Warrior!
Wonder Woman has built herself a fresh start in Gateway City. But when what
seems to be an ordinary heist gone wrong turns out to be something much
more sinister, Diana finds herself trapped and tortured on the hell planet
Apokolips!
Just as terrifying, Wonder Woman learns of a deeper connection between the
New Gods of Apokolips and New Genesis and those of her homeland of
Themyscira. After escaping and returning to Paradise Island to search for
answers, Diana finds her former home under attack, and only Wonder Woman
can lead her sister Amazons against the forces of Darkseid himself.
DC Comics
9781401270841
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$39.99
Hardcover
300 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

But Diana is still needed in Gateway City. Allies and enemies alike await her
return to her new home, as does a new protégé in need of Wonder Woman’s
mentorship—Wonder Girl!
Following up his reinvention of the Man of Steel, acclaimed writer and artist
John Byrne (SUPERMAN, X-Men, Fantastic Four) weaves a new beginning for
Wonder Woman! WONDER WOMAN BY JOHN BYRNE BOOK ONE collects the
classic stories from WONDER WOMAN #101-114.
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Supergirl Vol. 3: Ghosts of Krypton
Summary
Since Kara Zor-El of Krypton came to Earth, she has been confused by its
people and customs. In her role as Supergirl, she’s found it hard to adapt to
her new home and still struggles with the loss of her family and home planet.
The world views her as a lesser version of the Man of Steel—her cousin,
mentor and only living family member. What will it take for the most powerful
girl on Earth to prove herself ?
That’s what the Kryptonian teen wants to find out. Her quest will take her from
her own past on doomed Krypton to the distant future of the Legion of SuperHeroes. And on Earth, she vows to save a little boy from the cancer that is
killing him. Superman and Wonder Woman believe that Kara’s obsessions are
dangerous and want her to stop. Will she be able to save Earth and its
people…or will she fail after trying too hard to show the world that she is worthy
of her title?

DC Comics
9781401270797
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
304 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Critically acclaimed author Kelley Puckett (BATGIRL) with artists Drew Johnson
(WONDER WOMAN) and Ron Randall (OUTSIDERS) test the Girl of Steel’s
mettle in these classic Supergirl stories. Collects SUPERGIRL #23-33.
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Deadman: Dark Mansion of Forbidden Love
Summary
Boston Brand is a dead man walking. More than walking, actually—his uncanny
abilities enable him to float, fly and seize control of the bodies of the living.
He’s no mere ghost. He’s something more powerful, more heroic. He is
Deadman! And he’s about to meet Berenice—a living woman with powers of her
own.
Berenice’s complicated life and loves have driven her to the haunted halls of
the sprawling mansion known as Glencourt Manor. It’s a place where the forces
of darkness are known to gather—a house where a person with Berenice’s
power to talk to the dead could accomplish great good…or unleash incredible
evil.

DC Comics
9781401268411
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Separated by the boundary between life and death, yet able to walk between
both worlds, Deadman and Berenice must work together to unravel the
mystery of the Manor and defeat the dark forces that threaten to erupt.
Mystery, murder, resurrection and romance await. The only question is, are
their hearts and souls strong enough to survive?
Unlock the answer in DEADMAN: DARK MANSION OF FORBIDDEN LOVE, from
acclaimed creators Sarah Vaughn (ALEX + ADA), Lan Medina (FABLES) and José
Villarrubia (SWEET TOOTH). This Gothic tale of passion and betrayal is an
all-new twist on the character of Boston Brand. Collects DEADMAN: DARK
MANSION OF FORBIDDEN LOVE Books #1-3.
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Fairy Tail: Rhodonite
Summary
MAN OF STEEL
The iron dragonslayer, Gajeel Redfox, has lived his life in the shadows. Even in
the motley crew of Fairy Tail, he didn’t always fit in. When Gajeel gets news of
an escaped prisoner he may be connected to, he must leave on a journey to
confront his past. Will he stand strong with his new family in Fairy Tail, or will
old forces pull him back into the darkness? Discover Gajeel’s story in this
official Fairy Tail spinoff!

Kodansha Comics
9781632365248
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Sweetness and Lightning 6
Summary
A single dad, a little girl, and a quirky teenager learn about food’s power to
help people grow and love!
“This season’s number one feel-good anime! Grade A.” -Anime News Network
“A beautifully drawn story about comfort food and family and grief, it’s a
delightful read. Recommended.” -Otaku USA Magazine
Series Overview: Having lost his wife, math teacher Kouhei Inuzuka is doing
his best to raise his young daughter Tsumugi as a single father. He’s pretty
bad at cooking and doesn’t have a huge appetite to begin with, but chance
brings his little family and one of his students, Kotori Iida, together for
homemade adventures. With those three cooks in the kitchen, it’s no wonder
this dinner table drama is so delicious.
Kodansha Comics
9781632364029
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Back To the Future: Who Is Marty McFly?
Summary
WHO is Marty McFly? That’s what Marty’s asking himself, as it becomes
abundantly clear his childhood memories don’t match up with what actually
happened in this timeline. How can he and Doc Brown fix things without
breaking time itself ? Plus, Needles’ story! What made that kid into the
troublemaker we all know and despise? Collects issues #12-17.
Publication History: TR original

IDW Publishing
9781631408762
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Harrow County Volume 5: Abandoned
Summary
The Abandoned, that hulking figure with haunting yellow eyes, rarely leaves his
ramshackle cabin deep in the woods of Harrow County. But it wasn’t always so.
And when hunters travel to Harrow County in search of big game, they get a lot
more than they bargained for. As Emmy meets more visitors from the outside
world, she discovers secrets of her own past and the very foundations of
Harrow County.
Including a story illustrated by guest artists Carla Speed McNeil and Jenn
Manley Lee, this paperback collects issues #17-#21 of the award-winning
horror comic Harrow County.

Dark Horse Books
9781506701905
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

• Eisner-nominated series!
• Includes a two-part stort with guest art by Carla Speed McNeil and Jenn
Manley Lee!
• Cullen Bunn is winner of the 2011 Broken Frontier Best Writer Independent
Award!
• Winner of the 2015 Ghastly Award for Best Ongoing Title!
• “Deftly written, beautifully drawn, thoughtfully imagined—Harrow County
already feels like a classic.”--Michael Chabon (The Adventures of Kavalier and Clay)
• “Genuinely creepy and engaging, plus delicious art.”—Mark Millar (Kick-Ass)
• “Harrow County #1 is worth checking out if you’re a horror comic fan!”—Clive
Barker (Hellraiser)
• “A rare thing—both wonderfully charming and genuinely disturbing.”—Mike
Mignola (Hellboy)
• “One of the best horror comics I’ve ever read. Super creepy!”—Josh
Williamson (Birthright)
• “If you like comics at all, you should order that Harrow County.”--Phil Hester
(Green Arrow)
• “From the sweeping landscapes to the subtleties of the human face, [Tyler
Crook] skillfully details each panel as if his pen is directly connected to his
brain. His water color work is the perfect choice for the material, invoking a
feeling of that particularly dreamy world that could so easily create tie-in
horror.”—Svetlana Fedotov, Fangoria
Series Overview: Including a story illustrated by guest artists Carla Speed
McNeil and Jenn Manley Lee, this paperback collects issues #17-#21 of the
award-winning horror comic Harrow County.
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Psycho Pass: Inspector Shinya Kogami Volume 2
Summary
The manga prequel to the acclaimed anime series! The Psycho-Pass made a
better future society possible: a universal fitness app that tracks people’s
emotional health. But when crime becomes rare, it also becomes stranger and
more dangerous than ever…and in the 22nd century the only “safe” job for a
person on the borderline is as a cop—kept on a virtual leash as they hunt
down the criminals they may soon become themselves!
Kogami’s team has learned that the hospital where patients have died due to
a genetic timer set in them decades ago was a “privileged” residence for the
emotionally unfit. In searching for clues, they discover just how their society
perfected itself by pushing things into the shadows…and the underground
network dedicated to keeping those things alive!

Dark Horse Manga
9781506703701
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$11.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Groo: Friends and Foes
Summary
As the bird-brained wanderer Groo and his loyal mutt Rufferto crisscross the
countryside, they encounter various acquaintances from years past.
Sometimes, it’s a friend. Other times, it’s a foe. Most of the time, it doesn’t
matter! From Arba and Darkarba to Granny Groo, Chakaal, Taranto, and even
the melodic narrating Minstrel, the bumbling Cheese Dip Eater crosses paths
with fan favorite characters on his quest to reunite Kayli with her long-lost
father. Can Groo do even that one little thing right?
The award-winning team of Sergio Aragonés and Mark Evanier are joined by
Tom Luth on colors and Stan Sakai on letters! This hardcover collects over 300
pages of Groo: Dark Horse’s full 12-issue series.

Dark Horse Books
9781506702971
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
332 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

• A wild cast of characters that will delight long-time fans and ensnare new
readers!
• Three Eisner Award winners (Sergio Aragonés, Mark Evanier, and Stan Sakai)
working on an Eisner Award winning series! (Tom Luth was nominated for an
Eisner, too!)
• Amid all the chaos and lunacy, Friends and Foes still has a touching story to
tell!
• This beautiful hardcover collects a full year of Groo over 300 pages!. (Collects
Issues 1-12 of Groo: Friends and Foes!)
Series Overview: This collects the entire Groo: Friends and Foes series in
Hardcover format. (Issues #1-12)
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Conan Omnibus Volume 2: City of Thieves
Summary
Dark Horse’s critically acclaimed Conan, now available in an affordable, valuepriced omnibus!
Showcasing the conclusion of writer Kurt Busiek and artist Cary Nord’s
groundbreaking work on the series, plus the inaugurations of fan favorites
Timothy Truman and Tomás Giorello, this volume includes adaptations of “The
Tower of the Elephant,” “The Hall of the Dead,” and “Rogues in the House.”
Witness the Cimmerian navigating some of the darkest corners of his world,
from ancient haunted ruins to the seedy alleys of Zamora—the infamous City
of Thieves—and confronting corrupt officials, grotesque monsters, and
mind-bending horror. Also featured is a special guest appearance by renowned
illustrator Michael Wm. Kaluta, and a three-issue story arc penned by Hellboy
creator and comics legend Mike Mignola!

Dark Horse Books
9781506702940
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
472 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Conan Vol. 3: The Tower of the Elephant (#0¬, 16, 17,
19-22)¬¬, Conan Vol. 4: The Hall of the Dead (#24, 25, 29-31, 33, 34),
Conan Vol. 5: Rogues in the House (#37, 38, 41-44)
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Devils' Line, 7
Summary
Ishimaru, still shrouded in suspicion, leads F Squad on a raid of the CCC’s
hideout to get ahold of the list of members, but the CCC turns out to be
several steps ahead in this cat-and-mouse game. When Anzai gets caught in
the crossfire, Tsukasa has to make a life-or-death decision…
Story Locale: Tokyo, Japan

Vertical Comics
9781945054006
On Sale Date: 6/6/2017
$12.95
Trade Paperback
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Trinity Vol. 1: Better Together (Rebirth)
Summary
Exploding from the blockbuster DC Rebirth event, writer-artist Francis Manapul
and a superstar support team bring you the beginning of the saga of the
world’s most legendary superheroes in TRINITY VOL. 1: BETTER TOGETHER!
Gotham City’s guardian. Metropolis’ Man of Tomorrow. Themyscira’s warrior
princess. They are Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman. Together, they are
the greatest heroes the world has ever seen.
And their bond is about to be tested like never before.
As an older, wiser Superman takes the place of the brash young hero they
once knew, Batman and Wonder Woman find themselves confronted by a force
that tests their very souls. It is called the White Mercy, and it wields a power
greater than that of the World’s Greatest Heroes combined.

DC Comics
9781401270766
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$24.99
Hardcover
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Thrown together by fate, these three icons must join together to confront their
own weaknesses and defeat the evil in their midst. If they fail, the whole world
will fall…
This start of a stunning saga features the greatest heroes in the history of
comics from author-artist Francis Manapul in TRINITY VOL. 1: BETTER
TOGETHER! Collects TRINITY #1-6!
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Suicide Squad Vol. 2: Going Sane (Rebirth)
Summary
Exploding from DC’s blockbuster Rebirth event, SUICIDE SQUAD VOL. 2:
GOING SANE by writer Rob Williams and legendary artist Jim Lee delivers the
thrilling conclusion to one of Task Force X’s greatest missions.
As the go-to team tasked with handling the world’s most top secret threats,
the Suicide Squad has faced down terrors across the globe. But they’ve never
brought their work home with them—until now.
Under the command of Task Force X’s iron-fisted director Amanda Waller, the
Squad has “liberated” a strange extradimensional orb known as the Black
Vault from the planet’s most secure incarceration facility—at the cost of one
disintegrated team member. What’s inside the eerie black sphere? None other
than Kryptonian dictator General Zod, in all his megalomaniacal, worlddestroying glory.

DC Comics
9781401270971
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Now Waller has to figure out what to do with one of the most dangerous
entities in the known universe. In theory, whoever controls Zod controls the
world. In practice, the Black Vault’s corrupting energies are already eroding the
sanity of everyone in the Squad’s HQ—with the sole exception of the Clown
Princess of Crazy herself, Harley Quinn!
But can one newly sane psychologist single-handedly stop the madness of the
Black Vault, defeat Zod and keep the Suicide Squad from ultimately living up
to its name?
From writer Rob Williams and superstar artist Jim Lee, SUICIDE SQUAD VOL. 2:
GOING SANE includes stories illustrated by Stephen Bryne, Carlos D’Anda,
Christian Ward, Giuseppe Camuncoli and more! Collects SUICIDE SQUAD #5-8
and the HARLEY QUINN AND THE SUICIDE SQUAD APRIL FOOLS’ SPECIAL
one-shot.
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Attack on Titan: Junior High 5
Summary
FINAL VOLUME!
The school-aged hijinks of your favorite Attack on Titan characters come to a
sad but hilarious end in this extra-long, 450-page volume!
Story Locale: The post-apocalyptic future
Series Overview: A spin-off series to the number one bestseller in Japan. Eren
and Mikasa enter a new school—Titan Junior High! However, Eren’s hated Titans
for years—can he get along with his new (harmless?) classmates? Featuring all
of the characters from the main series as you’ve never seen them before, this
series is sure to delight fans of Attack on Titan!

Kodansha Comics
9781632364104
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
512 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Justice League of America: The Road to Rebirth
(Rebirth)
Summary
Exploding from the blockbuster DC Rebirth event and the smash-hit miniseries
JUSTICE LEAGUE VS. SUICIDE SQUAD, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE
ROAD TO REBIRTH puts you on the right path.
New heroes. New villains. New challenges. The DC Universe has been
reborn…and its most legendary team is about to follow suit.
Backed by Batman, there’s a new Justice League of America—and it’s a diverse
team that proves heroism can look like anything and anyone.
THE ATOM: Physics student Ryan Choi is gifted with a brilliant mind—and
cursed with crippling allergies and anxiety. But his first day at Ivy University will
be his first step on a journey to the heart of the DCU…

DC Comics
9781401273521
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
128 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

VIXEN: Business giant, fashion icon, social justice warrior—Mari McCabe is all
these things and more. But her incredible powers aren’t all that have changed
her life from what it once was…
THE RAY: Imprisoned in darkness, Ray Terrill has been taught to believe he’s
a dangerous freak. But he’s about to accept his true self and take his first
step into the light…
KILLER FROST: Caitlin Snow joined the Suicide Squad and lived to tell the tale.
But joining the JLA won’t be easy with Amanda Waller blocking her path to
justice…
Along with new members Black Canary and the Main Man himself, Lobo,
JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: ROAD TO REBIRTH is a must-have prelude to
the all-new series from writers Steve Orlando (MIDNIGHTER) and Jody Houser
(MOTHER PANIC).
JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE ROAD TO REBIRTH is a great starting-point
graphic novel! Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA: ATOM – REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA:
VIXEN – REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: RAY – REBIRTH #1 and
JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: KILLER FROST – REBIRTH #1.
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Josie and the Pussycats Vol. 1
Summary
GRAB THE LATEST, SUREFIRE TOP-OF-THE-CHARTS NEW RIVERDALE SERIES!
JOSIE AND THE PUSSYCATS VOL. 1 is the first collection of an all-new take
onthe world’s biggest comic book band. Marguerite Bennett (DC
Comics’Bombshells, Marvel’s A-Force) and co-writer Cameron DeOrdio team
withAudrey Mok (Heroine Chic) to retell the origin and story behind the music
forJosie, Valerie and Melody.
Friends, countrymen, lend me your long tails and ears for hats—the Pussycats
areback! In this series kick-off, Josie’s getting the band together to help
achieve herdreams of musical stardom. But for the group to last, it needs a
strong foundationof friendship and trust. Can the girls get going, or will
Alexandra Cabot’s plottingput a stop to the whole thing? Don’t miss comics’
supreme songstresses’ return tothe limelight in this exciting first volume!
Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
Archie Comics
9781682559895
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Contemporary Women
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Injustice: Gods Among Us: Year Five Vol. 2
Summary
The final countdown to the world of the smash-hit video game continues!
It’s year five of the Man of Steel’s iron-fisted dominion over all life on Earth,
and the villains are taking center stage.
CATWOMAN. She’s been one of the insurgency’s most stalwart soldiers. But
when she returns to a life of crime and faces the new Nightwing—none other
than Damian Wayne, the Son of Batman—will her nine lives run out?
HARLEY QUINN. Between the Joker’s fanatical following, the righteous justice of
Batwoman and the power of her new crush, Shazam, will she live to laugh
another day?
BIZARRO. When Lex Luthor and Doomsday team up to put an end to this
warped mirror image of Superman’s reign of terror, can the misbegotten
monster survive?
DC Comics
9781401272470
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

ZSASZ. The horrifically scarred serial killer has committed a crime so heinous
that only the combined might of Superman’s new right-hand man, Damian
Wayne, and his greatest enemy—and Damian’s father, Batman—can set things
right…
Experience the horror, power and grandeur of the video game–inspired comic
that’s become a phenomenon in its own right in INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US:
YEAR FIVE VOLUME 2, from writer Brian Buccellato and a team of top talented
artists! Collects INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US: YEAR FIVE #8-14!
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Injustice: Gods Among Us: Year Five Vol. 3
Summary
Writer Brian Buccellato and an all-star team of artists bring the epic prequel of
the hit video game to its shocking conclusion!
The Man of Steel’s most implacable enemy, the Dark Knight, has teamed up
with the warlord of Thanagar to bring Kryptonite-powered destruction to
Superman’s regime and all of its work.
But it will take more than brute force to take down the totalitarian regime of
the Man of Tomorrow. As the Caped Crusader’s ally Batgirl hacks into Cyborg’s
database to broadcast proof of Superman’s brutality to the world, a
dimensional vortex is breached, proving that a reality in which the world’s
greatest heroes work together is indeed possible. Meanwhile, lethal
adversaries like Lex Luthor, Deathstroke and Raven put their own plans into
play.

DC Comics
9781401272463
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$24.99
Hardcover
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Will Superman’s new world order crumble around him? Or will he live to rule
another day?
Author Brian Buccellato provides all the answers in INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG
US: YEAR FIVE VOL. 3! Collects INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US: YEAR FIVE #9-20
and INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US ANNUAL #1!
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Fairy Tail Day Planner
Summary
A day planner for Fairy Tail guild members: students, grown-ups, and S-class
wizards alike!
Also includes “Fairy Tail of the Dead,” an exclusive 20-page Fairy Tail story by
Hiro Mashima!
This planner is full of color Fairy Tail illustrations, games, quizzes, character
interviews, and even bonus manga in the back by Fairy Tail creator Hiro
Mashima that you can’t read anywhere else! It even includes stickers, so you
can customize it and make your planner totally unique. This day planner can
be used for the academic year for students, or for the upcoming calendar year.
Story Locale: The magical land of Fiore
Kodansha Comics
9781632364203
On Sale Date: 11/21/2017
$14.99
Calendar
352 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
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Fire Force 4
Summary
FIRE BUGS
Shinra has discovered that someone is using a bug to turn people into
Infernals. He’s narrowed the suspects down to two, and now he must figure out
which one is the real culprit. Can he find out who is friend and who is foe
without first getting caught himself ?
From the creator of Soul Eater!

Kodansha Comics
9781632364319
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: In the year 198 of the Age of the Sun, Tokyo is a crowded
cosmopolis. But the world’s most populous city is threatened by devils that
cause people to burst into flame at random! The only ones who can stop it are
the Pyrofighters, a team of specialized firefighters. The young Shinra, blessed
with the ability to ignite his feet and travel at the speed of a rocket, wants
nothing more than to be a hero, and knows that this is the place for him! But
he’s not the best at following orders…
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DC Comics/Dark Horse: Batman vs. Predator
Summary
For the first time, all three BATMAN VS. PREDATOR miniseries are collected into
one massive bloody collection, including the Eisner Award-winning BATMAN VS.
PREDATOR #1-3 by Dave Gibbons (WATCHMEN), Adam Kubert (SUPERMAN:
LAST SON) and Andy Kubert (DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE) in DC
COMICS/DARK HORSE COMICS: BATMAN VS. PREDATOR.
While fear and darkness have always haunted the streets of Gotham City, a
new terror has crept onto the rooftops and into the hearts of its citizens. An
alien hunter known only as the Predator has come to Gotham to hunt its
greatest warriors, and after a string of brutal murders, the Predator has its
sights on Batman. In an epic showdown, the Dark Knight must use all of his
skills, both martial and mental, to beat this otherworldly menace.

DC Comics
9781401270780
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$34.99
Trade Paperback
368 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

After their first bloody contact, Batman faces off against the alien Predator a
second time as a price is put on his head by a ruthless gangster. This time
Batman enlists the help of the Huntress as he fends off both the assassins
and the Predator.
Finally, Batman and Robin must face a third incursion from space as a deadly
gang war rages across the streets of Gotham. As Mr. Freeze and Catwoman
entangle themselves in the web of death, Batman must learn to trust his
young partner in order to defeat the alien menace for a third time.
Collects BATMAN VS. PREDATOR #1-3 by Dave Gibbons (WATCHMEN), Adam
Kubert (SUPERMAN: LAST SON) and Andy Kubert (DARK KNIGHT III: THE
MASTER RACE).
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American Way 10th Anniversary Edition
Summary
Academy Award-winning author John Ridley (12 Years a Slave, Three Kings)
presents an alternative U.S. history with the Civil Defense Corps, a team of
superheroes, and their handlers, the FDAA (Federal Disaster Assistance
Administration). The FDAA stages showdowns between “superheroes” and
“super-villains,” who in reality are little more than super-powered actors that
front for the public. What will the manufactured “superheroes” do when real
danger arrives at the door?
From acclaimed novelist and screenwriter John Ridley with penciller Georges
Jeanty (BATWOMAN, Gambit ) and inker Karl Story (BATMAN, NIGHTWING),
comes a graphic novel that remains relevant 10 years after its original
publication. This special 10th anniversary edition collects THE AMERICAN WAY
#1-8 and features previously unreleased bonus content, including design
concepts and cover sketches!

Vertigo
9781401273545
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
& Mystery
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Superman-Action Comics Vol. 9: Last Rites
Summary
The acclaimed creative duo of Greg Pak (BATMAN/SUPERMAN) and Aaron Kuder
(GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS), plus fan-favorite scribe Peter J. Tomasi
(SUPERMAN), usher in the Man of Steel’s final days in SUPERMAN: ACTION
COMICS VOL. 9: LAST RITES.
Superman’s downfall, impossible as it seems, has come at the hands of
Vandal Savage. After eons of seeking a method to draw back to Earth the
meteor that granted him immortality, Savage has discovered he can realize
that goal by tapping into the Man of Steel’s super-abilities, and in turn the
combined might of the Justice League.
With the Last Son of Krypton powerless to stop him, the immortal is primed to
recall the comet that granted him eternal power. And as it nears Earth, it also
awakens Savage’s genetic signature within members of the world’s
unsuspecting populace. Literally growing mad with power, Savage’s progeny will
stop at nothing to ensure their patriarch succeeds.
DC Comics
9781401274108
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
152 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Superman’s salvation—and Earth’s—may lie in the one substance that’s lethal
to the Man of Steel. Should he use it and somehow defeat Savage, one thing
will be certain: regardless of the outcome, Superman as the world knows him
will be no more.
Authors Greg Pak, Aaron Kuder and Peter J. Tomasi team up with help from
all-star artists Paul Pelletier (AQUAMAN), Dale Eaglesham (SECRET SIX) and
Scot Eaton (NEW 52: FUTURES END) for SUPERMAN: ACTION COMICS VOL. 9:
LAST RITES! Collects issues #48-52.
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Batman: Zero Hour
Summary
The Batman tales that tie into the epic “Zero Hour” storyline are now finally
collected into one graphic novel in BATMAN: ZERO HOUR!
Time is collapsing in on itself. The villainous Extant has ushered in a series of
black holes that are swallowing the universe—past, present and future! The
Bat-family, like everyone else in the DC Universe, has seen time loops affect
their lives. The result? The return of Barbara Gordon as Batgirl, teenage Dick
Grayson as Robin, and Bruce Wayne’s parents, Thomas and Martha Wayne.
Then, after the crisis in time as been averted, new details about the origins of
Batman, Robin and Catwoman are revealed.

DC Comics
9781401272586
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
296 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Legendary comics writers Chuck Dixon, Archie Goodwin, Alan Grant and Doug
Moench team up with veteran Batman artists Graham Nolan, Jim Balent, Bret
Blevins and more to present the Dark Knight stories tying into the classic ZERO
HOUR event, now collected here for the first time! Collects BATMAN #0, #511;
BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #0, #31; DETECTIVE COMICS #0, #678;
CATWOMAN #0, #74; BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #0; and ROBIN
#0, #10.
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Wonder Woman by George Perez Vol. 2
Summary
The aftermath of the ruination of Wonder Woman’s island home brings
tragedy to Princess Diana’s closest friends, and a reborn menace from ancient
myth threatens the world in this second collection of Eisner Award-winning
author Greg Rucka’s critically acclaimed debut at the helm of the Amazon
Warrior’s adventures!
The machinations of Ares have unexpectedly led to the revival of the
long-dead Medusa, whose gaze can permanently turn anyone who sees her
into unliving stone! But when Wonder Woman fights Medusa in front of a
worldwide audience, she makes an incredible and unexpected sacrifice in
hopes of defeating her foe. Plus, Wonder Woman must prove her worth to the
Justice League; a journey to the land of the dead with Wonder Girl shakes the
Teen Titan to her core; and a team-up with the Flash pits the heroes against
super-fast foes Zoom and the Cheetah!

DC Comics
9781401269067
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
312 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

WONDER WOMAN BY GREG RUCKA VOLUME 2 collects WONDER WOMAN
#206-217 and THE FLASH #219, with art from all-star collaborators Drew
Johnson (The Shield), Rags Morales (IDENTITY CRISIS) and more!
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Complex Age 5
Summary
THE END OF AN ERA?
Kimiko has just let slip that she’s thinking about giving up cosplay. The news
comes as a shock to Nagisa, who can’t figure out why her friend would
abandon their beloved hobby. But she doesn’t have time to worry about it,
because one of her coworkers has discovered her secret.

Kodansha Comics
9781632364289
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Twenty-six-year-old Nagisa looks like a normal office worker,
but unbeknownst to her coworkers, she leads an extraordinary life as a
cosplayer. In her secret life, Nagisa puts countless time and effort into
conceptualizing and designing costumes to attend shows and transform into
her favorite anime characters. But despite her talent and notoriety in the
cosplayer world, she must keep this all a secret from everyone except close
family and friends. To most people, cosplay is a thing for young, nerdy girls,
and at her stage in life, Nagisa should be more worried about finding a
husband over finding the right fabric to complete her costume. To enjoy her
passion and still function as a normal member of society, Nagisa has to
struggle with the pressures of two very distinct lifestyles, while doing her best
to keep her two worlds from colliding.
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Nate Powell's Omnibox: Featuring Swallow Me Whole,
Any Empire, & You Don't Say
Summary
Nate Powell has been called “a writer-artist of genius” and “the most
prodigiously talented graphic novelist” of his generation. This box contains the
reasons why. Swallow Me Whole won the Eisner Award for its portrayal of teen
mental illness, Any Empire explores the trickle-down effects of war on young
minds, and You Don’t Say collects Powell’s short comics from 2004 up to the
debut of the landmark March trilogy. Together, these three volumes represent
the first decade of mature work from one of the new giants of cartooning: a
creator renowned for his sensitivity, intimacy, and visual courage.

Top Shelf Productions
9781603094092
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$59.89
696 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Literary
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Air Gear 36
Summary
RACE TO THE FINISH
The final battle for the fate of the world of the Air Trecks is underway, pitting
Ikki and Ringo against Sora and Rika! It’s a white-knuckled, no-holds-barred
race to the surface through the massive Tower of Trophaeum, and now that the
best riders on the planet are finally facing off, victory will only come with great
sacrifice. But when Sora reveals a stunning secret, Ikki realizes that the game
has changed, and winning is more important than even he could have
imagined…
Story Locale: Tokyo, Japan

Kodansha Comics
9781612621067
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Everybody knows that Itsuki is the most fearsome skater
around. With his high-tech Air Gear skates, his moves are so smooth they’re
almost like flying. But when you’re the best, someone always wants to take
you down. Action, adventure, and high-stakes competition—and that’s just the
beginning!
Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
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The Dead Eye and the Deep Blue Sea
The World of Slavery at Sea-A Graphic Memoir

Summary
Too poor to pay his pregnant wife’s hospital bill, Prum Vannak left his village in
Cambodia to seek work in Thailand. Men who appeared to be employers on a
fishing vessel promised to return him home after a few months at sea, but
instead Vannak was hostaged on the vessel for four years of hard labor. Amid
violence and cruelty, including frequent beheadings, Vannak survived in large
part by honing his ability to tattoo his shipmates—a skill he possessed despite
never having been trained in art or having had access to art supplies while
growing up.

Seven Stories Press
9781609806026
On Sale Date: 1/16/2018
$24.95
Hardcover
176 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Personal Memoirs
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

As a means of escape, Vannak and a friend jumped into the water and,
hugging empty fish-sauce containers because they could not swim, reached
Malaysia in the dark of night. At the harbor, they were taken into a police
station…then sold by their rescuers to work on a plantation. Vannak was kept
as a laborer for over a year before an NGO could secure his return to
Cambodia. After five years away, Vannak was finally reunited with his family.
Vannak documented his ordeal in raw, colorful, detailed illustrations, first
created because he believed that without them no one would believe his story.
Indeed, very little is known about what happens to the men and boys who end
up working on fishing boats in Asia, and these images are some of the first
records. In regional Cambodia, many families still wait for men who have
disappeared across the Thai border, and out to sea. The Dead Eye and the Deep
Blue Sea is a testament to the lives of these many fishermen who are trapped
on boats in the Indian Ocean.
Story Locale: Cambodia; Thailand; at sea
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Mummies!: Classic Monsters of Pre-Code Horror Comics
Summary
Movie mummies will be terrorizing theater goers! Now, from the boils and
ghoul who bring you Haunted Horror, scream with delight over these stories
unleashed from Pre-Code horror comics…SEE! The brutal attack of “The Living
Mummies!” SENSE! The strangest “Case of the Beckoning Mummy!” FEEL! As
“The Unburied Mummy” intensifies its powerful grip upon your puny throat!
And there’s a tomb-full more! PLUS! A crumbling gallery of classic mummy
comic book covers, and spine-tinglIng guest appearances by Frankenstein’s
Monster and Charlie Chan! You’ll be screaming for your mommy as MUMMIES!
shamble into your trembling hands!
Publication History: TR original
IDW Publishing
9781631409950
On Sale Date: 8/29/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
128 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Mysterious Girlfriend X, 6
Summary
Drool-Worthy Denouement
As the school year wears on and the warmer months arrive, the boys enjoy the
sight of the girls in their softball uniforms and swimsuits. Tsubaki invites Urabe
to watch the fireworks from a place that holds special memories for him. Oka
describes how she and Ueno first started dating, and Urabe comes clean to
Tsubaki’s sister about their relationship. When Urabe “sees” an important
event from Tsubaki’s past, she makes him an offer that will bind them
together even more closely…
Story Locale: Tokyo, Japan

Vertical Comics
9781942993735
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$15.95
Trade Paperback
428 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Kingsway West
Summary
After spending thirteen years in a war that made him a monster, a Chinese
gunslinger named Kingsway Law just wants to live in peace with his wife, Sonia.
But even in a fantastical Old West crackling with magic, a man of his skills can
never quite disappear. So when a woman with a red-gold sword brings bloody
chaos to his doorstep, Kingsway must fight for his life, his wife, and his very
soul.
Greg Pak (Action Comics, The Incredible Hulk) spins a fantastical tale of the
good, the bad, and the magical with electric, lively, action-packed art by Mirko
Colak (Green Lantern Corps, Red Skull). Collects the first full arc of Kingsway
West!

Dark Horse Books
9781616559762
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
112 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Greg Pak (Action Comics, The Incredible Hulk) spins a
fantastical tale of the good, the bad, and the magical with electric, lively,
action-packed art by Mirko Colak (Green Lantern Corps, Red Skull). Collects the
first full arc of Kingsway West! Collects Issues #1-#4 of Kingsway West comic
series.
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Mister X: The Archives
Summary
When Mister X hit the shelves twenty-five years ago, no one had ever seen
anything like it — a fusion of film noir, Art Deco, and German Expressionism
channeled through the talents of the greatest up-and-coming artists of the
day. The story of a utopian city with architecture that drove its inhabitants mad
and the never-sleeping architect who quested tirelessly for a cure, Mister X
captivated a generation of comics fans and creators, transforming the
landscape of their chosen medium forever. Still as inspiring and compelling as
the first time it saw print, the entire run of Mister X written by Dean Motter gets
the deluxe treatment in this volume, every page of its groundbreaking artwork
painstakingly restored.
Series Overview: Collects Mister X #1-#14, Heartsprings and Watchstops.

Dark Horse Books
9781506702650
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
384 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
& Mystery
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Starslayer
Summary
A Celtic warrior from the days of the Roman Empire is transported into the
distant future by his wife’s descendant and compelled to join the crew of the
spaceship Jolly Roger in their resistance to totalitarian rule on Earth. A wildly
popular classic comic appears for the first time in a collection of the “Director’s
Cut” of the series, originally published by Windjammer at Valiant, but also
including a wealth of extras including sketches and commentary from
legendary comic creator Mike Grell.
This is the first time Starslayer:Director’s Cut has been collected in one volume!
Includes a wealth of extras such as sketches and commentary from creator,
Mike Grell.
Featuring an all-new cover by Grell!

Dark Horse Books
9781506702797
On Sale Date: 6/13/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
240 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Collects Starslayer: The Director’s Cut, issues #1-8 from
Valiant/Windjammer (1995).
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Mother Panic Vol. 1: A Work in Progress
Summary
As part of the new DC’s Young Animal imprint, a bold new take on the world of
the Batman comes from writer Jody Houser, artists Tommy Lee Edwards and
Shawn Crystal and DC’s Young Animal mastermind Gerard Way—MOTHER
PANIC VOL. 1: A WORK IN PROGRESS.
The shadow of the Bat falls over all of Gotham City, from its dark alleys to its
glittering high-rises. But a new vigilante has just stepped away from that
shadow, and she has her own brand of violent retribution to deal out to the
city’s corrupt elites.
Meet Violet Paige, a rich young celebutante with a bad attitude and a worse
reputation. No one would ever suspect that this tabloid-fodder wild child has a
secret hidden beneath her spoiled heiress exterior—a secret that has driven
her to become the terrifying force of vengeance against her privileged peers
known as Mother Panic!
DC Comics
9781401271114
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback

But even as Violet launches her all-out assault on the rich and twisted, her
shaky allies threaten to betray her, and every one of Gotham’s
guardians—from Batwoman to the Dark Knight himself—is hot on her trail. Will
Mother Panic continue to strike terror into her enemies’ hearts? Or will her
violent quest for justice reach an equally violent end?

176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland

Collects MOTHER PANIC VOL. 1: A WORK IN PROGRESS #1-6.

Status: FORTHCOMING
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Nightwing Vol. 2: Back to Blüdhaven (Rebirth)
Summary
Writer Tim Seeley (GRAYSON), artist MARCUS TO (RED ROBIN) and colorist
Chris Sotomayor (BIRDS OF PREY) take Dick Grayson from Gotham City to a
whole new stomping ground in NIGHTWING VOLUME 2: BACK TO BLÜDHAVEN.
No sooner did the former super-spy take up his old mantle as Batman’s ally
Nightwing than he was forced to fight for the soul of Gotham City during the
Night of the Monster Men—then do battle with Raptor, the new mentor he
thought he could trust. Not even Superman can help him escape the
nightmare.
So Nightwing takes off for the neighboring city of Blüdhaven, hoping to find a
fresh start. Instead, he finds old foes who’ve waited years for payback against
the one-time Boy Wonder.

DC Comics
9781401270858
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

And Blüdhaven holds bloodier horrors. A serial killer stalks the streets, framing
Nightwing for crimes he didn’t commit. His only hope to catch the killer and
clear his name: teaming up with his sworn enemies. If he succeeds, he can be
this strange new city’s greatest guardian. If he fails, the blood in Blüdhaven
will be his own…
Collects NIGHTWING #9-15!
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Queen Emeraldas 2
Summary
The exciting conclusion to the sci-fi classic from the creator of Space
Battleship Yamato (Star Blazers), Galaxy Express 999, and Captain Harlock
in English for the first time!
Emeraldas, known throughout the galaxy as the Pirate Queen, travels through
space on her heavily-armed ship, searching for a secret. Hiroshi Umino is a
young boy who escaped the bounds of Earth only by building his own
spaceship. He crashes on Mars, where he encounters Emeraldas, who sees a
little of herself in the reckless young man.

Kodansha Comics
9781632363862
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$24.99
Hardcover
400 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Emeraldas is a woman searching for someone whose name
only she knows. Hiroshi Umino is a boy longing to escape the bonds of Earth.
Together, they travel the galaxy, striking down the wicked and arrogant and
helping the innocent. Leiji Matsumoto’s most famous characters make
appearances, including Maetel, Captain Harlock, Toshiro, and, of course, the
Galaxy Express.
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Aho-Girl 1
A Clueless Girl

Summary
Equal parts cute, silly, and subversive, the four-panel comedy manga Ahogaru
was a surprise hit in Japan. Fans of anarchic slice-of-life gag manga like
Azumanga Daioh – these are the new laughs you’ve been waiting for!
Yoshiko is a hopefully clueless high school girl. Her rock-paper-scissors
strategy is “rock.” She somehow gets zeroes on multiple-choice tests. And she
has an often-nearly-fatal weakness for bananas. Her devoted friends have no
choice but to hang around and make sure nobody takes advantage of her. (Of
course, the entertainment value might have something to do with it, too.)
Cute characters, weird gags, and lots and lots of bananas!

Kodansha Comics
9781632364579
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Hawkman by Geoff Johns Book One
Summary
Before his legendary runs on GREEN LANTERN, JUSTICE LEAGUE and THE
FLASH, Geoff Johns reinvigorated another iconic DC hero—Hawkman!
As he struggles to adjust to his new life, Hawkman tries desperately to
rekindle his relationship with Hawkgirl. But with no precious memories of their
shared past, she wants nothing to do with him—until she learns that the
deaths of her parents years ago were actually murders, and she is forced to
enlist Hawkman’s help in unlocking the mystery and finding their killer.
Hawkman’s past, present and future collide in these stories featuring his
surprising interactions with other heroes, including Green Arrow, the Atom and
Doctor Fate. You’ll find out why Hawkman is one of DC’s toughest icons!

DC Comics
9781401272906
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
376 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

HAWKMAN BY GEOFF JOHNS BOOK ONE features stories by Geoff Johns
(JUSTICE LEAGUE, TEEN TITANS) and James Robinson (STARMAN, SUPERMAN)
and art by Rags Morales (ACTION COMICS, HOURMAN), Michael Bair (JSA,
IDENTITY CRISIS) and others. Collects HAWKMAN #1-14 and HAWKMAN:
SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS #1.
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Clockwork Planet 3
Summary
From the creator of No Game, No Life
Naoto’s a high school dropout and brilliant amateur tinkerer. He lives in a world
that has been so over-exploited that the entire surface has become one vast
machine. When a box crashes into his home containing a female automaton,
it’s a harbinger of change that will rock the entire globe, and give Naoto his
chance to be a hero.
Praise for No Game, No Life
“If you are looking for clever mind games where the protagonist faces
seemingly insurmountable odds, then this is the book for you.” -Anitay
“No Game No Life is a must watch for any gamer…smart, beautiful, funny, and
just plain all-around enjoyable.” -Kotaku
Kodansha Comics
9781632364494
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Batwoman by Greg Rucka and J.H. Williams III
Summary
Best-selling writer Greg Rucka (WONDER WOMAN) and acclaimed artist J.H.
Williams III (SANDMAN: OVERTURE) reveal the shocking origin that set the
foundation for one of the DC Universe’s most prominent lesbian characters in
BATWOMAN BY GREG RUCKA AND J.H. WILLIAMS III.
Determined to continue serving others after her military career was cut short by
bigotry, Kate Kane has taken up the identity of Batwoman, leading a
one-woman war on Gotham City’s evil underbelly.
And at the heart of her investigation is the Religion of Crime, a criminal cult
led by a madwoman known only as Alice. Speaking in riddles and storybook
rhymes, the Lewis Carroll-inspired Alice aims to transform Gotham into her own
twisted wonderland.
But is everything Alice says truly mad? Underneath her deranged theatrics, she
may hold the key to understanding Batwoman’s past…
DC Comics
9781401274139
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
256 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

BATWOMAN BY GREG RUCKA AND J.H. WILLIAMS III is the visually stunning
landmark series collected here in its entirety. Originally presented in
DETECTIVE COMICS #854-863, this volume also includes the never-beforecollected storyline “Cutter” with guest artist Jock (THE LOSERS).
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Cyborg Vol. 2: Danger in Detroit (Rebirth)
Summary
Rocketing from the pages of DC REBIRTH: JUSTICE LEAGUE, CYBORG VOL. 2 is
the thrilling series by animation writer John Semper Jr. (Spider-Man: The
Animated Series) and artists Will Conrad (NIGHTWING) and Paul Pelletier
(AQUAMAN).
Cyborg is the Justice League’s most high-tech hero, but can he withstand an
attack by another of his brilliant father’s creations?
Captured by those he thought he could trust, Cyborg discovers a covert plot to
use alien technology to start a world war. And when he winds up imprisoned in
the heart of S.T.A.R. Labs, an unorthodox escape plan brings him face-to-face
with Anomaly, a human-machine hybrid created by Cyborg’s father, Silas, years
before Vic Stone became Cyborg!

DC Comics
9781401270872
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Only the now-missing Silas Stone holds the answers to the puzzle Anomaly
presents, but before Cyborg can rescue his father, he’ll first have to free the
city of Detroit from the villainy of the bizarre Lord of the Rats!
Collects CYBORG #6-13.
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Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 9: Gordon at War
Summary
The creative team of Peter J. Tomasi and Fernando Pasarin are joined by a
gallery of the greatest artists in comics for BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS VOL.
9: GORDON AT WAR, a milestone chapter in the legend of the new Dark
Knight, spinning off of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo’s BATMAN series!
Jim Gordon never imagined he’d step into the shoes of his sometimes ally,
sometimes enemy and take on the role of the Batman. But now that he’s the
man behind the mask, he’s discovering that the risks are more deadly than he
ever believed—and the rewards greater than he could have dreamed.
Freed from the rules and regulations of the GCPD, Gordon has the power to
crack his coldest cases, help his oldest friends and take the battle straight to
the enemy. But history has a way of catching up, and even though he’s
inhabiting a new role in the war on crime, the ghosts of the past have come
calling.
DC Comics
9781401274115
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Martyrs and madmen, Marines and magic, murder and mayhem—if Gordon
wants to be Gotham’s guardian, he must face them all…
Collects BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS #48-52 and BATMAN: REBIRTH #1.
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Kiss Him, Not Me 11
Summary
It’s Kae, coming to you from a crazy situation! After running into my childhood
friend, Mistuboshi, at a voice actor event, I was excited to introduce him to
everyone. But something wasn’t right about Mitsuboshi, and now he’s tricked
me and separated me from the group!
He has an extreme plan to keep me from Shima and the guys forever, and it’s
going to take everyone’s efforts together to stop him. I’ve grown so much with
the help of my friends, but Mitsuboshi just wants to keep the old me. Can we
stop him before it’s too late, and will someone have to put themselves in
danger?

Kodansha Comics
9781632364371
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Special bonus story!
If you thought what happened with Mitsuboshi was wild, wait until you see what
happens when we fall prey to a body-switching mystery! With the boys’
bodies, I can finally take all the BL-inspired photos I want! Oh, and I guess we
should solve the mystery too…
Now an anime series from the studio that made Princess Jellyfish and My Little
Monster!
“There is a great sense of comedic timing on display here…the comedy is spot
on.” - UK Anime Network
Series Overview: Kae is a hardcore fujoshi—the type of female manga fan who
loves to read stories of handsome boys getting into initimate situations with
each other and often “ships” together characters from her favorite titles.
However, her fervent passion for manga and anime causes an accident that
comes with surprising results. The once homely and overweight fangirl has
become an overwhelmingly cute girl who now turns heads everywhere she
goes. With her new looks, Kae has caught the attention of a group of
handsome boys who all want to date her, but in the end, Kae is still a fujoshi
at heart, and rather than receive kisses from them, she would get much more
enjoyment out of seeing those boys make out with each other.
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Appleseed Alpha
Summary
A prequel to the cyberpunk franchise Appleseed by Shirow Masamune, creator
of The Ghost in the Shell.
Even American comics readers are familiar with the Appleseed property,
which was adapted into popular anime in 1988, 2004, and 2007, with an
Appleseed Alpha film last year. Nostalgic anime fans will be excited to revisit
this classic.
Ages 16 and up.
In the 22nd century, New York City is a war-torn place ruled by warlords and a
giant robot mayor with three eyes and a three-piece suit. While there, Deunan
and her cyborg lover Briareos stumble across two citizens of a legendary
utopia. It’s up to them to guard what could be humanity’s best chance to
rebuild.
Kodansha Comics
9781632362018
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$24.99
Hardcover
448 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Story Locale: 22nd-century New York City
Series Overview: Before the events of Appleseed, Deunan, a human woman
and former SWAT officer, and her combat cyborg lover Briareos arrive in wartorn
New York City, winning refuge with the city’s impeccably dressed robotic mayor.
There they encounter Iris and Olsen, two citizens of the legendary utopia
known as Olympus, and a race is on to find the city that might hold the power
to save humanity.
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Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency: The Salmon of
Doubt, Vol. 1
Summary
Dirk Gently, created by Douglas Adams and shortly to be the star of his own
television series from BBC America, returns to comics in The Salmon of Doubt,
brought to you by executive producers of the show Arvind Ethan David and
Max Landis.
Plagued by nightmares about a childhood he never had, Dirk returns to
Cambridge University to seek the advice of his former tutor, the time-traveling
Professor Reg Chronotis. There he discovers that a holistic detective can have
more than one past, and his adventures have only just begun…
Featuring favorite characters from the original books as well as the cast from
the TV series, including Samuel Barnett and Elijah Wood.
Series Overview: Volume 1 of 2.
IDW Publishing
9781631408779
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
128 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
& Mystery
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Publication History: TR original
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Real Account 7
Summary
The acclaimed social-media death game satire continues!
“An interesting take on a tired premise. Why not tweet your friends about it?”
-Anime News Network
“Social commentary wrapped in [a] Battle Royale or Sword Art Online-esque
’death game’ plot.” - Kotaku
“Recommended! Between wanting to see the next game and curiosity about
where writer Okushou is going with his social commentary, I’m looking forward
to the next volume.” -Otaku USA

Kodansha Comics
9781632364401
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Ataru is one of millions of members on the social networking
site Real Account. But one day, he and thousands of others wake up inside a
video game world. Here, if you lose the game, you die for real - taking all your
followers with you! And if you run out of followers…it’s also game over! When
likes and retweets mean life or death, how will Ataru survive? And how will he
convince his online “friends” to share his posts - when it might mean giving up
their lives?
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Lost Planet
Summary
Somewhere in the dark jungles of the Andes mountains lies a Dimensional
Bridge which leads to a violent, medieval world ruled by Magic of the Blackest
sort! Fortune hunter, Tyler Flynn enlists fellow ex-pats: Ambrose Bierce and
Amelia Earhart in a desperate attempt to break free from the diabolical orbit
of.. the Lost Planet.
The long awaited fantasy opus/reboot LOST PLANET from Author/Artist Bo
Hampton is returning in a hardcover edition in glorious, living Black and White!
Although The 6-issue mini-series from 1984 was printed in color, Hampton’s
line art was done on craft-tint Duo Shade board—a long gone tonal process not
seen since the heyday of E.C. Comics. The laboriously plotted [and lavishly
illustrated] tale draws upon fantasy and classic pulp tropes for inspiration but
remains completely unlike anything in comics, before or since.!

IDW Publishing
9781631409417
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$29.99
Hardcover
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Somewhere in the dark jungles of the Andes mountains lies
a Dimensional Bridge which leads to a violent, medieval world ruled by Magic
of the Blackest sort! Fortune hunter, Tyler Flynn enlists fellow ex-pats Ambrose
Bierce and Amelia Earhart in a desperate attempt to break free from the
diabolical orbit of…the Lost Planet.
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The Rocketeer: High Flying Adventures
Summary
The Rocketeer Adventures continued where Dave Stevens’ original masterpiece
left off, creating for the first time new stories involving the ace stunt pilot Cliff
Secord. This oversized deluxe edition collects 24 stories by some of the most
talented creators in comics including: Kurt Busiek, Darwyn Cooke, Dave
Gibbons, Marc Guggenheim, Walter Simonson, Bruce Timm, Stan Sakai, J.
Bone, John Byrne, Matt Wagner, and more!

IDW Publishing
9781631409059
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$39.99
Hardcover
260 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Teen Titans: The Bronze Age Omnibus
Summary
When TEEN TITANS first hit newsstands, the book featured a group of carefree
heroes-in-training with hip lingo and wacky adventures. But within a few years,
both the characters and the subject matter would mature considerably as the
team said good-bye to the swinging ’60s and entered the Bronze Age of comic
books!
As college-aged young adults, the Bronze Age Titans confronted bigger, more
dangerous villains all across the world (and even in outer space!), as well as
the real-world issues of war, protest and gang violence back on the home
front.
TEEN TITANS: THE BRONZE AGE OMNIBUS collects stories from TEEN TITANS
#25-53, THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD #94, #102 and #149, and BATMAN FAMILY
#6, #8-9, from such talented writers and artists as Nick Cardy, Bob Haney, Bob
Rozakis, George Tuska and more.
DC Comics
9781401270759
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$125.00
Hardcover
724 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Inuyashiki 7
Summary
From Hiroya Oku, bestselling creator of the cult favorite manga series, Gantz.
A superhero comic with a Breaking Bad twist - a perfect entry manga for
American comics readers.
Ongoing. Seinen. 16 and up.

A sci-fi drama/superhero tale with an unlikely hero!

Kodansha Comics
9781632364364
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Ichiro Inuyashiki is down on his luck. He looks much older
than his 58 years, his children despise him, and his wife thinks he’s a useless
coward. So when he’s diagnosed with stomach cancer and given three months
to live, it seems the only one who’ll miss him is his dog. Then a blinding light
fills the sky, and the old man is killed…only to wake up later in a body he
almost recognizes as his own. Can it be that Ichiro Inuyashiki is no longer
human? Can he use this new body to help the helpless and finally win the
respect of his family? And, most importantly…is he the only one in possession
of these strange abilities?
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Samaris
Summary
Young officer, Franz Bauer, is asked by the leaders of Xhystos to visit the
mysterious city of Samaris and research the rumors that have been circulating.
Several before him had left to explore the city and never returned. After a long
journey by Altiplan and Aerophele, Franz reaches Samaris, only to find that the
rumors he had heard in Xhystos don’t compare to the real secrets held within
the walls of this fantastic city. His sanity and the fate of the other explorers is
at stake in this, the first installment of the now internationally acclaimed THE
OBSCURE CITIES graphic novel series.

IDW Publishing
9781631409424
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
96 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Literary
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

This edition, marking the 30th anniversary of the original English language
publication, features an expanded main story, an all-new creator-approved
translation, and new coloring. The book also contains the never before
published-in-English THE MYSTERIES OF PAHRY, a THE OBSCURE CITIES story,
originally published in four different parts, three in the French Comics
magazine, A Suivre, from 1987 through 1989, and in the December 1994
issue of Macadam-plus.
Publication History: TR original
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Animal Land 12
Summary
In a world of animals where the strong eat the weak, Monoko the tanuki
stumbles across a strange creature the likes of which has never been seen
before– a human baby! While the newborn has no claws or teeth to protect
itself, it does have the rare ability to speak to and understand all the different
animals. Can Monoko and the baby team up to protect the tanuki pack from
vicious wildcats?
Story Locale: Animal Land
Series Overview: Orphaned after her parents were killed by Lynxes, Monoko is
the only tanuki (raccoon dog) in her village without a family, until she finds a
human baby in a river. In Animal Land, a world inhabited solely by animals,
this human child is a mystery. This baby is Monoko’s only chance at having a
family and she is determined to raise the human child as her own. Animal
Land is a quirky story about Monoko and the mysterious human baby.
Kodansha Comics
9781632361042
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Spell on Wheels
Summary
Kate Leth and Megan Levens team up for a magical new series! Spell on
Wheels!
Three young witches head out on an east coast road trip to retrieve their
stolen belongings and track down the mysterious thief before he can do any
damage to—or with—their possessions.
This trade paperback collects the first 5 issues of Spell on Wheels.
Series Overview: Collects issues 1-5 of the Spell on Wheels series!

Dark Horse Books
9781506701837
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Abe Sapien Volume 9
Summary
Abe Sapien confronts South American vampires, a lake serpent, and a
disembodied Lovecraftian tentacle, while uncovering the secrets of a 19th
century necromancer who still walks the earth, and a frozen merman that may
prove to be the missing link between himself and mankind.
These five stories trace the history and pre-history of Abe Sapien’s adventures,
from his earliest days in the Bureau with Hellboy (as drawn by Kevin Nowlan)
through the frog war, featuring an appearance by deceased homunculus Roger,
to his current evolved form, when he’s looking back on his life as a man in
1850s England.
Featuring Powers co-creator Michael Avon Oeming and Santiago Caruso, whose
artwork Puxtapoz Magazine called “both magnificent and macabre.”
Series Overview: Collects Abe Sapien one shots: #8, 15, 23, 27, and 30.
Dark Horse Books
9781506702209
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Life and Times of Martha Washington in the
Twenty-first Century (Second Edition)
Summary
Our story begins in the squalid corridors of a maximum-security housing
project, where a young girl will rise from the war-torn streets of Chicago to
battle injustice in a world insane with corruption. Her fight will take her far, from
the frontlines of the second American Civil War, to the cold, unforgiving
reaches of space. She will be called a hero, a traitor, and nearly everything in
between, but all along the way, her courage, her integrity, and her unwavering
commitment to that most valuable of rights-liberty-will inspire a movement
that will never surrender.
A masterpiece nearly twenty years in the making, this archival volume contains
the complete life story of Martha Washington, the twenty-first century freedom
fighter created by comic-book megastars Frank Miller (Sin City, 300) and Dave
Gibbons (Watchmen).
Dark Horse Books
9781506700359
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$29.99
Hardcover
600 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Collecting remastered versions of every Martha Washington story and featuring
the same extensive behind-the-scenes section by Dave Gibbons and
introduction by Frank Miller as the hardcover edition.
• A comics masterpiece from Frank Miller and Dave Gibbons!
• The complete Martha Washington: 600 pages!
• Introduction by Frank Miller and extensive sketchbook by Dave Gibbons!
Series Overview: Collecting remastered versions of every Martha Washington
story and featuring the same extensive behind-the-scenes section by Dave
Gibbons and introduction by Frank Miller as the $100 hardcover edition
originally published in 2009.
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The Goon Library Volume 5
Summary
The return of the Zombie Priest, a Latin-tongued Godzilla, drunk sailors, and a
Halloween visit from Billy the Kid are just a few of the special tricks and treats
included in the Goon Library finale.
What’s left of the Zombie Priest’s race of witches comes after the Goon, forcing
him to face his nightmares or lose his town! The witch coven believes that
control of Goon’s town will soon be in their grasp and his tragic soul will
contribute to the curse that increases their power. But has their plot destroyed
the Goon or created a monster too savage for them to withstand?
This library edition collects The Goon volumes 13-15 and Goon Noir.
Series Overview: This library edition collects The Goon volumes 13-15 and
Goon Noir.

Dark Horse Books
9781506704012
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
480 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Red Range: A Wild Western Adventure
Summary
In a tale of hope set amidst the hyper violence of America’s 19th century, this
new edition tells the tale of Red Mask, a tough as nails vigilante who rides to
fight the tragic racism of a Klan-dominated Texas.
Written by multiple Bram Stoker Award winner JOE R. LANSDALE and illustrated
by Golden Age comic book master and WWII veteran, SAM J. GLANZMAN, this
volume presents the classic graphic novel in color for the first time, and
includes an Introduction by Mojo Press’ RICHARD KLAW and Afterword by
STEPHEN R. BISSETTE. As a bonus, this book contains a little-seen story by
Glanzman, “I Could Eat a Horse!” Red Range has been called “an edgy tale like
no other” (Fantastic Fiction) and “an outrageous story, on par with Quentin
Tarantino at his best” (Comics Grinder), and the saga is replete with a
monstrous, genre-bending story twist that is nothing less than mind-blowing.
Shamefully ignored when originally released in 1999, the time is finally right
for Lansdale & Glanzman’s Red Range, a tale of savage vengeance, stone cold
justice, and beastly & bloody comeuppance!
IDW Publishing
9781631409943
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$19.99
Hardcover
112 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Literary
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Wynonna Earp, Vol. 2: Legends
Summary
Wynonna Earp, member of the U.S. Marshal’s Black Badge Division, has been
through hell and back. It’s time for a vacation. Plus, Wynonna and Doc
Holliday have faced off against demons and Revenants, but nothing can
prepare them to square off against the infamous Pinkertons. Also includes
Waverly Earp’s first appearance in the comics! Collects issues #7-8 of the
Wynonna Earp series and #1-4 of Wynonna Earp: Legends.
Series Overview: Volume 2 of an ongoing series.
Publication History: TR original

IDW Publishing
9781631408908
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Kyrra: Alien Jungle Girl
Summary
Deep in the jungle, a young alien woman must use her wits, strength, and one
small, precious clue—a gem that projects a hologram of her father—to discover
her true origin! Joined by her adoptive grandfather and brother, she sets out
on an adventure that catapults her out of the jungle and into the unknown.
Originally serialized in Dark Horse Presents, this edition collects the first twelve
chapters of Rich Woodall and Craig Rousseau’s popular sci-fi adventure, Kyrra:
Alien Jungle Girl!
Collected edition showcases the first 12 chapters of the popular Dark Horse
Presents story, Kyrra: Alien Jungle Girl!
Includes additional story pages not published in Dark Horse Presents!
Two bonus stories exclusive to this edition! Also includes a beautiful pin-up
section!
Dark Horse Books
9781506704531
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$15.99
Trade Paperback
109 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Kyrra: Alien Jungle Girl parts 1-12, from DHP vol. 3 #11-14,
#18-21, and #23-26
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The Leaning Girl
Summary
Winner of the coveted Gaiman Award as the No. 1 translated foreign comic
book series published in Japan in 2013, this story of perseverance and a
young girl’s search for love has been translated from it’s original French into
ten languages. Author and publisher Stephen D. Smith has now translated The
Leaning Girl into English and it features an introduction by Karen Green, Graphic
Novel Librarian at Columbia University.

IDW Publishing
9781684050963
On Sale Date: 6/20/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Literary
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

After a freak accident on the Star Express roller coaster, 13 year-old Mary Von
Rathen begins to lean. Doctors can not help her, so she is sent by her selfish
mother and hen-pecked father to a private school in Sodrovni. Mary escapes
and joins the Robertson Circus where she remains for several years, until she
hears from newspaper editor, Stanislas Sainclair, that a scientist, Axel
Wappendorf, might be able to help her. Wappendorf is working on a rocket to
reach a planet that could hold the secret to Mary’s trouble. Meanwhile an artist,
Augustin Desombres, has run away from the busy world and buys an empty
building on the High Plains of Aubrac in the French countryside. He begins
painting murals of strange globes. Now as a young woman, Mary decides to
join Wappendorf in the rocket. On the alien planet, they discover an area with
many globes where she has a chance meeting with the artist.
Nominated for two 2015 Eisner Awards: BEST U.S. EDITION OF INTERNATIONAL
MATERIAL and BEST PENCILER/INKER - François Schuiten.
Series Overview: Part of The Obscure Cities series.
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Justice League vs. Suicide Squad
Summary
The first major crossover of the Rebirth era starring the biggest heroes and
villains in comics, this action-packed epic JUSTICE LEAGUE VS. SUICIDE SQUAD
features an all-star creative team, including writers Joshua Williamson, Tim
Seeley, Rob Williams and Si Spurrier, with superstar artists Jason Fabok, Tony
S. Daniel, Jesus Merino, Fernando Pasarin, Robson Rocha, Howard Porter, Scot
Eaton, Riley Rossmo, Christian Duce, Giuseppe Cafaro and more!
The members of the Justice League are Earth’s most powerful and famous
superheroes…but they aren’t the only team in town.
The Suicide Squad strikes from the shadows and does the jobs too dirty for
superheroes to handle. Under the iron fist of Director Amanda Waller, these
monsters and maniacs have operated in total secrecy…until now. Batman is on
their trail and the Squad’s existence isn’t something he or the Justice League
can tolerate. It must be shut down.

DC Comics
9781401272265
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$29.99
Hardcover
336 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

But while the heroes and antiheroes are distracted fighting each other, twisted
mastermind Maxwell Lord assembles a nightmarish army of DC’s deadliest
villains to take out both teams!
Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE VS. SUICIDE SQUAD #1-6, SUICIDE SQUAD #8
backup story, SUICIDE SQUAD #9-10 and JUSTICE LEAGUE #12-13.
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New Super-Man Vol. 1: Made In China (Rebirth)
Summary
#1 New York Times best-selling author and National Book Award nominee Gene
Luen Yang continues his work at DC with NEW SUPER-MAN VOL. 1, a part of DC
Universe Rebirth!
An impulsive act of heroism thrusts an arrogant young man into the limelight
of Shanghai as China begins to form its own Justice League of powerful
heroes. As the government creates their own Superman, will they live to regret
the person they’ve chosen? Rising from the ashes of SUPERMAN: THE FINAL
DAYS OF SUPERMAN and the death of the Man of Steel, will this New Super-Man
step up to the challenge, or be crushed under the weight of his hubris and
inexperience?
Award-winning writer Gene Luen Yang (American Born Chinese, SUPERMAN) and
on-the-rise art star Viktor Bogdanovic (BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT) introduce
readers to Kong Kenan, an all-new superhero who could change the world…or
be the end of it, in NEW SUPER-MAN VOL. 1. Collects issues #1-6.
DC Comics
9781401270933
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Harley Quinn Vol. 2: Joker Loves Harley (Rebirth)
Summary
Exploding from the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event from the
best-selling creative team of Amanda Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti and John
Timms comes HARLEY QUINN VOL. 2: JOKER LOVES HARLEY.
It ain’t easy being the world’s most psychotic psychiatrist, but hey, Harley
Quinn just might pull it off. With her tight-knit Coney Island crew and her
gal-pal Poison Ivy by her side, things are looking up for the mistress of mirth
and mayhem. From nudist colonies to roller-derby rinks, she’s livin’ the good
life.
But the joke’s on her.
That’s right, folks: the Clown Prince of Crime has come crawling (and killing!)
back into Harley’s life. This time around, the Joker’s promising to show her a
kinder, gentler side of himself—the stuff that made her fall for him in the first
place, back when she was his shrink and he was her most dangerous patient.
DC Comics
9781401270957
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Can Harley trust her ex? (Please!) Will she ditch it all to join him in his war on
sanity? (Again!) One thing’s for sure: if the Joker betrays her again, this time
puddin’ will go SPLAT!
Comics’ craziest couple reunites (or do they?) in HARLEY QUINN VOL. 2: JOKER
LOVES HARLEY! Collects stories from HARLEY QUINN #8-13.
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The Death of Hawkman
Summary
Collected for the first time, the acclaimed miniseries from writer Marc Andreyko
(BATWOMAN, WONDER WOMAN ’77) and artist Aaron Lopresti (WONDER
WOMAN), DEATH OF HAWKMAN—the last great adventure of one of comics’
most legendary heroes!
Traveling through space with the incredible power of the Zeta Beam, Hawkman
once soared the skies of the faraway world of Rann as its greatest guardian.
Now he’s retired to his home planet of Earth, trying to live a normal life.
Normal, that is, until he’s unexpectedly beamed back to the world he once
protected—and finds it in ruins. The perpetrators: the winged warriors of
Thanagar.
So why has Thanagar’s mightiest hero, Hawkman, come soaring to Adam
Strange’s rescue?

DC Comics
9781401268244
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Hawkman knows that his people have been framed for Rann’s destruction.
Only he and Strange can bring justice to the real mastermind: the interstellar
tyrant called Despero. But the forces of both worlds see them as fugitives from
justice—and they’ve sent none other than Hawkwoman herself to take them
down.
Can Hawkman and Adam Strange put aside their distrust and save what
remains of their civilizations? One thing is for sure: someone will pay the
ultimate price…
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Midnighter: The Complete Wildstorm Series
Summary
The classic WildStorm series is collected in its entirety for the first time ever
here in MIDNIGHTER: THE COMPLETE WILDSTORM SERIES by critically
acclaimed author Garth Ennis (PREACHER), Keith Giffen (JUSTICE LEAGUE
INTERNATIONAL), Brian K. Vaughan (Y: THE LAST MAN) and more!
The Midnighter is the most dangerous man on the planet—able to plan a fight
a million moves ahead, capable of killing ruthlessly, relentlessly and without
remorse.
Fed up with his teammates in the Authority (including his husband, Apollo) and
their lost mission of saving the world from itself, Midnighter strikes out on his
own. Despite possessing superhuman abilities to see every move his
opponents will make, Midnighter can’t see what’s ahead for himself. He’s
blackmailed to assassinate Hitler before he starts World War II; he’s given a
chance to find out about his past, before he became a superhuman killing
machine; and he’s hunted by an assassin with unlimited means.
DC Comics
9781401267919
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$39.99
Trade Paperback
512 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

He’s the Midnighter, what soldiers dream of becoming—what children see when
they first imagine what death is like.
Written by Garth Ennis, Keith Giffen, Brian K. Vaughan and others, and drawn
by Chris Sprouse (TOM STRONG), Karl Story (NIGHTWING) and other artists
including Glenn Fabry (THE AUTHORITY: KEV), John Paul Leon (Earth X) and
Darick Robertson (TRANSMETROPOLITAN), this collection includes the entire
WildStorm series MIDNIGHTER #1-20 and MIDNIGHTER: ARMAGEDDON #1!
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Land of the Lustrous 1
Summary
An elegant new action manga for fans of Stephen Universe from Haruko
Ichikawa, winner of the Osamu Tezuka Cultural Prize.
SEARCHING FOR PURPOSE
In a world inhabited by crystalline lifeforms called The Lustrous, every unique
gem must fight for their way of life against the threat of lunarians who would
turn them into decorations. Phosphophyllite, the most fragile and brittle of
gems, longs to join the battle. When Phos is instead assigned to complete a
natural history of their world, it sounds like a dull and pointless task. But this
new job brings Phos into contact with Cinnabar, a gem forced to live in
isolation. Can Phos’s seemingly mundane assignment lead both Phos and
Cinnabar to the fulfillment they desire?
Kodansha Comics
9781632364975
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Fairy Tail Master's Edition Vol. 4
Summary
An oversized collection of volumes 16-20 of the Fairy Tail manga series! With a
total of 960 pages and a 7-inch by 10.5 inch trim, the Master’s Edition contains
the same material as the original volumes, but larger and on high-end paper.
Perfect for masters and novice wizards alike!
Story Locale: Earthland

Kodansha Comics
9781632363374
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$39.99
Trade Paperback
992 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Fairy Tail takes place in a world filled with magic. 17-year-old
Lucy is an attractive mage-in-training who wants to join a magician’s guild so
that she can become a full-fledged magician. The guild she dreams about
joining is the most famous in the world, and it is known as the Fairy Tail. One
day she meets Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon who mysteriously left him
when he was young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding his Dragon father.
When Natsu helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she discovers that he is a
member of the Fairy Tail magician’s guild, and our heroes’ adventure together
begins.
Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
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Superman: The Golden Age Vol. 3
Summary
In the early 1940s, Superman was a much-needed hero for a nation on the
brink of war. The Man of Steel (and the comic book medium) were in their
Golden Age, and with each new story, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster were
continuing to expand and enrich the world of their still-relatively-new creation.
In these early adventures, Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis
from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scams and gangsters to spies
and saboteurs. Plus, Lex Luthor returns to cement his place as Superman’s
archnemesis, with more schemes and gadgets than any other villain facing the
Man of Steel!
SUPERMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOLUME THREE collects adventures from ACTION
COMICS #32-40, SUPERMAN #8-11, WORLD’S BEST COMICS #1 and WORLD’S
FINEST COMICS #2.

DC Comics
9781401270896
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
400 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Sandman Mystery Theatre Book 3
Summary
The long awaited re-cut collection of the graphic novel series featuring Matt
Wagner’s acclaimed reimagination of the original Golden Age Sandman is
here, with SANDMAN MYSTERY THEATRE!
This volume follows Wesley Dodds through two new cases of serial murderers,
each more grisly than the last. In “The Hourman”, the Sandman meets an
unusual private detective who leaves felons hospitalized. “The Python”
features The Sandman’s hunt for a mysterious strangler.
Also included is the SANDMAN MIDNIGHT THEATRE one-shot, co-written by New
York Times best-selling author Neil Gaiman, in which Wesley Dodds meets
Morpheus, star of THE SANDMAN series!
These critically acclaimed, award-winning tales are finally available again in
SANDMAN MYSTERY THEATRE BOOK THREE. Collects issues #25-36 and the
SANDMAN MIDNIGHT THEATRE special.
Vertigo
9781401270940
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
368 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
& Mystery
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:CANCELLED
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Vinland Saga 9
Summary
The epic action manga for fans of Game of Thrones. A story of war, royal
intrigue, suspense and revenge set against the Viking invasions of England.
Fans of mature, epic tales like Berserk and Lone Wolf and Cub will find a new
favorite in Vinland Saga.
Hardcover two-in-one format packed with extras appeals to college-aged and
adult fans.
16 and up. Ongoing.

Kodansha Comics
9781632364456
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$22.99
Hardcover
400 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

After months of hard labor as a farm slave, Thorfinn begins to realize what his
father meant by the words, “A true warrior needs no sword.” Perhaps he can
find a new purchase on life in the mysterious land he heard tell of in his
childhood: the continent to the west known as Vinland.
Story Locale: Medieval England
Series Overview: Thorfinn is son to one of the Vikings’ greatest warriors, but
when his father is killed in battle by the mercenary leader Askeladd, he swears
to have his revenge. Thorfinn joins Askeladd’s band in order to challenge him
to a duel, and ends up caught in the middle of a war for the crown of England.
From the creator of the classic Planetes manga comes this epic, highlyanticipated tale.
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Doom Patrol: The Silver Age Omnibus
Summary
Gathering all of the original, offbeat adventures from the 1960s in one
massive omnibus collection!
One of the strangest superhero teams of all time, The Doom Patrol starred in
a very successful Vertigo series in the 1980s, written by Grant Morrison.
This fast-paced volume introduces The Doom Patrol, led by their
wheelchair-bound chief, Niles Calder, three outcasts of society—Negative Man,
Elasti-Girl and Robotman—take the qualities that make them freaks and
become heroes. Together, the trio would take on bizarre menaces including
General Immortus, the Animal-Vegetable-Mineral Man and the Brotherhood of
Evil!

DC Comics
9781401273552
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$99.99
Hardcover
1080 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Collects MY GREATEST ADVENTURE #80-85, THE DOOM PATROL #86-121 and
THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD #65.
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The Amazing Spider-Man: The Ultimate Newspaper
Comics Collection Volume 4 (1983 -1984)
Summary

IDW Publishing
9781631408984
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
324 Pages
Humor / Form
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

From the heart of the Bermuda Triangle comes the merry Marvel team-up
you’ve been waiting for, as Spider-Man crosses paths with the one, the only,
the regal Sub-Mariner! But where Prince Namor swims, can the wily Warlord
Krang be far behind? Back in Fun City, shock follows shock: Aunt May turns
criminal! Joe Robertson blows his cool! And we promise you’ll always remember
Peter Parker’s unforgettable encounter with The Eliminator–which is more than
Peter can say! Naturally, our hero has romantic troubles galore, and as Dolly
Norbert and Maggie Manton tug at his heartstrings, where does that leave
vivacious Mary Jane Watson? Finally, Spidey takes a D.A.R.E that leaves him
enmeshed in a web of espionage…in the complete strips from 1983 and 1984.
Series Overview: Volume 4 of an ongoing series.
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Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes Vol. 1
Summary
From legendary writer Paul Levitz (THE GREAT DARKNESS SAGA) and artists
Mike Grell (GREEN ARROW, Warlord), James Sherman and more comes
SUPERBOY AND THE LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES.
It’s the long-awaited wedding of Saturn Girl and Lightning Lad, with a ceremony
bringing together Legionnaires and friends from across galaxies! But amid the
celebration, one guest’s joy for the happy couple is mixed with apprehension:
something is wrong with the 30th century, and only Superboy can see it. To
figure out what happened to the Legion’s future, Superboy and his friends
must venture a thousand years into the past—to 1978! Plus, the Legion face
off against the Worldsmith, rescue their billionaire benefactor, take over
Superboy’s brain and more!

DC Comics
9781401272913
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
312 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Continuing directly from the LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES ARCHIVES, this volume
includes stories from SUPERBOY AND THE LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES
#234-240, ALL-NEW COLLECTORS’ EDITION C-55 and DC SUPER-STARS #17.
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Complete Chester Gould's Dick Tracy, Vol. 22
Summary

IDW Publishing
9781631409011
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$44.99
Hardcover
288 Pages
Humor / Form
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Two worlds are in turmoil when the inter-species romance between Junior and
Moon Maid heats up. Can the twinkling of little antennae be too far in the
future? Back on Earth, Diet Smith introduces the Two-Way Wrist Television fifty
years before the Apple Watch, while Moon Maid turns vigilante and a series of
events reveal a mob plot to kill both her and Dick Tracy. The clues eventually
lead to Mr. Bribery, who proudly displays his collection of shrunken heads of
the people who have crossed him. Volume 22 includes the complete comic
strips from April 13, 1964 through December 26, 1965.
Series Overview: Volume 22 of 29
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Flying Witch, 2
Summary
Natural Enchantment
Makoto goes to a local cherry blossom festival and happens to encounter
someone who has a bone to pick with her sister, Akane. When Akane happens
to drop by, she teaches Makoto some new tricks for flying and some easy
spellcraft. Their kid cousin Chinatsu is so charmed by the witches’ talents that
she makes an unexpected request…
Story Locale: Aomori, Japan
Series Overview: High school teen Makoto returns home after six years of
witch training to live in a new and slightly funnier world.

Vertical Comics
9781945054105
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$10.95
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Tomb Raider Archives Volume 2
Summary
Lara Croft fears only one thing: boredom.
In pursuit of adventure, and the world’s rarest treasures, Lara circles the
globe…and even goes off the edge of the map. Journey along on her most
memorable expeditions, as she teams up with a treasure hunter from the
future, faces off against Egyptian gods in the afterlife, and searches for love.
This deluxe oversized hardcover collects issues #16-#24 and #26-#34 of the
1999 Top Cow Tomb Raider series and features the art of superstar artists
Adam Hughes, Michael Turner, Andy Park, Randy Green, Tony Daniel, and
many more!
Series Overview: Collects Top Cow’s 1999 Tomb Raider series, #16-#24 and
#26-#34.
Dark Horse Books
9781506703527
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$39.99
Hardcover
464 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Fate/Zero Volume 5
Summary
Two desperate hunts stalk the dark woods that shroud Einzbern Castle, as
Lancer and Saber confront the hideous sorcery of Caster, incarnation of the
fiendish Gilles de Rais, while Irisviel follows Maiya in search of the master
magician Kirei. Is mage killer Kiritsugu risking both his wife and his mistress in
a cold-blooded scheme to assassinate Kirei…?
Series Overview: This is the 5th volume in the Fate/Zero series. This is not a
collection, but a manga original graphic novel.

Dark Horse Manga
9781506701752
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$11.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: US,CA,BrtCm no AU/NZ
Status: FORTHCOMING
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BLAME!, 4
Summary
Sanakan attempts to destroy the Central A.I., as Mensab and her guardian
knight, Seu, fight for the lives of the human residents they promised to
protect. After the Central A.I. recklessly attempts to forward the whole of TOHA
Heavy Industries, Kyrii and Cibo are left with a precious genetic sample from a
very old human being. Wanting to test the genetic sample for signs of the Net
Terminal Gene, Kyrii and Cibo make their way through an unofficial
megastructure…
Story Locale: SPACE!

Vertical Comics
9781942993803
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$34.95
Trade Paperback
370 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Alack Sinner: The Age of Innocence
Summary
The first of two volumes that present for the first time in English the complete
Alack Sinner comics by the Argentine-born team of artist José Muñoz and writer
Carlos Sampayo.
For this collection, Muñoz has painstakingly reviewed every page—every
panel—making clarifications, adding invaluable insight to this provacative story.
Sinner is a hard-boiled private detective whose adventures are played out to a
jazz soundtrack in a noir New York from 1975 through the 2000s. The stories
are imbued with a deep political conscience and present a scathing critique of
corruption in society, juxtaposed with meditations on the nature of violence
and exile.

IDW Publishing
9781631406508
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback

The authhors have also rearranged the stories in chronological order of the
characters and events, rather than dates of first publication, providing a novel
reading experience for both new fans and old. The Age of Innocence collects
eleven stories, including “Talkin’ with Joe,” “The Webster Case,” “The Fillmore
Case,” “Viet Blues,” “Life Ain’t a Comic Book, Baby,” “Twinkle, Twinkle,” and
“Dark City.”

392 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
& Mystery
Territory: World

Alack Sinner is an international bestseller and between them Muñoz and
Sampayo are winners of Europe’s top comics awards.

Status: FORTHCOMING

Publication History: TR original
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Halo Library Edition Volume 2
Summary
One of the most popular video game franchises ever receives a second
oversized, deluxe hardcover! In this volume, follow UNSC Spartan Commander
Sarah Palmer and her team as they attempt to put a stop to Dr. Catherine
Halsey and Jul ’Mdama’s pursuit of the mysterious Forerunner artifact, the
Janus Key—the fate of the entire galaxy depends on them!
Highlighting the talents of writer Duffy Boudreau and artists Douglas Franchin,
Ian Richardson, and Sergio Ariño, this sizeable volume collects Halo: Escalation
#13-#24, and features a cover gallery, annotations, and behind-the-scenes
extras!
Series Overview: Collects Halo: Escalation issues #13-#24.
Dark Horse Books
9781506702346
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
296 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The EC Archives: Crime Suspenstories Volume 3
Summary
Jolting tales of criminals, capers, and tension! Collecting issues #13-#18 of
Crime SuspenStories from the twisted artistic talents of Al Feldstein, Johnny
Craig, Bill Gaines, Jack Kamen, Sid Check, Al Williamson, Fred Peters, Graham
Ingels, George Evans, Al Williamson, Joe Orlando, and more. Featuring a
foreword by David del Valle.
Crime SuspenStories issues #13-#18 in full color!
Includes a foreword from David del Valle!
Features stories drawn by all-star comic artists Johnny Craig, Jack Kamen, Sid
Check, Al Williamson, Fred Peters, Graham Ingels, George Evans, Al
Williamson, and Joe Orlando!
Dark Horse Books
9781506702407
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
216 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
& Mystery
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Dark Horse reprints the infamous comic series, including all the original ads,
text pieces, and letters!
Series Overview: Collects Crime SuspenStories issues #13-#18 in full color!
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DC Comics: Bombshells Vol. 4
Summary
The explosive creative team of writer Marguerite Bennett (BATWOMAN) and
artists including Laura Braga (Witchblade), Mirka Andolfo (Ms. Marvel) and
Marguerite Sauvage (Faith) bring an all-new chapter in the acclaimed alternatehistory saga inspired by the hit DC Collectibles in DC COMICS: BOMBSHELLS
VOL. 4: QUEENS.
Technology and terror form an unholy alliance in a world at war, and only the
heroines known as the Bombshells can shut it down!
As World War II rages around them, Batwoman, Catwoman and Renee
Montoya take a journey to Africa to get help from an old ally: Vixen, Queen of
Zambesi and co-founder of the Bombshells.

DC Comics
9781401274078
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

But they’re not alone. The lethal Cheetah has her claws out, and she’s digging
them directly into a forbidden site: the dwelling place of the mechanical gods,
whose incredible powers could spell triumph for the Reich and the destruction
of all that the Bombshells hold dear.
Now Vixen, her fellow Bombshells founder Hawkgirl and the rest of the
squadron must face their biggest threat yet! Can this brilliant but beleaguered
African queen count on the support of a fellow royal—Wonder Woman—to turn
the tide?
Find out in DC COMICS: BOMBSHELLS VOL. 4: QUEENS. This volume contains
the debuts of Vixen and Hawkgirl—and the secret origin of the Bombshells!
Collecting issues #19-24.
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Superman: Action Comics Vol. 3: Men of Steel (Rebirth)
Summary
Superman must team up with his arch-enemy Lex Luthor in SUPERMANACTION COMICS VOL. 3, as a part of DC Rebirth!
Lex Luthor is under attack—and only Superman can save him! When the
world’s most ingenious scientific mind took on the mantle of Metropolis’ new
Man of Steel, the world took notice—and so did the mysterious Godslayer!
But are the Godslayer’s actions justified? Will stopping Lex Luthor prevent
catastrophe later?
With elements of The Multiversity, writer Dan Jurgens (THE DEATH OF
SUPERMAN) continues his return to the Man of Steel along with illustrators Tyler
Kirkham (DEATHSTROKE) and Patrick Zircher (GREEN ARROW) for the next
great Superman chapter in ACTION COMICS VOL. 3!
Collects issues #967-972.
DC Comics
9781401273576
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Hatsune Miku: Acute
Summary
Acute, like the three angles of a triangle. Acute, as in its three sharp points.
Acute is the tragic relationship between three Vocaloids: Miku, Kaito, and Luka!
Once they were all friends making songs—but while Kaito might make a duet
with Miku, or a duet with Luka, a love song all three of them sing together can
only end in sorrow! Based on the song with over 4.4 million combined views on
YouTube and NicoNico.
• Hatsune Miku is an international pop phenomenon!
• Like the Hatsune Miku titles Mikubon and Rin-Chan Now!, Acute is based on a
famous Vocaloid music video.
• A drama rather than a comedy, Acute is a different side of Hatsune Miku.
• Four pages in full color.
Dark Horse Manga
9781506703411
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: US,CA,BrtCm no AU/NZ
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: This is a a one volume original manga
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Batman by Brian Azzarello & Eduardo Risso Deluxe
Edition
Summary
From the award-winning team behind 100 BULLETS—Brian Azzarello and
Eduardo Risso—this deluxe edition hardcover includes tales from a variety of
Batman projects. The centerpiece of the book, a six-issue run of BATMAN
called “Broken City,” presents a profound examination of the Dark Knight
Detective and the grim metropolis that he protects. While hunting the
murderer of a small boy’s parents, Batman is caught up in his own
investigation and ruminations, only to fall prey to a deadly new pair of killers
who have been stalking him.
Collects BATMAN #620-625, FLASHPOINT: BATMAN - KNIGHT OF VENGEANCE
#1-3 and stories from WEDNESDAY COMICS #1-12 and BATMAN: GOTHAM
KNIGHTS #8.

DC Comics
9781401271015
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$39.99
Hardcover
240 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Super Powers Vol. 1
Summary
The Eisner Award-winning team behind TINY TITANS creates a new story
starring the World’s Greatest Super Heroes: Batman, Superman and Wonder
Woman!
Aw yeah, the World’s Greatest Heroes are back in a new, all-ages tale—except
for Batman! Superman helps out by cleaning up in Gotham City, where he
discovers a clue that sends Wonder Woman into space to find the Caped
Crusader. Her journey brings her a step closer to Batman, but can she uncover
the truth behind his disappearance?
Collects SUPER POWERS #1-6.

DC Comics
9781401268428
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Superman: Action Comics: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition
Book 1 (Rebirth)
Summary
The first two volumes of SUPERMAN - ACTION COMICS as a part of DC Rebirth
are collected here in hardcover for the first time ever!
Superman returns to Metropolis just in time to meet the city of tomorrow’s
newest protector: Lex Luthor. But it’s not long before these dueling titans meet
someone unexpected—the new Clark Kent! The two arch-enemies must put
aside their differences and face the common threat of Doomsday, as Jimmy
Olsen and the Planet staff try to uncover the truth: who is the man claiming to
be Clark Kent?

DC Comics
9781401273569
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$34.99
Hardcover
264 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Writer Dan Jurgens (THE DEATH OF SUPERMAN) returns to the Man of Steel
along with illustrators Tyler Kirkham (DEATHSTROKE) and Patrick Zircher (GREEN
ARROW) for the next great Superman chapter in ACTION COMICS VOL. 1! This
collection features the first two paperback volumes of the series, combined to
make a deluxe edition graphic novel in hardcover for the first time ever.
Collects issues #957-968.
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Deathstroke Vol. 2: The Gospel of Slade (Rebirth)
Summary
After the events of “THE PROFESSIONAL,” Deathstroke’s family has been
shattered. One of the most lethal and hardened antiheroes in the DC Universe
is now a man without a mission and without something propelling him forward.
He must look to his past for meaning. In an attempt to understand how he’s
gotten to the turning point he now faces, Slade recalls the first time he and
Wintergreen worked together—on a mission that changed both of their lives
forever.
Written by Christopher Priest (Black Panther) and featuring stunning illustrations
by special guest artist Cary Nord, this game-changing volume collects
DEATHSTROKE #6-11.

DC Comics
9781401270988
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Flash Vol. 9: Full Stop
Summary
GOING ROGUE
He’s the Fastest Man Alive. But now, the Flash is really on the run.
After his climactic confrontation with Zoom, the Scarlet Speedster has been
declared a threat to Central City, the town he’s sworn to protect both as the
Flash and as Barry Allen, member of the CCPD. Now he’s on the wrong side of
the law, racing to clear his name. But it’s not just cops in hot pursuit: it’s his
worst enemies, the Rogues!
Captain Cold, Mirror Master, Weather Wizard, Trickster and Golden Glider have
been deputized to track the Flash and take him down by any means
necessary. The tables have truly turned—and the time is perfect for another
villain to swoop in and claim the city as his own. Riddle me this: Which criminal
mastermind decides to ditch Gotham City for easier pickings?
DC Comics
9781401274122
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Can the fugitive Flash save Central City from certain doom? Find out in THE
FLASH VOL. 9—a thrill-a-minute tale of all-out action from writers Robert
Venditti and Van Jensen, and artists Jesus Merino, Paul Pelletier, Phil Briones
and Gus Vasquez! Collects THE FLASH #48-52.
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Absolute Y: The Last Man Vol. 3
Summary
The concluding volume to Brian K. Vaughan’s hit series, now given the
Absolute treatment!
Y: THE LAST MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of the most critically
acclaimed, best-selling comic book series of the last decade, is that rare
example of a page-turner that is at once humorous, socially relevant and
endlessly surprising.
Written by Brian K. Vaughan (Lost, PRIDE OF BAGHDAD, EX MACHINA) and with
art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of Yorick Brown—the only human survivor of
a planet-wide plague that instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y
chromosome. Accompanied by a mysterious government agent, a brilliant
young geneticist and his pet monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels the world in
search of his lost love and the answer to why he’s the last man on Earth.
Vertigo
9781401271008
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$125.00
Hardcover
544 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

This Absolute Edition will feature the gripping continuation of this actionpacked series along with special script pages, character sketches and a cover
gallery.
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Yamada-kun and the Seven Witches 14
Summary
The hilarious supernatural romantic comedy continues!
Praise for the hit anime
“A hilarious body-swapping rom-com…my favorite of the season!” -Kotaku
“Fun, entertaining, and features a take on the gender swapping genre that we
don’t get to see as often… this is one series that you ought to check out!”
-Anime News Network
Series Overview: What if you could switch bodies with a kiss?! From the creator
of “Flunk Punk Rumble,” Miki Yoshikawa brings you a fresh new take on school
romantic comedy. Suzaku High School student and problem kid, Ryu Yamada,
is in a bad mood after being chewed out again by the teacher today. As if his
day couldn’t get any worse, he falls down the top of the stairs with honor
student, Urara Shiraishi…When he comes to, he’s switched bodies with her!
Kodansha Comics
9781632363541
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Empowered Volume 10
Summary
Costumed crimefighter Empowered, delighted by her long-delayed promotion
to full-time membership in the Superhomeys, enjoys a suprasocial-media
“victory lap.” But will her newfound satisfaction survive the challenges of
obnoxious “white knights,” disturbing cryoprison visits, alarming alien medical
scans and—worst of all—the revelation of a lover’s dark secret?
* Over 250,000 copies sold of Empowered volumes!
“Adam Warren continues to beat the odds and persists in getting better and
better with his spicy superhero romp.”—Johnny Bacardi, Popdose.com
Series Overview: This is the 10th Volume of the Empowered series, it is an
original graphic novel.
Dark Horse Books
9781506704142
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Predator: The Original Comics Series - Concrete Jungle
and Other Stories
Summary
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of one of the great action movies of all
time with this collection of original comics sequels to the film.
Before Predator 2 was ever conceived as a film, writer Mark Verheiden and artist
Chris Warner created an acclaimed comic-book sequel to Predator that took the
alien trophy hunters from the jungles of Central America to the concrete jungle
of New York City—where they face Dutch Schaefer’s big brother, who’s an NYPD
detective!
Also included in this volume are Verheiden’s two subsequent Predator
stories—Cold War, which finds the Predators crash-landed in Siberia, and Dark
River, in which the hero of Concrete Jungle traces the path of his younger
brother to find out what really happened to him after the events in the movie
Predator.
Dark Horse Books
9781506703428
On Sale Date: 6/27/2017
$49.99
Hardcover

Three now-classic tales in one over-sized, deluxe hard cover volume designed
to sit on your bookshelf beside the Aliens 30th Anniversary edition!

320 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World

Collects:
Collects Predator: Concrete Jungle (#1-#4), Predator: Cold War (#1-#4), and
Predator: Dark River

Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: This 30th Anniversary hardcover collects: Predator: Concrete
Jungle TPB (#1-#4), Predator: Cold War TPB (#1-#4), and Predator: Dark River
TPB
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RG Veda Omnibus Volume 3
Summary
RG Veda, pronounced Rig Veda, is based on the classic Indian saga of the
same name. The Six Stars have at last reached Zenmi Castle to confront the
evil god-king, Taishakuten. As the tyrant prepares to kill them, Kujaku reveals
the sign given to those who commit the most heinous of sins. Yet greater evil
still is held back only by the seal on Ashura, without which the god of
destruction will emerge, unstoppable…and if Yasha cannot change his destiny,
he must face it—in the conclusion to the epic tale!
Series Overview: Book 3 of 3 in the series.

Dark Horse Manga
9781506701547
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
656 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Witcher Volume 3: Curse of Crows
Summary
Explore the dark and gritty world of the hit video game series, as Geralt and
Ciri become embroiled in a brutal story of revenge. In this ruthless world, the
past always comes back to haunt you, and nothing is as it seems.
Collects issues #1-#5 of the Dark Horse Digital series The Witcher: Curse of
Crows.
Series Overview: Collects issues #1-#5 of the Dark Horse Digital series The
Witcher: Curse of Crows.

Dark Horse Books
9781506701615
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Nichijou, 9
Summary
humdrum conundrums
yukko has a depressing doppelganger. tanaka has a secret weapon. mai
becomes engrossed in a new best-seller. mio squares off with a strange new
vending machine, and a near-death experience creates chaos for a guardian
angel…
Story Locale: Japan

Vertical Comics
9781942993681
On Sale Date: 7/4/2017
$10.95
Trade Paperback
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World except AU/NZ
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Atomic Robo Presents Real Science Adventures: Billion
Dollar Plot
Summary
A cabal of industrialists are conspiring to overthrow Washington D.C. in the
wake of the Financial Panic of 1893. Only the Centurions of Science stand in
their way! But can they stop the Black Coat Army and save New York City from
sinking into the Atlantic first? Starring: Nikola Tesla: The Mastermind; George
Westinghouse: The Industrialist; Winfield Scott Lovecraft: The Secret Agent;
Charles Fort: The Investigator; Ehrie “Houdini” Weiss: The Escapist; Annie
Oakley: The Sharpshooter; and Wong Kei-ying: The Martial Artist.
Series Overview: Volume 1 of an ongoing series.

Publication History: TR original
IDW Publishing
9781684050789
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
128 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Batman Beyond Vol. 1: Escaping the Grave (Rebirth)
Summary
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth!
Terry McGinnis takes on the Batman cowl amidst rumors that the original Joker
has returned. An entire section of Gotham City has decended into the Jokerz’
hands, creating a community of clown-worshipping crazies called Jokerztown!
Rising from the chaos, Terminal unifies the gang of Jokerz and he’s after the
new Batman.
Written by Dan Jurgens and illustrated by Bernard Chang, the in-continuity
tales of the Dark Knight of the future continue here in BATMAN BEYOND VOL. 1:
THE RETURN! Collects issues #1-6 and BATMAN BEYOND: REBIRTH #1.
Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards
the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the
world’s greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the
business.
DC Comics
9781401271039
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Honoring the past, protecting our present and looking towards the future. This
is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
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He-Man/Thundercats
Summary
He-Man takes on Lion-O and the rest of the Thundercats in an epic battle that
pits the Sword of Grayskull against the Sword of Omens! The claws will come
out and sparks will fly as these two heroes come face-to-face in an all-out
melee of iron and muscle. With the Eye of Thundra, will the Thundercats sway
the tides against He-Man’s pure power and strength?
Dan Abnett (AQUAMAN, EARTH 2: SOCIETY) brings a cosmic clash of two of the
most wildly popular heroes in the battle of the century!
Collects HE-MAN VS. THUNDERCATS #1-6.

DC Comics
9781401269159
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Wonder Woman by Greg Rucka Vol. 2
Summary
Eisner Award-winning author Greg Rucka’s critically acclaimed run writing the
Amazon Warrior is finally collected in its entirety, continuing in WONDER
WOMAN BY GREG RUCKA VOL. 2!
The deadly Medusa comes calling, and Wonder Woman’s world is turned
completely upsidedown. After a terrible sacrifice, the Amazing Amazon must
prove herself once again to her comrades in the JLA and to the world.
Collects WONDER WOMAN #206-217.

DC Comics
9781401271176
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
320 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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It's a Bird...(New Edition)
Summary
In this new edition of the stunning semi-autobiographical graphic novel,
acclaimed writer Steven T. Seagle tells one of the most realistic Superman
tales ever—without featuring Superman.
Steve’s given the assignment every writer dreams of: to write Superman. Only
he can’t relate to a Man of Steel—not when his own fears of death haunt him.
Explore the cultural significance of a comic book icon as Steve comes to terms
with Superman’s importance and power as a fictional ideal.
This classic Vertigo tale is now re-released for a whole new generation of fans!

DC Comics
9781401272883
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Seven Deadly Sins 21
Summary
FRIEND OR FOE?
The Fighting Festival between The Seven Deadly Sins and The Ten
Commandments has finally begun! With The Sins and company divided into
groups of two, they have no choice but to work separately as pairs in order to
prove victorious in their duels against the other contestants. But when Gowther
and Escanor are pit against each other, will they fall into The Ten
Commandments’s trap and fight, or will their friendship be strong enough to
get them through unscathed?

The epic journey of sorcery and swordplay that inspired the hit Netflix anime
continues!
Kodansha Comics
9781632364425
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Praise for the Netflix anime
“Pure 30-minute doses of good ol’ shonen fun…a joy to watch!” -IGN
“A great new action series…truly amazing.” -Geek-E
Series Overview: Welcome to the land of Britannia, a picturesque country
ruled by the benevolent King Lyonnesse - or at least it was, until the king’s
guard assassinated him and started a full-blown Holy War! Now the king’s only
daughter Elizabeth must seek the aid of the dreaded warriors the Seven
Deadly Sins. Wrongly framed and sent into exile, they’re now the princess’s
only hope to free the kingdom from the grip of the villainous Holy Knights!
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Interviews with Monster Girls 5
Summary
DEMIS IN THE SUN
Summer has finally arrived for Takahashi-sensei and the demis, and they’re
determined to make memories despite their challenges. From telling scary
stories to finding creative ways to cool off, the girls always have fun in their
own way. When Takahashi-sensei gets the chance to reserve the school pool
for demis only, he’s able to give them a taste of the normal summer
experience they’ve been looking for…but he may not be ready for a new level
of sexiness from Satou-sensei! Meanwhile, a new demi appears on the scene.
What adventures will she bring?

Kodansha Comics
9781632364357
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Monsters of legend walk among us, going by the name
“demi-humans.” Ever since he’s discovered the “demis,” one young man has
become obsessed with them. So when he gets a job as a teacher at a high
school for demi-girls, it’s a dream come true! But these girls have all the
problems normal teenagers have, on top of their supernatural conditions. How
will he handle a classroom full of them?
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Welcome to the Ballroom 6
Summary
Battle Manga Action + Competitive Ballroom Dancing!(?)
Fujita has drifted through middle school aimlessly, unable to find friends or
anything that can hold his attention. Then, one day, he’s attacked by a gang
and saved by a mysterious man. But this isn’t a karate master. Fujita’s Mr.
Miyagi is a ballroom dance instructor! Reluctantly, Fujita takes a few beginner’s
classes, only to find his inspiration…an entrancing, teenage dance prodigy
named Shizuku. It’s Fujita’s first step into the high-octane world of competitive
dance!

Kodansha Comics
9781632364463
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Wonder Woman: The Golden Age Omnibus Vol. 2
Summary
Wonder Woman, the best-known female superhero in the world and star of her
own monthly comics, faced the evil of the Axis powers in these World War
II-era tales. In these stories, Wonder Woman protects Man’s World, using her
bracelets and lasso of truth to stop injustice. These tales include Wonder
Woman’s battle to keep innocents from being drawn into a land of nightmares
and sees her sending a gangster to Paradise Island to be reformed, attending
a costume party to prevent a murder and much more!
Collects COMIC CAVALCADE #5-12, SENSATION COMICS #25-48 and WONDER
WOMAN #8-15.

DC Comics
9781401271466
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$75.00
Hardcover
768 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Black Hood, Vol. 1
The Bullet's Kiss

Summary
A man driven to the brink, blacklisted and left brutally changed must crawl
through the wreckage of his life to defeat a gang of deadly criminals hell-bent
on setting the streets of Philadelphia aflame. Fueled by rage and empowered
by years of experience upholding the law, the new Black Hood is a visceral,
conflicted and flawed urban vigilante—but he’s also the city’s last hope.
A gritty, modern crime noir tale that introduces readers to the newest—and
deadliest—hero in the Dark Circle Comics lineup.
Story Locale: Philadelphia, PA
Publication History: Trade Paperback Original

Dark Circle
9781619889620
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Buffy: The High School Years--Parental Parasite
Summary
Buffy struggles to deal with her mom Joyce’s newfound interest in spending
time with her. Balancing that with her schoolwork, her friends, and her regular
vampire-slaying duties is a challenge. However, when Joyce becomes
hypnotized by a child-like demon that craves motherly care, Buffy experiences
a new kind of sibling rivalry—except in Buffy’s case, her “sibling” is actually a
monster!
Author Kel McDonald (Misfits of Avalon) and artist Yishan Li return for more high
school adventures of Buffy the Vampire Slayer!
Series Overview: This is the 3rd volume in the Buffy-The High School Years
series! This is an original graphic novel.

Dark Horse Books
9781506703046
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
80 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The October Faction, Vol. 4: Deadly Season
Summary
Meet the Allan family: Fredrick, his wife Deloris and their two children Geoff
and Vivian. As Fredrick works to put his monster hunting days behind him, his
two kids insist on joining the family business.
What started out as a family affair has become a full-blown monster-fighting
organization and a force to be reckoned with. Now, enemies from the past are
crawling from the shadows and nothing will ever be the same again.
Series Overview: Book 4 of 4.
Publication History: TR original

IDW Publishing
9781631409196
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
120 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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LDK 10
Summary
Shusei is the most handsome and popular boy at his high school—and he’s
turned down almost every girl there, including Aoi’s best friend. But when his
apartment catches fire, he has to move in with his neighbor: Aoi! What will
these unwilling roommates become to each other when forced to share an
LDK?
Series Overview: Aoi’s best friend Moe is in love with their high school’s prince,
Shusei Kugayama. But when Moe confesses her feelings, Shusei turns her
down hard, and a furious Aoi takes him to task. So it’s quite a shock when Aoi
finds out that the boy moving into the apartment next to hers is Shusei!
Things go from awkward to intolerable when Aoi accidentally starts a kitchen
fire in Shusei’s apartment, and is forced to let him move in while the damage
gets cleaned up. Readers will love watching the funny and touching situations
this unlikely couple experience as they slowly begin to warm to each other.

Kodansha Comics
9781632361639
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Ragnarok, Vol. 2: The Lord of the Dead
Summary
Ragnarök, the doom of the gods, has finally occurred. But the long-held belief
that evil would be destroyed along with the gods in that final conflagration
proved false. Only the gods died. The Nine Worlds collapsed and became the
Dusk Lands, a vast twilight realm inhabited by men, trolls, demons, and
shattered kingdoms, under the tyranny of the Great Enemies.
After hundreds of years, a single god emerged into the post-Ragnarök world,
Thor, the God of Thunder. But Angantyr, the Lord of the Dead, has discovered
his reappearance, and unleashes his draugar, the undead walkers, against the
Thunder God, seeking to destroy the last vestige of the former worlds, and the
only hope for the present one.
Series Overview: Volume 2 of 2.

IDW Publishing
9781631408830
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$24.99
Hardcover
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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ElfQuest: The Final Quest Volume 3
Summary
The late Angrif Djun’s destructive fleet looms closer, seeking to wreak havoc on
the elves and any humans that stand defiant. Rayek, influenced by the dark,
dangerous spirit of Winnowill, fights back and fights for control of his very
nature. And the Wolfriders fight to track down their chief who’s own spirit hangs
in the balance.
Winner of the Golden Pen Award from the Young Adult Advisory Committee!
Collects: ElfQuest: The Final Quest #13-#18
Series Overview: Collects Elfquest: The Final Quest issues #13-18

Dark Horse Books
9781506701387
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Usagi Yojimbo Volume 31: The Hell Screen
Summary
In this thrilling volume, the rabbit ronin teams up with—and faces off against—a
multitude of unexpected characters! First, bandits plunder a village threatened
by flooding…but their reasons for pillaging will surprise even the most
steadfast! Then, Usagi must work alongside his natural enemy—a Kappa—to
cast out a violent renegade of the same species. Later, a Komori ninja must
honor her debts when she and Usagi end up on opposing sides of a trade
agreement gone wrong. Finally, Inspector Ishida returns to investigate a
ghastly painting known only as the Hell Screen!
Collects Usagi Yojimbo issues #152-#158.
Series Overview: Collects Usagi Yojimbo issues #152-#158.

Dark Horse Books
9781506701875
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$17.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Immortal Hounds, 5
Summary
The investigation into Marie’s suspicious death has been stymied, and
Kenzaki, tired of playing by the book, suggests a highly risky ploy to try and
get answers about RDS from the very people his unit has worked against.
Meanwhile, the Escape Artist organization is showing strain now that their
show-stopping hound is in captivity…
Story Locale: Japan
Series Overview: Furin is tasked to protect mortals in a world where
immortality is the norm. And she accomplishes this because by day she works
for the very government agency assigned to terminate those mortals who such
love over eternal life.
Volume 5 has not been released in Japan yet. (As of 10/2016)
Vertical Comics
9781945054273
On Sale Date: 7/11/2017
$12.95
Trade Paperback
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World except AU/NZ
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Shade the Changing Girl Vol. 1: Earth Girl Made Easy
Summary
Part of Gerard Way’s new imprint, DC’s Young Animal!
Far away on the planet Meta, Loma’s going nowhere fast. She’s dropped out of
school, dumped her boyfriend and is bored out of her mind. She longs to feel
things. That’s where her idol, the lunatic poet Rac Shade, and his infamous
madness coat come in. Loma steals the garment and makes a break across
galaxies to take up residence in a new body: Earth girl Megan Boyer.

DC Comics
9781401270995
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Surely everything will be better on this passionate, primitive planet with a dash
of madness on her side and this human girl’s easy life. Only now that she’s
here, Loma discovers being a teenaged Earth girl comes with its own
challenges and Earth may not be everything she thought it’d be. Megan Boyer
was a bully who everyone was glad was almost dead, and now Loma has to
survive high school and navigate the consequences of the life she didn’t live
with the ever-growing and uncontrollable madness at her side. Not to mention
that there are people back on her homeworld who might just want Shade’s coat
back.
Written by Cecil Castellucci (The Plain Janes), drawn by Marley Zarcone (EFFIGY)
and overseen by Gerard Way, SHADE, THE CHANGING GIRL starts a whole new
chapter in the story of one of comics’ most unique series.
Collects SHADE, THE CHANGING GIRL #1-6.
SHADE, THE CHANGING GIRL is a part of DC’s Young Animal—a four-book
grassroots mature-reader imprint, creatively spearheaded by Gerard Way,
bridging the gap between the DC Universe and Vertigo, and focusing on the
juxtaposition between visual and thematic storytelling.
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Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 1
(Rebirth)
Summary
The first two volumes of JUSTICE LEAGUE as a part of DC Universe Rebirth are
collected here in hardcover for the first time ever!
Spinning directly out of the events of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, a new day
dawns for the Justice League as they welcome a slew of new members into
their ranks. The question remains though: can the world’s greatest
superheroes trust these new recruits? And will the members of League be able
to come together against an ancient evil that threatens to reclaim not just the
world, but the entire universe!?
Masterful storytelling, epic action and unbelievable art come together in
JUSTICE LEAGUE from best-selling comic book writer Bryan Hitch (JLA) and
superstar artist Tony S. Daniel (BATMAN, BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS).
Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE: REBIRTH #1 and JUSTICE LEAGUE #1-11.
DC Comics
9781401271138
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$34.99
Hardcover
312 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Tales of the Batman: Gerry Conway
Summary
Creator Gerry Conway’s classic works of the Dark Knight are collected for the
first time in TALES OF THE BATMAN: GERRY CONWAY!
Conway’s work in the 1980s represented some of the greatest stories ever told
of Gotham City’s protector, from tales featuring Two-Face, Deadshot, Killer Croc
and the new Robin, Jason Todd! This graphic novel features dynamic artwork
from the likes of Don Newton, Gene Colan and Jose Luis Garcia-Lopez, just a
few of the most well-renowned artists of all-time.
This new hardcover graphic novel collects MAN-BAT #1, DETECTIVE COMICS
#463, #464, #497-499, #502-504, BATMAN #295, #305, #306, #337, BATMAN
FAMILY #17, WORLD’S FINEST COMICS #250, #269, BRAVE AND THE BOLD
#158, #161, #171-174.

DC Comics
9781401272555
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
464 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Daring New Adventures of Supergirl Vol. 2
Summary
The new chapter in the life and times of the Girl of Steel is here in Daring
Adventures of Supergirl Vol. 2!
Shot in a rocket from the same planet as her heroic cousin, Kara Zor-El crashlanded on Earth with powers far beyond those around her. Now known as Linda
Danvers in her civilian life, she fights for justice as Supergirl.
These adventures collected from the 1980s helped create the now-legendary
Supergirl mythology, now made famous by the hit TV series of the same
name! In these stories, Supergirl battles Blackstar, meets the off-beat threat
of the Ambush Bug and faces Superman’s foes the Parasite and the Kryptonite
Man.
Collects The Daring Adventures of Supergirl #13 and Supergirl #14-23.

DC Comics
9781401271152
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
272 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Batman Noir: Dark Victory
Summary
Collecting BATMAN: DARK VICTORY #0-13 and presented in its original penciland-ink artwork, this epic continues the story of THE LONG HALLOWEEN. It is
early in Batman’s crime-fighting career, when James Gordon, Harvey Dent and
the vigilante himself were all just beginning their roles as Gotham’s protectors.
Once a town controlled by organized crime, Gotham City suddenly finds itself
being run by lawless freaks, such as Poison Ivy, Mr. Freeze and the Joker.
Witnessing his city’s dark evolution, the Dark Knight completes his
transformation into the city’s greatest defender. He faces multiple threats,
including the seeming return of a serial killer called Holiday. Batman’s previous
investigation of Holiday’s killings revealed that more than one person was
responsible for the murders. So the question remains: Who is committing
Holiday’s crimes this time? And how many will die before Batman learns the
truth?

DC Comics
9781401271060
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$39.99
Hardcover
400 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Happiness 5
Summary
A supernatural story of sexual awakening, growing up, and suburban
vampirism, Happiness follows a dorky boy who is attacked by a girl in an alley.
She sucks his blood and gives him a choice: life or death. He chooses life, but
finds himself nearly overwhelmed by a new thirst and a fascination with the
necks of his classmates…
Praise for Flowers of Evil:
“A shockingly readable story that vividly—one might even say queasily—evokes
the fear and confusion of discovering one’s own sexuality. Recommended.”
-The Manga Critic
“A page-turning tale of sordid middle school blackmail.” -Otaku USA Magazine

Kodansha Comics
9781632364333
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

“By loving this manga I recognize what a sick and twisted individual I have
become. While I can still say that I am not truly deviant, Flowers of Evil is a
great reminder of my own thirst for power and my own personal corruption.”
-Otaku Champloo
Series Overview: A supernatural story of sexual awakening, growing up, and
suburban vampirism, Happiness follows a dorky boy who is attacked by a girl
in an alley. She sucks his blood and gives him a choice: life or death. He
chooses life, but finds himself nearly overwhelmed by a new thirst and a
fascination with the necks of his classmates…
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Clean Room Vol. 3: Waiting for the Stars to Fall
Summary
In this new installment of Gail Simone’s CLEAN ROOM, go back to the
beginning to learn how Astrid was first affected after her
hospitalization…through the eyes of one who cannot see what she sees: her
would-be assassin and brother, Peter Mueller. Then, a young woman
devastated by the violent loss of her husband finds comfort in Astrid Mueller’s
teachings, only to face the woman herself in the most nightmarish reaches of
the Clean Room!
Collects CLEAN ROOM #13-18.

Vertigo
9781401271091
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
144 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Waiting for Spring 1
Summary
A sweet romantic story of a soft-spoken high school freshman and her quest
to make friends, Waiting for Spring will delight fans of earnest, fun, and
dramatic shojo like Kimi ni Todoke and Say I Love You.
Mizuki is a shy girl who’s about to enter high school, and vows to open herself
up to new friendships. Of course, the four stars of the boys’ basketball team
weren’t exactly the friends she had in mind! Yet, when they drop by the café
where she works, the five quickly hit it off. Soon she’s been accidentally thrust
into the spotlight, targeted by jealous girls. And will she expand her mission to
include…love?

Kodansha Comics
9781632365163
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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In/Spectre 5
Summary
The new mystery thriller with a romantic edge from the creator of Blast of
Tempest, and The Record of a Fallen Vampire!
Both touched by spirits called yokai, Kotoko and Kuro have gained unique
superhuman powers. But to gain her powers Kotoko has given up an eye and a
leg, and Kuro’s personal life is in shambles. So when Kotoko suggests they
team up to deal with renegades from the spirit world, Kuro doesn’t have many
other choices, but Kotoko might just have a few ulterior motives…
Series Overview: When she was still just a girl, Kotoko was kidnapped by
yokai (spirits). They made her into a powerful intermediary between spirits and
humans, but this power came with a price: one eye, and one leg. Now she’s
falling in love with a young man named Kuro, who is also special: an incident
with a yokai has given him healing powers. He’s surprised when Kotoko asks
him to team up to handle renegade yokai, preserving the thin line between
the human world and the spirit world.
Kodansha Comics
9781632364340
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Flash: The Silver Age Vol. 2
Summary
This thrilling volume collects the early 1960s adventures of the Flash, including
his epic battles against foes including Captain Boomerang, featured in this
summer’s blockbuster movie Suicide Squad. This volume also includes battles
against Mirror Master, futuristic science-magician Abra Kadabra and Gorilla
Grodd, who also appeared on the hit CW TV series The Flash.
This title includes the Flash #123, the pivotal Silver Age story “The Flash of
Two Worlds,” which introduced the idea of the multiverse to DC Comics,
bringing back the Golden Age Flash, Jay Garrick, and features appearances by
Kid Flash, who starred in this summer’s best-selling comic DC UNIVERSE:
REBIRTH #1.
Collects THE FLASH #117-132.

DC Comics
9781401270889
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
300 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Nightwing Vol. 6: To Serve and Protect
Summary
No longer known as the Boy Wonder, Robin, our beloved Dick Grayson makes a
new name for himself providing protection and justice in the corrupt streets of
Bludhaven. As the new vigilante in town, Nightwing finds his own ways of
fighting crime and keeping the peace.
Collects NIGHTWING #47-60.

DC Comics
9781401270810
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
264 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Sweetness and Lightning 7
Summary
A single dad, a little girl, and a quirky teenager learn about food’s power to
help people grow and love!
“This season’s number one feel-good anime! Grade A.” -Anime News Network
“A beautifully drawn story about comfort food and family and grief, it’s a
delightful read. Recommended.” -Otaku USA Magazine

Kodansha Comics
9781632364432
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Having lost his wife, math teacher Kouhei Inuzuka is doing
his best to raise his young daughter Tsumugi as a single father. He’s pretty
bad at cooking and doesn’t have a huge appetite to begin with, but chance
brings his little family and one of his students, Kotori Iida, together for
homemade adventures. With those three cooks in the kitchen, it’s no wonder
this dinner table drama is so delicious.
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Descending Stories: Showa Genroku Rakugo Shinju 2
Summary
PAST PROMISES
After proving himself on stage, Yotaro has been fully accepted as Yakumo’s
apprentice and a member of his household. But taking in this brash young
man forces Yakumo to confront his own past, and the promises left unfulfilled
to his late best friend and rival, Sukeroku. Yakumo decides to share a tale
that begins not when he was a dignified artist, but an orphan named Bon.
Bon’s history is also the history of fellow orphan Shin, a changing Japan in the
face of war, and a woman named Miyokichi, who would hold the future in her
elusive hands…

Kodansha Comics
9781632364708
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

A multi-generational human drama set in the world of rakugo, a traditional
form of Japanese comedic storytelling, Descending Stories follows an ex-convict
whose life is changed by his apprenticeship to a famed storyteller, and
Konatsu, who yearns to perform rakugo but cannot because women are not
permitted in the craft.
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Francis, The People's Pope
The People's Pope

Summary

Seven Stories Press
9781609807603
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$17.95
Trade Paperback
256 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Religious
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING

Culminating his bestselling series of graphic biographies (Snowden, New York
Times Graphic Books Bestseller Bernie, and Trump), Ted Rall’s Pope Francis will
present the life, ideas, and political impact of the most progressive spiritual
leader the world’s Roman Catholics have had since Jesus Christ himself. And
just in time too!
Can a reformer, working within an established, conservative, bureaucratic
institution make real change? Usually, radical thinker and political cartoonist
Ted Rall would be among the first to shout “hell no.” But Rall believes that
Pope Francis may be the one notable exception. By expressing sympathy and
outrage on behalf of the poor and hungry, solidarity with same sex couples,
and righteous anger against the world’s banks’ use of capital to gain profit at
the expense of local communities and on the backs of the middle class, Pope
Francis may have already changed the tone and substance of the
conversation, Rail believes. As the world’s governments persist in ignoring
global warming, and exporting war and suffering, Rall considers Pope Francis
to be the one world leader who might be able to encourage and inspire a new
populism to turn the tide.
Raised Roman Catholic himself, Ted Rall is able to bring depth to his latest
graphic biography as perhaps no other writer or comics artist could. Rall’s art is
always attuned to the human comedy, his protagonists funny at the same time
as they provide a serious account of some of the most pressing issues and
struggles of our times.
Story Locale: Buenos Aires, Argentina & Vatican City
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Mobile Suit Gundam WING, 1
Endless Waltz: Glory of the Losers

Summary
One of the biggest anime properties of all time returns with the release of
Mobile Suit Gundam Wing. Following the actions of five fighters and their
mobile suits, Gundam Wing is a heavily political, dramatic action work that is
centered around a war between Earth and its surrounding colonies in space.
Mobile Suit Gundam Wing Endless Waltz: Glory of the Losers retells the original
WING story by incorporating elements of the anime and its recent light novel
adaptations.

Vertical Comics
9781945054341
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$12.95
Trade Paperback
220 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World except AU/NZ
Status: FORTHCOMING

In the year A.C. (After Colony) 195, humankind had flown its nest, the Earth,
to search for new hope while living in space colonies. However, the United Earth
Sphere Alliance has used its military might under the guise of “justice and
peace” to seize control of some colonies, and those colonies have lost their
autonomy and have been forced into silence. But the seeds of resistance have
not been entirely crushed. “Operation Meteor” is about to take flight…
Story Locale: A Future Earth
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Drawing and Life Lessons from Master Cartoonists
Summary
An unparalleled book, the very first of its kind. Taken from uber-rare, neverbefore reprinted cartooning courses with expert teachings from cartooning’s
rock stars: Peanut’s Charles Schulz, Little Nemo’s Winsor McCay, Superman’s
Joe Shuster, Flash Gordon’s Alex Raymond, Terry and the Pirates’ Milton Caniff,
The New Yorker’s Whitney Darrow, Jr., Betty and Veronica’s Dan DeCarlo, Prince
Valiant’s Hal Foster, Barney Googles’ Billy Debeck, Plastic Man’s Jack Cole,
Gasoline Alley’s Frank King, Popeye’s E.C. Segar, and many more icons of
comic art.

IDW Publishing
9781631409042
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
288 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Nonfiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

These Who’s Who’s of Cartooning’s greats teach you in page after page of
eye-opening beginning and advanced lessons how to draw and write comics.
And these esteemed geniuses act as life coaches with inspiring stories of how
they succeeded and give you stirring and wise encouragement to propel you to
your own success. For beginners, seasoned professionals, teachers, students
in school classes hungry to learn, and even those that are passionate about
comics history, this will be an invaluable classic in the field. Edited by Eisnerwinner Craig Yoe.
Series Overview: Re-presenting uber-rare, never-before reprinted cartooning
courses with expert teachings from cartooning’s most celebrated creators.
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Rip Kirby, Vol. 10: 1970-1973
Summary

IDW Publishing
9781631409226
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$49.99
Hardcover
296 Pages
Humor / Form
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

The longest-running modern adventure strip celebrated its twenty-fifth
anniversary in 1971. As Bruce Canwell notes in his introduction to this volume,
John Prentice and Fred Dickenson continually varied the contents of their
stories, mixing and matching themes, as well as locales. In these thirteen
stories, they were willing to tap into popular topics of the day (1971’s “The Girl
with Something Extra” uses extra-sensory perception as a key plot driver), but
carefully contrasted those efforts with stories emphasizing family relationships
in ways both positive (“The Midas Affair”) and negative (“Murder by
Misanthrope”). The science fictional Doctor Data and his super-computer were
counterbalanced by more light-hearted capers, such as “The Parrot Who Sang
Like a Canary.” Included are more than 800 sequential comics from April 27,
1970 to January 20, 1973 reproduced from the original King Features
Syndicate proofs.
Series Overview: Volume 10 of an ongoing series.
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Dept. H Volume 2: After the Flood
Summary
Six miles below the surface of the ocean, Mia has to solve a locked-room
murder mystery before the crime scene is completely flooded. As the crew tries
to save the Dept. H base from destruction, some of them start to take matters
into their own hands. But the bottom of the ocean is full of unknown dangers,
and with time running out, rescue is almost impossible.
Dark Horse Books
9781616559908
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$19.99
Hardcover
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Science Fiction
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

From New York Times bestselling author Matt Kindt (MIND MGMT, PastAways,
Superspy)!
Written and Drawn by Matt Kindt, with colors by Sharlene Kindt.
Intricate mystery stories perfect for any fan of crime and sci-fi fiction!
A complete arc: a perfect jumping-on point for new readers!
“Kindt is a storyteller so fully in control of his gifts that his graphic novels read
like quietly compelling arguments for the comics medium’s narrative
potential.”—NPR
“Kindt has developed into one of the most exciting and original talents in the
business”
—The LA Times
“Kindt breaks all pre-conceived notions of what comic books are.”—IGN
Series Overview: This is the 2nd Volume in the Dept. H series and collects
issues #7-12
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W.B. DuBay's The Rook Archives Volume 2
Summary
From the pages of Warren Publishing’s Eerie magazine, The Rook returns in
new archival editions, bringing you the best of the time-travelling swashbuckler. Written by William B. Dubay and drawn by Jim Stenstrum, with covers
by Paul Gulacy, The Rook follows scientist and adventurer Restin Dane as he
travels through history righting wrongs and saving those in need, while
investigating the mysteries of his own family history. Joined by robots he
created, and traveling via his invention The Time Castle, the Rook takes
readers on a journey through time they’ll never forget.
Series Overview: Collects The Rook stories that appeared in Eerie Archives
volumes 4-6.

Dark Horse Books
9781506702858
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$19.99
Hardcover
152 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Gary Gianni's Monstermen and Other Scary Stories
Summary
Gianni’s meticulous and evocative art combined with his haunting but often
hilarious writing create a horror comic unlike anything else on the stands.
Gary Gianni created one of the strangest occult detective teams in comics
history: millionaire filmmaker Lawrence St. George and his associate, Benedict,
of the venerable guild of Corpus Monstrous. They navigate a peculiar and
deadly world plagued by squid pirates, zombie cowboys, abominable
snowmen, mustachioed skulls, and fat, flying demons.
Series Overview: This book also includes classic prose stories by Robert E
Howard, Clark Ashton Smith, and more, illustrated by Gianni.

Dark Horse Books
9781506704807
On Sale Date: 8/22/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
168 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Beanworld Volume 4: Hoka Hoka Burb'l Burb'l
Summary
The most peculiar comic book experience returns in an all-new volume
—Beanworld Volume 4: Hoka Hoka Burb’l Burb’l! The Boom’r Band coaxes a new
healing power out of Chow, leading to a visit from Dreamishness’s
relatives—the Windy Songsterinos—who bring their gift of rain. The storm
causes great changes to Mr. Spook, Beanish and the Pod’l’pool Cuties.
Marder’s deceptively simple artwork illustrates a self-contained ecological
fantasy realm with its own unique rules and lingo. Beanworld has delighted
readers from grade school to grad school for more than a generation, earning
a spot on the New York Times Graphic Books Best Sellers List.
“I have yet to find a comic book as challenging and inventive and downright
fun as Beanworld.”
-Scott McCloud, author of Understanding Comics and The Sculptor
Series Overview: Volume 4 of the ongoing Beanworld .
Dark Horse Books
9781506702186
On Sale Date: 7/18/2017
$16.99
Hardcover
152 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Gotham Academy: Second Semester Vol. 1
Summary
GOTHAM ACADEMY is back for its second semester!
When you’re Gotham Academy student Olive Silverlock, winter holidays can be
a drag. Luckily, when a new student shows up at Gotham Academy to keep her
company while the other students are away, Olive finds what could be a brand
new friend…or a whole lot of trouble. And when Maps, Kyle, Colton, Pomeline
and the rest of the students of Gotham’s #1 prep school return for a new
semester, the adventures are twice as mysterious and twice as dangerous!
Collects GOTHAM ACADEMY: SECOND SEMESTER #1-3, 5-8.

DC Comics
9781401271190
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Midnighter and Apollo
Summary
Midnighter and Apollo are back with a vengeance!
From their days as founding members of the Authority, the heroes Midnighter
and Apollo have been forever linked, both professionally and romantically.
Whether it’s pirates in Los Angeles or demons in Opal City, Steve Orlando
(MIDNIGHTER, SUPERGIRL) continues the adventure and brings the fighting
duo center stage! But when the duo are torn apart by a mysterious villian who
sends Apollo to the underworld, Midnighter faces the gates of hell for his lover.
Steve Orlando previously wrote MIDNIGHTER, a 2016 GLAAD award nominee for
Outstanding Comic Book.
Collects MIDNIGHTER & APOLLO #1-6.

DC Comics
9781401272012
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback
152 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Hatsune Miku: Rin-Chan Now! Volume 2
Summary
The fight to make Rin-chan the most popular Vocaloid has never been so
much fun, as her smallest everyday activities at school, home, and work get
blown up online to major celebrity events! Based on the video with over 2.5
million combined views on NicoNico and YouTube, the Rin-Chan Now! manga is
written, drawn and edited by the video creators!
Hatsune Miku is an international pop phenomenon!
This is the Second of a Four part series on Hatsune Miku’s RinChan!

Dark Horse Manga
9781506703145
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World except Opn Mkt
Status: FORTHCOMING

• Like Hatsune Miku: Mikubon, Rin-Chan Now! is made by famous Vocaloid
music video creators.
• The popular Rin was in Unofficial Hatsune Mix and was on the cover of Mikubon.
• Four pages in full color.
• In the larger Unofficial Hatsune Mix page size.
Series Overview: This is the Second of a Four part series on Hatsune Miku’s
RinChan!
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Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Vol. 1
Summary
A New York Times best-seller!
THE DARK KNIGHT AND THE HEROES IN A HALF SHELL COLLIDED IN THE
COMICS CROSSOVER EVENT OF THE YEAR!
New York City. The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles face the battle of a lifetime,
fighting both the fearsome Foot Clan and their leader, the Shredder, and the
alien forces of General Krang…which is exactly Krang’s plan. Now a singledimensional warp can rid him of both of his greatest rivals at once.
Gotham City. From the Penguin to Killer Croc to Ra’s al Ghul and beyond, the
caped crime-fighter called Batman already has his hands full protecting his
city. Suddenly, a new enemy emerges—the Shredder and his ninja followers,
transported to Gotham and unleashed upon an unsuspecting world. Now
they’re on the hunt for the technology that will help them return home…and
conquer Gotham City in the process, with the help of Batman’s deadliest
rogues.
DC Comics
9781401271503
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$16.99
Trade Paperback

But heroes come in all shapes, and the Dark Knight does not fight alone. As
the Caped Crusader joins forces with Leonardo, Donatello, Michelangelo,
Raphael and Master Splinter, can the Bat, the Rat, and the Turtles take down
the most vicious villains from two dimensions?

176 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland

DC Comics and IDW Publishing proudly present BATMAN/TEENAGE MUTANT
NINJA TURTLES written by James Tynion IV (DETECTIVE COMICS) and
illustrated by Freddie Williams II (ROBIN) collecting BATMAN/TEENAGE MUTANT
NINJA TURTLES #1-6!

Status: FORTHCOMING
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Fairy Tail 61
Summary
The magical adventures of the Fairy Tail guild continue!
“[With] crisp, clean, fast-moving art… Fairy Tail is easily one of my favorite new
series of the year.” -Comic Book Resources
“With dazzling visuals and perfectly timed fights of ever greater intensity, this
is as good as action-adventure gets.” -Anime News Network
Story Locale: Earthland

Kodansha Comics
9781632364302
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Fairy Tail takes place in a world filled with magic. 17-year-old
Lucy is an attractive mage-in-training who wants to join a magician’s guild so
that she can become a full-fledged magician. The guild she dreams about
joining is the most famous in the world, and it is known as the Fairy Tail. One
day she meets Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon who mysteriously left him
when he was young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding his Dragon father.
When Natsu helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she discovers that he is a
member of the Fairy Tail magician’s guild, and our heroes’ adventure together
begins.
Publication History: Trade Paperback Original
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Archie Crossover Collection
Summary
Publication History: Trade Paperback Original

Archie Comics
9781682559680
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Scalped Book One
Summary
Fifteen years ago, Dashiell “Dash” Bad Horse ran away from a life of abject
poverty and utter hopelessness on the Prairie Rose Indian Reservation
searching for something better. Now he’s come back home armed with nothing
but a set of nunchucks, a hell-bent-for-leather attitude and one dark secret, to
find nothing much has changed on “The Rez”-short of a glimmering new
casino, and a once-proud people overcome by drugs and organized crime. Is
he here to set things right or just get a piece of the action?
This new collection of this modern classic series from superstar writer Jason
Aaron is now re-cut in paperback with bonus material and exclusive sketches
from artist R.M. Guera. Collects SCALPED #1-11.

Vertigo
9781401271268
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
296 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
& Mystery
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Robin Vol. 4: Turning Point
Summary
Collected for the first time in years are the early adventures of Tim Drake,
a.k.a. Robin!
In these classic tales from Chuck Dixon, considered one of the greatest
scribes in the Boy Wonder’s history, Bruce Wayne returns as Batman and Dick
Grayson comes to town and things go south with Ariana, Tim’s girlfriend.
Collects ROBIN #0, #7-13 and ROBIN ANNUAL #1

DC Comics
9781401265878
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
264 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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The Flash by Francis Manapul Unwrapped
Summary
For the first time ever, experience Francis Manapul’s acclaimed run on THE
FLASH through beautifully reprinted original line drawings that showcase the
artist’s masterful skill and creative vision without any inks or colors laid over
them.
THE FLASH BY FRANCIS MANAPUL UNWRAPPED collects the artist’s entire body
of work on the revered reintroduction of the Fastest Man Alive that he
spearheaded with best-selling writer Brian Buccellato (BATMAN: DETECTIVE
COMICS). Not only will this collection inspire with its gorgeously reproduced
pencil work, but it also acts as the perfect entry point into the world of the
Scarlet Speedster.
Collects THE FLASH #FLASH 0-8.

DC Comics
9781401265045
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$34.99
Hardcover
200 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Elseworlds: Justice League Vol. 2
Summary
The Justice League, left powerless? Barry Allen, the Flash…has no ability to
walk? Batman facing off against the ancient vampire Nosferatu? In Elseworlds,
anything is possible.
These reimagined alternate histories of the Justice League are all now here in
one collection for the first time ever in JUSTICE LEAGUE: ELSEWORLDS VOL. 2.
This graphic novel features the work of creators such as Doug Moench, Norm
Breyfogle, Roy Thomas and more! Includes many tales either never before
included in graphic novel form or long out of print, including JLA: ACT OF GOD
#1-3, SUPERMAN’S METROPOLIS #1, BATMAN: NOSFERATU #1 and WONDER
WOMAN: BLUE AMAZON #1.

DC Comics
9781401268558
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$34.99
Trade Paperback
424 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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House of Mystery: The Bronze Age Vol. 1
Summary
Do you dare enter…the House of Mystery? In 1968, DC reinvented the
“mystery” genre with these tales of fantasy and the supernatural. Introduced
by the macabre Cain, these stories are collected in color for the first time and
feature the art of top comics illustrators including MAD’s Sergio Aragonés, Neal
Adams, Bernie Wrightson, Gil Kane, Wallace Wood, Alex Toth and many
others.
Collects HOUSE OF MYSTERY #174-189.

DC Comics
9781401271213
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$24.99
Trade Paperback
300 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Star Trek: Boldly Go, Vol. 1
Summary
Months after the events of Star Trek Beyond, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise
have been re-assigned to new ships and new roles. Some have chosen to
spend time away from Starfleet. Others have embarked on new opportunities.
The Galaxy enjoys a fragile peace. New worlds! New species! New ships! And a
new danger unlike anything the Federation has encountered before! Collects
issues #1–6.
Publication History: TR original

IDW Publishing
9781631409233
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$19.99
Trade Paperback
136 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Media
Tie-In
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Supergirl: The Silver Age Vol. 1
Summary
Making her comics debut in ACTION COMICS #252, from 1959, the Girl of
Steel quickly became Superman’s secret weapon in his battle for Truth, Justice
and the American Way—and a key hero in the DC Universe. In these initial
stories, Supergirl, like her cousin Superman a survivor of the planet Krypton,
adjusts to life on Earth with her adoptive parents, the Danvers. The stories
alternate between small town slice-of-life tales about boys who must be shown
that magic can be real, Supergirl’s own efforts to master her new powers, and
time-traveling jaunts into the far future and past. Plus: How can Supergirl
babysit a Superman who’s been mysteriously transformed into an infant?
These classic tales are now featured in SUPERGIRL: THE SILVER AGE VOL. 1!
Collects stories from ACTION COMICS #252-284.

DC Comics
9781401272920
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
384 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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UQ Holder 11
Summary
THE CHOSEN PATH
After being given permission from Yukihime to leave Senkyokan, Tota heads
off to participate in the Mahora Martial Arts Tournament. But before the
tournament even begins, Tota receives word that his grandfather has been
seen, and vows to rescue him. However, Tota soon realizes that the situation is
even graver than he anticipated, and when Fate offers him a proposition, he is
left with a choice. Should he side with Fate to save his grandfather, or with
Yukihime, who wants to kill him? Or, is there a third option…?
The new sci-fi fantasy epic from the creator of Negima! continues!

Kodansha Comics
9781632364449
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$10.99
Trade Paperback
192 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

Series Overview: Look, let’s be honest here. At the time of this writing only
the first few chapters of UQ Holder exist, and it’s difficult to say what the story
is about at this point. What we do know is that it is by manga god KEN
AKAMATSU, whose Love Hina and Negima! have been massively successful in
both the U.S. and Japan. We expect his legion of fans to come out to support
his new book in a BIG way.
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The Legend of Korra Coloring Book
Summary
Beloved since its television debut, The Legend of Korra has thousands of fans
worldwide. Now, the Avatar meets the adult coloring book craze! This beautiful
book comes packed with 45 highly detailed, black and white images to color
however you choose! With illustrations by Jed Henry (Avatar: the Last Airbender
Coloring Book) and produced in close collaboration with the show’s creators
Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, this book is a must have for all
Korra fans and coloring book enthusiasts!
Includes 45 pieces of beautifully detailed black and white artwork!
Dark Horse Books
9781506702469
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$14.99
Trade Paperback

Produced in collaboration with the show’s creators, Michael Dante DiMartino
and Bryan Konietzko!

96 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World

Purchase alone or alongside the Avatar: The Last Airbender Coloring Book for
a matching set!

Status: FORTHCOMING

Artwork by Jed Henry (Avatar: the Last Airbender Coloring Book)!

The first official Legend of Korra coloring book!
Series Overview: Original coloring book for the Legend of Korra telivsion show.
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Adam Strange: The Silver Age Omnibus
Summary
The Silver Age adventures of Adam Strange are collected at last in one giant
omnibus collection!
After being mysteriously teleported to another world, Rann, Adam Strange’s
life changed forever as he went from being an archaeologist to a cosmic
adventurer and hero.
Collects SHOWCASE #17-19 , MYSTERY IN SPACE #53-102, HAWKMAN #18,
STRANGE ADVENTURES #157, 222, 226, and covers from STRANGE
ADVENTURES #217-218, #220-221, #224, #235, #241, #242, and #243.

DC Comics
9781401272951
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$99.99
Hardcover
848 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Jack Kirby's Kamandi Omnibus
Summary
At last, DC presents the adventures of Kamandi, the last boy on Earth, in the
popular Jack Kirby Omnibus format!
Kamandi-one of the few survivors of a Great Disaster that has destroyed
civilization—must search for a safe haven in a world populated by bizarre
mutated animals and other strange wonders! Considered one of Jack Kirby’s
most creative works, KAMANDI features a band of anthropomorphic supporting
characters who accompany Kamandi as he searches for answers and adventure
across the wastelands of Earth.
From one of comics’ legendary creators, Jack Kirby’s Kamandi faces danger
from a giant, monstrous crab creature and an intelligent killer whale, and is
hunted by the Sacker Company as a valuable intelligent human. In what is
considered the series’ greatest tale, Kamandi is forced to compete with the
leader of a gorilla clan for the ultimate prize: Superman’s costume!
DC Comics
9781401271206
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$75.00
Hardcover
800 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Superheroes
Territory: World except UK/Ireland
Status:CANCELLED

This hardcover omnibus collects Jack Kirby’s run on KAMANDI, THE LAST BOY
ON EARTH #1-40.
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H.P. Lovecraft's The Hound and Other Stories
Summary
A pair of decadent young men pursue the abhorrent thrill of grave robbing…a
German submarine’s crew is driven mad by the call of an underwater
temple…an explorer in the Arabian desert discovers a hideous city older than
mankind. This moody and evocative manga gets back to the dark foundations
of the Cthulhu Mythos, adapting three of H.P. Lovecraft’s original stories that
first shaped the outlines of cosmic horror!
Series Overview: This is a Original Manga of H.P Lovecraft short stories.

Dark Horse Books
9781506703121
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$12.99
Trade Paperback
184 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World except Opn Mkt
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Manara Library Volume 2: El Gaucho and Other Stories
Summary
The second volume of The Manara Library, in a paperback edition at last!
Continuing Dark Horse’s comprehensive English collection of Italian comics
master Milo Manara’s work, this volume features the enthralling historical epic
El Gaucho, the second of Manara’s storied collaborations with his mentor Hugo
Pratt, author of the internationally acclaimed Corto Maltese. Rounding out this
offering is Trial by Jury, a series of captivating shorts in which some of history’s
most notorious figures undergo a mock trial. With The Manara Library, Englishlanguage readers have the opportunity to experience the illustrative
storytelling of a true comics master.
Series Overview: Includes Manara Stories El Gaucho and Trial by Jury
Dark Horse Books
9781506702636
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$29.99
Trade Paperback
280 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Erotica
Territory: World except Opn Mkt
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Wolfsmund, Volume 8
Summary
The tale of William Tell has never been rendered as beautifully as in Mitsuhisa
Kuji’s stunning debut work Wolfsmund, where a fortified way-station
torments the Swiss district of Uri murdering all who stand against it, until
William and his son attempt to defy it.
The Swiss Confederation tries to topple the sadistic tyrant in charge of a
fortress called the Wolfsmund in Mitsuhisa Kuji’s debut fantasy comic.
Story Locale: Switzerland
Series Overview: It is the 14th Century and as the Swiss begin to initiate their
movements toward independence a fortress in the Alps known as the
Wolfsmund continues to strike fear amongst the German and Italian
communities that dare threaten Hapsburg (Austrian) rule!
Vertical
9781945054235
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$12.95
Trade Paperback
248 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Usagi Yojimbo Volume 31: The Hell Screen Limited
Edition
Summary
In this thrilling volume, the rabbit ronin teams up with—and faces off
against—a multitude of unexpected characters! First, bandits plunder a village
threatened by flooding…but their reasons for pillaging will surprise even the
most steadfast! Then, Usagi must work alongside his natural enemy—a
Kappa—to cast out a violent renegade of the same species. Later, a Komori
ninja must honor her debts when she and Usagi end up on opposing sides of
a trade agreement gone wrong. Finally, Inspector Ishida returns to investigate
a ghastly painting known only as the Hell Screen!
Collects Usagi Yojimbo issues #152-#158.
Series Overview: Collects Usagi Yojimbo issues #152-#158.

Dark Horse Books
9781506701868
On Sale Date: 7/25/2017
$59.99
Hardcover
208 Pages
Comics & Graphic Novels
/ Fantasy
Territory: World
Status: FORTHCOMING

